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This. report is the fourth volume of a series documenting a study,

of alternative schools in American education, sponsored by the National

Institute of Education under Contract B2C-5326. There are six other

volumes in the series, all published or forthcoming under the general
"

title, A Study of AlternatIves . in American Ed4cation:

0

Vol. I: District Policies, and the Implementation of
Change, by G. Bass, R- 2170 /l-NIE.

Vol. II: The Role of the Principal, by N. Thomas,
R-2170/2-NIE.

Vol. III:. Teadherst:Rtsponses to Alternatives, by
R. Raimussen, R-2170/3-NIE.

Vol. "r
V:. Diversity in the ClV:. P. Barker,

T. K. Bikson, and Ximbrough, R- 2170 /5 -NIE.

Vol. VI: Student Outcomoin Alum Rock, 2974-1976,
by F. J. Capell, R-2170/6-NIE:

Vol. VII: Stomnam .arid Policy Implications, by D. Weiler,
-R-21170/744E.

...

Study Background

This study had ita ori ins in 1972. In April of that year, the

Office of Economic Opportunity (OR) funded an education voucher demo

stratIon in Alum Rock, California, and awarded ciltudy and evaluati

contract to The Rand- COrporation. Voucher systemi require that fun

for education be distributed directly to families in the form of cer-

tificates,*which families can then use to purchase education at schools

of their choice,
1

The government wished to. test a voucher igiaei that-

Y is

1"
Findings for the first year of the voucher demonstratioh (1971-73)

are reported in Daniel. Weiler et al., A Pubiio Schooi Voucher Demon-
stration: The First Yedr at Alum Rock, The Rand Corporation, R-1495-NIE,
Jufid 1974, 4 vols. Alpm Rock is an independent elementary school disc
trict in. San Jose, California.--
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inclUded compeeinOubliC and private schools,.with compleX regulations

designed to protect and advance the interests of disadvantaged families.
1

But the OEO agreement with Alum Rock did not require immediate imple:

mentation of this model. In lieu of private schools participating in

the demonstration, Alum Rock was to encourage parent choice and)stiku-

late competition between schools two key objectives of the voucher plan--

by.creating.multiple programs within the public schools. Parents would

be informed about their options and encouraged toselect the-program

they preferred for their children. Alum Rock and OEO agreed that this

"public schools only" model was to be a "transition".toyard a more'ebm-

plete voucher demonstration, and OEO continued to seek additional demon-

stration sites-for a more extensive test of the voucher, idea. The

demonstration began in September 1972 with six schools, organized as

twenty-two "minischools" offering a varietyof educational approaches.

By the end c thy: second year of the demonstration-7spring 197/I.--

sponsorship of the voucher program had been assumed by the National

Institute of Education. The transition to a full-scale model in Alum

R6Ok had not taken place, and no new sites had joined the demonstration.

Rand and.NIE agreed, howe'rer, that,,while a more complete voucher test

might still be arranged-An Aluni Rock or elsewhere, the existing demon-

stration was of interest in its own right: Thirteen public schools

were offering fort -fiye program options to parents.
2'

In effect, Alum

Rock was testing a variant of an innovation that a number of observers

had arguedk-Could iliprove the quality of public.education- -alternative

schools.

It was agreed that-while the main study would continue to concen-.

trate on Alum Rock in 1974-75, a small side study would be undertaken

to eyplore the nature of the alternative schools movement in other dis-

tricts. This studY identified a number of areas where furtheranalysis

1
"regulatedregulated compensatory voucher model was originally proposed

in a,1970 study commissioned by OEQ. See Center for the Study of Public

Policy, Educationllouchers: A Report on FinanCing Elementary Education

, by Grants to Parents, Cambridge, Mass., December 1970.
2 ,

, There were at -one time more-than fifty minischools available to
participating parents, in fourteen demonstration schools. Ten Alum Rock

schools-never joined the,demonstration. 0
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, - might yield a better understanding of the issiles associated with im-.
(,' . . .

plementing_alternative schools: Many of these'issUes had already sur-
.t

-faced in Alum Aock,- .
.
t.

By the fourth year of the demonstrafion 1975-76), prospects for

creating-a more comprehensive test of the voucher model hid diminished

appreciably, while the work that had alreat beeb accomplished. intAlutp

a Rock constituted a useful base fora modest comparative Judy of alter-

native schools. Accordingly, some project resources were shifted in,

that year toward the study of three new sites where alternative schools

were being tried: Cincinnati, Ohio; Eugene, Oregon; and Minneapolis,

Minnesota.
I

Data collection from these sites a* Alum Rock was com-

pleted 10976-77.
r

Alternative Schools

Alternative schools or educational programs--variously defined
"

can now be found in perhaps one out of every four school districts in

the counery.
2

These schools and programs serve a number of different

client groups, offering some form of teaching style and method or cur-
.

riculum content differihg in important respects from, the mainstream of

education al programs in those districts. They havebeen created in re-
.

sponse to a variety of social and political pretistres, and are usually

designed to .meet some or all of the following objectives:

t

o Social Equity Extending to all parents the right to

choose among educational alternatives that they Consider

best suited,fottheir children, and/or reinforcing area-

or dibtrict-iiide desegregation plans by providing "magnet"'

programs.

1
Criteria and methods for site seleciion are discussed in Chapter I

of Vol. I.in this series: Dietriat'Policies and the IMilementation of
Change, by G. Bass.

2
National School Boards Assoclation, Alter native Schools, Research

Report 1976-3, Evanston, Illinois, 1976, p. 5.

of
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o Accountability. 'Creating schools that., are more directly

:responsive to parent-And stu4entdesires and needs, and .

6 visible fid oPen'tegirding theivedUcationel operatiims.

o
.

. .

Incentives: To Innovate; -Providing expanded oppcktunities

for teachergi.and'administratois to offer new and different
.

-

educeaonai programs, where rewards' foremcessful innova-
-

_

tion are tied in part to extrinsic evaluations of success

(parent and nxudint demand)...rather-than-{exciUsiliely) to
.

intrinsic criteria (adminiitratOr and Colleague approval).

o Diversity. Introducing program variety on thellsaumption '

rTis
.

that a uniform approach, to education may bi-aleffieieni:where"

the student clientele.is-socially and ethnically diverse,...

with a range of skills. and interestethat should be.matched,

to appropriately-varied educational opportunities.

o
:

Constituency Satinfaction: -Increasing student, pare nt,

teacher, and community satisfaction with the educational

system, both as adèrhblj sociai"goal in itself and as .

the means to other desirable objectives: increased social

stability in the 3schools, grater parent support"of school

activities, and more community willingness to provide finan-

cial support for education.

o Improved Student Outcomes. Improving student cognitive and

noncognitive growth through better mataingof students to .

programs, through improved teacher and administrator incen-

tives to innovate, and through greater system accountability.

For the purposes of this study, an-alternative school or program

is defined as having at least three essential chgracteristics:.

o It is an educational program that is distinctly different in

some way frcM the majority of programs.in:that district.

o It is availabletosstudents on a voluntary basis.
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o It is a full -time educationalprogram.

S.

The study is confined to alternatiits that meet this definition,1 .

. Study Goals and Constraints*

, As noted, this study had'its origins in Rand's evtlnation.of the

voucher demonitration in Alum Rock. In that district, railid and coM

plea changes in organization and procedure raised ishi,quii-tions about ---

the problems that a district might encountet in,attempting:to implement

a system ofalternative schcols. These questio becirwthe main 1441.

points of the research,'as hypotheses generated onthe basis of Rand's

study okAlwa Rock were. tested against the experiences, Of other dis-

tricts,that have tried, some' Version.of an alternative schools program.

Weisked: What district strategies are most likely to lead to the suc-

cessful implementation of alternatives under different circumstances?'

What are the effectslof alternative programs-on teacher behavior,..iind"

how do teachers influence the outcomes of:such program? 'What role

doesor should--the school principal play?-How'db parents react--do

they understand their.chOicea? If so, how do they, exercise their.op-.

tionsiT Is real diversity possible" the public schools, with the

many interna l and .external prestUresto conform to a Common program?

4 ..'tie seven reports in this study address these and related questions.

The study is aimed at practitioners and community groups who may be con-
.

templating the initiation o f alternative schools, andiat stateand fed-.

eral policymakers who may be asked'to supportaiternatives and would

like to be aware of,the obstacles and opportnnitien that this innova-

tion can create.

The study draws no-conclusions about the relative desirability of

alternativesthis is a value judpent that citizens and professionals.

1
In:practice, we were obliged to select districts for the study

on the-bisis of claimed and apparent.progiii'diatinctiveness; theex-
tentOf actual distinctiVeness was then treated;as an issue to be ex-.
plored.in the- course -of the analyses. A discussion of'the. recent
history of the alternatives movement will be found in-Chapter*I of
-Vol. I pf this series.
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must make on the basis of what they want from their schools. Thus,

Although individual authors have tried to make their'own normative

positions clear, nothing in these reports*should be interpreted as

- ;'representing a Rand position on alternatives as an innovation in public

education. Nor is this an evaluation: We have studied four districts

to gain insight into common (and uncommon) problems; nothing in these

' reports shoularbe construed as presenting evaluative judgments about

the advisability or wisdom of any district policy. Finally -this study

is not.an assessment of the educational impact of alternatives on stu-
c..

- 'dents: Withthe exception of Alum Rock--a'unique'caserthe study did

not have access to the longitudinal student outcome data that would

have to be ahalyked to mekelmchan. assessment.

The study utilizes a small purposive sample that was designed to

select sites where an important effort W,been.Tade to implement al-

ternatives. 'For,reasons explained in a number of the reports, we be-

lieve that it is legitimate toassume that many-of the study's findings '

will have wide applicability. Nevertheless, the reader should bear in

mina the limit4d and selective nature of this sample when considering

the generalizability.of study results.
:

Organization of the Study
o

The /study findings are organized as a'series df reports on the

issues of implementing alternatives from the perspectives of major

par.ticipants: cdistrict.adt±nistrators, principals, teachers, and

parents. A fifth report focusen On/the extent of program diirersityll

achieved ih the Alum Rock minischool systeit a sixth report presents'.
.a.

.an analysis ofstudent outcomes in Alum Rock, and a final report pro-

vides an overview of the entire study. 'The, reports are'relaied,.but

'each is also designed to be read as an independent study. The reader

who completes the entire series will therefore notice some redundapcy:

Each report.begins with a Similar discussion ofstudy methods and study

site settings. There is also some inevitable overlap In the discuSsion

. of key,issues, since a report that deals with any part of the educational
.

system must to some extent discuss other aspects of.thesystem as well':
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Thus, for example, the report that focuses on the role of the principal

can hardly avoid discussing the views of teachers, and vice versa. In

the interest of writing reports that are independent research documents

as well as part of a general study topic, we have made no attempt to,,

eliminate these redundancies.

Since 197', this study has produced 39 informal Working Notes for

client (0E0 and NIE) use, mostly on selected aspects of the Alumfick

demonstration. These documents, 'together with project Administrative

Reports and original materials (documentary materials, surveys, and

field notes) form an extensiVi primary-and secondary'data base, which

has been drawn on as neededby thd authors ofstudy reports,.largely

without specific citation. Where it is appropriate to calltthe reader's

attention to a particidar source of evidence in the nformal secondary

materials, the latter are cited as unpublished papers: These and re-

lated unpublished materials are available from.the National Institute

of Education.

The introductory chapter. of each report in the series provides

further details about the particular focus, methods, and limitations

of that report.

4

Daniel Weiler

Study Director t
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SUMARY

In recent years, many public schools have broadened the number

ant kinds of alternative programs they offer, and at the same time

they haVe increased parents' opportunities to choose programs/for their

A( children, or for- older students to select their own courses. At least

-four arguments h ve been advaoCed to justify this increased family

choicein school g:"

Fftst, some choiceoehenes are devices-for,givi.ng parents more

control over Schools:, the assuoiption_is that student-performace will

improve if teachers-work harder, and that teachers will wrk harder

if they carCbe quit into a competitive market arrangement.

Second, creating ,alternatilies and letting Parents ehoose schools

may serve as an "institutional safety valve" in comikties that have !

groups who hold different and conflicting objectives forthe public
.

schools.

Third, empowering parents to make schooling decisions may reduce

feelings of powerlessness-7alienation!and hence may increase their

participation in. their children's schooling, which in turn could lead

to improved student performance.

ourth, allowing parents to select different educational programs

may maximize the overall performance of students in the school district,

if the parents do a better job than the schools of matching children'

learning styles with instructional arrangements that maximize learning.

Of course, this assumes.that teaching methods vary from school to

school and that there are significant interactions between learning

styles and teaching methods.

Critical Issues

Increasing family choice in schooling raises certain thorny' issues

that can be summarized as follows:

First, are parents motivated and competent to make intelligent

choices among competing educational alternatives? Information levels

_12

I

ti
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:provide _a. miniial index of decisiopmaking competence, since it is

impossible to make intelligent decisions without adequate information

'about one! s- alternatiVes'..

Se6nd, what kinds of schools do parents _pick when they have free

-Ohoices, and what are the factors that influence:Tarente ohoices?

DO Barents- pick classrooms oh ,the:basis of educationally relevant

differences between the alternatives, or are they overly influenced
, .

by glib claims' or irrelevant features of the -schools?

Third, is segregation.* -race, sex, or .social class exacerbated-

or attenuated 'by allowing., parents to chooseechools, and what re the

social iMpliaations of these individual decisions/ The are the

iindi of questionh that this report:considera.

Data Sources

...

,

The bulk -of the data used in this study wa collected in sample

',surveys of ,parents who were involved in :the uM Rock (San Jose-,

...
`California) Elementary Edudation VisisAer De astration, e,five ar, ,
, .

.t project_ftinded initially by the Office- of "'Economic Opportunity -a d

. .

later by' the *Nat ional Institute o'VEducation. 'buring the first fent
.,

--- . .

years. of the demonstration, liarents could- choose Minischoel prOgrati

for their children and hack choices both.yithin nnd
,

between neighbor-
c: .,.. .,

hood schools. Each voucher School (there_ Were. ventually 14 out of

24 district- schools) covered three to 40,Ve minischoots, and Parents
- -

could choose-minischools: in any .vouche school; free eansportation.
,- . -

was -provid4-for ,students ,Who attendetilonneighborhoed,schools, so
,... ,,_ It 4

tnefarious tinischeols-represented sffomt equal cost alternatives _,
.. .

Niel:U.:Parents-. .

, .

ThedateCwere analyzed in a that comr
,..

..
- .

, Awed three-- treatment gfoups: old 'voucher parents, those who had. r , .
A . s.

choices frory the beginning <Year 1,Prof, the Aewonstrition; new voucher .

- parents, ;those whci, had choices:beginning- in Year 2 of Alie7idemanstra=

ii..04 and the comparison.,_ of Won-voucher parents who had no choiOeS
. ,.*4e : ,

until Year26,,When the entire district shifted to a limited open
. .- ..

enrollment plan. '

13
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Two other sites provided some additional data. e Southeast

Alternatives (SEA) project, an open enrollment plan in Minneapolis,

and the Mamaroneck (New York) "schools within ichools" system provided

an.opporttinity to test the external validity (generalizability) of the

Alum Rock findings.

Findings

The results of these analyses can be summarized in the form of .

propositions about; parents' behavior in, family choice schooling

-systems,: Only those propositions that were supported by the available

data are summarized here:

1. Parents in an alternative education system vary widely in

their awareness of their schooling alternatives and in,the accuracy

of 'their information about the rules governing choice. S'pecificaily;..\

information-levels are higher among sociallY advantaged families; and

parents' educational background is an especially importatii factor.

2. Over time, the differencot between parents' information

levels Are reduced as parents gain more experience with the.choide

system, given that the rules of the system stay relatively. constant.

0 3. Regatdless.of educationarbackground, mothers are more involved

I.

schgoling decisions thanfathers are, if who signed the program

-selection cads is any indication of involvement. In intact families,
.

motherH were four times as likely as fathers to sign.

4: less educated fathetp,--Ahose with a high school education or
: .

less, appear to be somewhat more involved with their sons' education
; ogle.

-thin_With their daughters!.

5. .More educated kaMilies-have more sources of Information than
- .

Others. e.

6. In learning abouc schools, more educated parents put more
.

.

freIiande qn ptfated Materials from the schools.

/.- Lesilkucated patents wit-tore reliance on information they
4

glean from.persotial contacts, particularly contacts with school per-
.

sonnel.
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8. Even when schools provide free traniportition for children

who attend nenneighborhood..schools, the geographical location of the

alternative schools is the most important factor in parents' place-

ment decisions.

. 9. The more highly differentiated the alternative programi,

the less-important the geographical l-IOCation of the schools in,

parents' placement decisions.

---,: 10. The older the child; the less important the school location

in determining parentat'placement decisions.

11. On the whole, curriculum- factors are less iiportint than

nopinstructional factOra (ethnic or social class composition of the

school, the desire to keep siblings or friends together, the location

of the school, etc.) when parents choose programs for their children.'

12. Less educated parents axe pore likily to emphasize children's

obedience and respect for authority (poliiiness) than are more-edu-
.

4 catedtamilies, who are more likely to encourage creativity (imagina-

tion) and reliance upon internally set stand ards (independence).--

13 As a,,consequence of the inflUences-identified* in propoiition

12, we would expect that when both open andevaditiOnal classroom

are avnilable at equal cost, children of more educated parents will be

overrepresented in lesestrUctured, "open" classrOoms, and children

of less educated parents will be overrepresented in more structured,'

"traditional"'classrooms.,

14.- Parents' global evaluations of the schools are generally

lower thin their evaluations orthe classroom teachers-who come in

contact with their. children. ,

15. The more.alienated parents are, that is, the greater their

feelings of powerlessness, -the less satisfied they tend to be with

the educational system and the.performance,of school personnel.

16. In general', parents' satisfaction with the schools increases

__substantially at the outset of-an innovation and then falls when the

innovation does not live- .up .to their inflated expectations.

. 17. Parents' satisfaction with the schools"falls-when_their

schooling alternatives are constrained after,a period of many-choices.

5



Implications

These _findings- have both- 'basic -anCepplifid, implications. On the

one hand, nOt 'Of' the propositions .weti derived; froik.theory, and ,hence
the results contribUte, to our basic- Understondirigi.of some -important'

social behaviors. For example,. the result* 'provide' some support for

Kohn's-theory of social class;and conforatity, -in that 'parent's choices
of,,open- or traditional classfoOme;were- predictet.ftom. knOWledge of the

link between social clas*..:and'Childbearing- values) '.Similarly,. some

eVidence task: specialisation detected, 'Ind- .this

is 'Conginent.ith ,research by tarty, Bacon, and Child.2
Ori -the -Other :hand'., the rasulti iMpliOatio*.for. lock

schools.- The fO/lowing. discus:0,A aimed specifically et local
achoOl leaders who lire 'considering,- family- choice -in schooling plans. ,

Some of the-dolma:ate- apply to choice systems in general, Whetels

others -are allied at specific' .-kinds of -school'_-distriets, .because' the
nature of the choice system that is implemented, depends' in-lerge. part
upon .the subpopulation(s)* served- and the educational objectiVes of

the -schools.

J. Parents; especially ---the, parents of elementary school children, ;

will be more likely- to 'choose schdols ,on the of edndatiOnally

relevant differences between the alternatives, if the choicervere
.

offered within- achoOls (e.g. , iminischools) .and not simply between

schools:

2. Family choice- rivatms- may be politically difficult to ,reverse,

at 'least in the short- run, because Once patents have hid choices, the

district cannot eliminate -he choice sYsteii without some decrease in
parents?' satisfaction with the schools: But MlloWing-parints some

continued role in school, decisionmaking, even if it' does not involve

the selection of -programs, may offset acme of the dissatisfaction that

311. L. Kohn. Ctaes.imnd eonforMity: A Study in VM2xis, Irwin'Dorsey,
,lioieWood , bait*, i s-, ,19t,. ,

. ..
2S. M. ...B .rtY; M. K. Nicola, and I. L. ,Child;. '11A :Cross-Cultural Sur-,

Nisy of Some .Sex-Differences in Socielieittionir Alournat ofAbnopncit and
SOcifrat PakohoZ.pikiy, Vol: -i5, 1957, pp. 327 -332. . --....
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-accrues from restricting choices: Parents are most. interested in in-

-,fluencing curriculum decisions and least interested in hiring and

firing teachers and principals.
. .

3. In a heterogeneous school district, Sociallydisadvantaged

familes will be at somewhat of i short term handicap in getting the

best schools, especially if the alternatives are continually changing.

In the short run,' they will be less'informed,about their alternatives,

and hence their children will be more likely to end up itt the least

desirable cladsiooms, or in classrooms that are good but not well

suited to their needs. Over time; .the vast majority of parents will

Come to understand the choiCe.system and how- to'get what they want

(or at least compete effectively for what they want), and the more

consistent and stable the choice system'is, the faster .they will

learn about it.

4. The time required to learn about the choice system can be

reduced .significantly if the school district tailors its information

dissemination policies to fit the habits and preferences of different

subpopulations of parents. For example, different subpopulations

rely upon different inforiation networks to:learn about schools. In

general, less socially advantaged famiiies,rely'upon personal contacts

and disregard-printed materials, whereas more socially advantaged

families tend-to rely-upon'Printed materials. .With this in mind,

localsaki-01s mightoommunicate with parents more effectivelyeby

sending printed materials to everyone, and then following up with

personal contacts (through telephone calls or counselor visits)

directed to less socially advantaged families. School aides and

paraprofessionals also present an often overlooked opportunity for

school officials to communicate with parents, since aides and para-

professionals represent links between the schools and the communities

they serve (see Litwak and Meyer).
1

5. One reason that socially disadvantaged parents have less-
.

information than others, in the short run may be that they bear higher
.

1E. Litwak and H. 3. tieyer,'School, Family, and Neighborhood:
The Theory and Fraotice of'Schoa-Community Relations, Columbia Uni-
versity Press, New York, 1974.
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costs of collecting information. Thus,one-strategy for raising

information levelss to redude the real and "psychic" costs Of

information collection. In practice, this means that schools should

consider keeping school offices open on weekends or during evening

hours, so that hourly workers do not have to lose income in order to

contact the schools. Similarly, efforts should be made to'accommodate

,language minorities in their dealing with the schools.

6. The less socially advantaged the ,population, the more that.

must be spent on information dissikination and parent education, so

it is readonable,to argue that'thegreater the proportion of diS-

advantaged in the Oopulation,,theligher the casts of operating the
O

nformationcomponent of a family choice system.

7: Alternative education systems may diffuse tensions between

groups of approximately equal political power that hold different and

conflicting objectives for the public schools. But given the differ-
,

ential ability of advantaged and disadVantaged.famiiies to participate

effectively, at least in the-short run; the use of alternative educa-

tion-schemes as "institutional safety valves" is most defensible in

more affluent communities.

8. Parents will choose programs that reinforce their values,
,

given the opportunity to do so. Less advantaged children 16 most

likely to end up in structured programs that stress the 3Rs,' and more

advantaged. children are most likely to end up in less structured

programs that stress social relationships, independence, and imagina-

tion. This presents something of a philosophical dilemma.

On the one hand,school performance, as-measured-by-standardized

-achievement tests, should:increase, on the average, because of ,the

--propensity of less 'socially advantaged parents to choose-highly

structured classrooms that stress the 3Rs.. This is bar:mil:1n two

assumptions, both of which have been validated by recent research';

'David E. Hunt, Matching. Models in Education, The Ontario fnati-
.

rute for Education, Monograph Seriei 10, Toronto, 1971;,.and David E.
Hunt, "Person-Environment Interactions: A Challenge Found Wanting
'Before It Was Tried," Review of Educational Research, Vol. 45, 1975,
pp. 209-230. x
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(a) children who ate operating at a low conceptual level tend to do

better in highly structured classrooms, whereas children who are.

operating at a high conceptual level tend_to do equally well in high

or low structure settings, or better in the latter; and (b) conceptual

level is highly and positivelyrorrelated with social class or social

advantage. Increased school_. achievement is.presunably a desirable

outcome especially if it reflects higher average perfotmance among

low achievement children.

On the other hand, increasing family choice; in schooling may

have negative consequences if socially disadvantaged children are

isolated from advantaged childran,_and'hence have fewer opportunities

to acquire the social beliefs, attitudes,c;;Ipetenciei,and acquaint-

ances that facilitate social mobility, assuming that their parents

desire this mobility for them.

4
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I: INTkobucTioN

In receikt:3,ears.tinany. schools have changed in two important
ways

L

First, are offering i4g19.;difiereatia.tAir -school 'prO;-
_ _ _ . , - ,'0-rogriFis,-044 vary in iriarruc#041 program content

are ,,;o faring greater oppor-
00.1-4eif;*:4041148.0-01.00,440.1.00411-*PrOW* children or oppor-
tunities for older ,ritti4ex.40..to.',;chooi!eL,,theowili;prOgroi0;,:o0jcC.t to
parental approval. ,t-ile4i,Tp0-fe*tilOST.4-#01ter411010::,6OttlicOon4

offerings and greater freedom to chodie-OkogiiikiiiritheAA116aike-bf

family óhoicè in schooling.
° Sviini02Y-OhOiee in,-AphO4fareallgementi,;4y-he!tiha--tinder_e-.fitkre=

`'her of "brand narae!;": ;education vOUCherik,.-,OPert,seiirOil*ent plans, al-

**0.40-Y0*i.i1040,-144.001.040140.1063571,401*740400.4.-*WO
schools. These J.#401i,,044:1;.r,=040-40c4496046i#010..
*-0-iihieh:paliento may choope)lirOgrainSi`fro*,,Arignii?er.--.Of options. In
14-75; over .5-,000 of =the:- 14; American 4304:9 41004 districts offered
440r#A4Veeduoario0-:0-0#0:61: of one 444- 0:;:;a:0Othei:.T The proponents

of increasing famiti choice in ci*:114: -44et a W94----:0040-4j;:,:sp-
040*- although they differ 4.0,ihei.sbenef4s they believe will accrue
iri'alloteirtg parent**o choosiachoolsj:f

V'fectives of

. . , . . , ,, -. -- -..:,,,
The theoretical arguments for increasing family choice '142001994.=._,._

ing$41. --1..itterfOurc. -Firer,: sOaie-4iiereluir:iire.-criewed.,0 .4.:
,,,-,-- 14.4.0. for k#4-4 ,Par040.i400-,c911q4 over 44#4:- Education vouchers,

, . _,.:.,.

, 4**41414,,,404.*ii0.14.444404-46,-to44,0.40,**01
. . -.,..

.

See, for example, Friedman (1962, 1973), Jencks (1966, 1968,

07,04 '*0.-4'44.:404.§:tts 44444S/19,t14 (1969, 1970, 1.04.43f:60.0.110
(1967, 1977); Coons and Sugarman (1971, 1977); Guthrie (1971), `147#

4,40:4r (1971)1 Lekachman (1971); and Overlan (1972).

..

o
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tUitiow., :;n .theOry,_ teacherS' income -depends upon these, funds, so
".they-witlpbe more responsive to",p4Onts! -desires. Presumably, parerits

. ,.. -

will use illisl.control to select effective teachers and to make teachers
-:.7.---,,--e.i--,.--___:_wciriciacire-diligentii..

. -- -i-,---------_-_:.,L--,.., . ,
_ . _ _ _ __. _

,_SeCOndi,..46Me faMiIy7thoice-plana-Serve --As institutional safety
. .

"elves:: This ia
__

.espec al y true in ,commuriitieS, that have (a). factions
of apProXiMatelY equal; Size:or power-tWat.,*(b), "hOld: divergent and con-

fOr.the.'SchoOle and' '(c)' few if any nonpublic ch ools
ar.,0.40)s, The relatV power' gioupS, is iiort-e0 #
ant. - If their relatiVe-,Priwer.l.s .greatly;- ,disparate, one :group..can -iMpOse-

viewS-.On;.-the OtherrithroUgh zpolitical control of the :school organi,,
FatiOn., If '045#00.-4.,,of`-eqUal power, they can avoid' con=
fliets, by =etas 4siist0.4-0Nyto.0 in,schoola and eMpoWering parents to
0:9901164-00'44040vOi.

.Third; e0Me-,PCOple -argue that giving: parents, direct control over
-riChOOla -ShOU14' redUee their feeiingS of .pOWerleatiness, one type of <

.aIienation.-,'(Seetan, 1959)A As -powerlessness- decreases, there should
increase in--the .attention that- -parents 'devote- to schooling, matters

.and .the .academic °progreSS of their .oWn ,children. This should lead to
-mere -active inVolVement of parents and a- rubsequent increase in stude "t
Pert-arklance -1972). -The reduction Of "powerlessness" is Elkey
premise underlying .many compensatory .education programs; and this is
the basie, at least in part, ,for the requirement that compensatory
education programs provide for 'the "maximum feasible ,participation" of
parents in program decisions (.ilson, 1960

'systems -that provide many .instructional options offer
the' possibility of matching - students' characteristiC,4' with particular
instructional arrangements in -Order to optimize student outcomes,. Not

everyone learnsequally well under the "same - instructional regimen, and
accommodating children's individual differences may improve the overall
effe4tiveness of the schools. (See, for example, Nunt, 1911, 1975;
-Hunt and',Sullivan, 1914; Cronbach and Snow, 1979; Witkin et ai., 1977.

There ,is ,seme controversy about the frequency, with Which aptitude-
treatment interactions_ (student- classroom interactions) occur and hence
the amount ,of improvement we may expect, from matching (Glass, 1970;



graCht and glass, 1968), and there is also some controversy over which

atudent:_characteristics should be used in matching. Family choice schemes

assume that matching is' :ICE only desirable but that parents are the best

judges when it comes tOmatching particular children with particular in-

struttional arrangements.

In sum, the potential benefits of Increasing family choice in

schooling may include: (a) increased parental control, which may be

used 'to make teachers work harder and hence increase students' achieve--
ment, (b) increased choices, which may reduce potential conflicts among

different gr6ups of parents, (c) reduced alienation of parents if they

are empowered to make school choices, and (d) improved-placements, which
0

-may -occur if- `parents, and not just schools, match children's learning

stylesliith-particular. teaching arrangements. But family choice in

schooling is not without potential probleMs, too. Perhaps the single

biggest.Worry is that parents' placement decisions will exacerbate racial

- and social class segregation, which in turn would reduce the likelihood

that disadvantaged children would achieve as much as they might in in-

tegrated classrooms. This is based on the tenable yet unproven assump-

tion that integration is beneficial for disadvantage&children ,(see

JUdd; and Mock, 1979, Chapter VIII, for a review of this

evidence)." Of course, there are many kinds of voucher plans, and they
o

are thought to offer different combinations of potential benefits and

drawbacks.

Varieties of Family Choice Plana

The programs that are supposed to increase family' choice in school-

ing vary widely in their objectives and their organizational arrange-

ments, and four dimensions seem to account for most of the variation

in these programs. These four characteristics are: (a) pToportion of

students involved, (b) parents' power to make final decisions, (c)

physical location of the programs, and (d) grade range involved. The

importance of each of these characteristics is discussed below.



".Proportion f Students Involved

The v Majority of ,alternative school systems involve only a.

smallnutbe of children, because most programs are aimed at students

with special -needs e.g.4 those who have bad trouble with. the regular

--.=4.1ratructional program) or at those with-special interests (e.g., stu-

dents who want traiiilig-in-the performinivarti).

Otheralternative School schemes are designed only for children

who meet the school's SOiti-alzrequirementi for-students of a certain

reCe-or sex:, Aisle especially- true in diitrictithat-ire desegre-
.

gsting,And wish-to avoid''forced buiine:by.inducing families to vol-
. -

-untirily'redistribute theiselves airossachoOls.'

. Finally, there are -few districts that offer-all families their
.

Choice.:nk schools or-program. 'Prototypes would he the_open,enroll-
.

ment.syStemsin Minneapolis, Minnesota; Eugene, Oregon; and East Lans-

ing, Michigan; and the education voucher demonstration in Aline-Soak

'(San,Jessei California) .

The important distinction in this: Among those districts that -

offer alternative programs, Some permit all students to choose pro-

grams, whereas other districts' alternative programs are open only to

certain children with specific needs,'intereita, or characteristics.

Locus of Decisionmaking

In some cases, parents or older students can request'particular

programs, whereas in other districts the schools recommend enrollment

in a particular program. .These differences in.loctis-of decisionmaking

are important, especially when considered in relation to parents"power

to make decisions., In some districts, parents' (or students') program

1-
A magnet school in New York City provides a typical example.

White flight from a public junior high had created a situation in
which 70 percent of theeresidents in the area were white but only .

15 percent of the school population was white. TO attract white stu-

dents, the school was. designated a magnet school with special programs
for gifted children, and enrollment was open to people who lived out-

side the regular attendance zone. This resulted in a shift in enroll-

ment, so that now the school population, like the surrounding neigh-

borhood, is 70 percent white.



"requests are granted-automatically, subject-only-to-the-availability

bf,openinga. That is, families' requests are filled according to pre-

determined rules, and in the final analyiii the locUe of-decisionmiking

rests with the family. IA other cases, parents can make requests or
, ,

.respond to schools' suggestion'', but the schools can-put-children

wherever they see fit, and there'is littleparents- can-do about_it.__

4

llysicalLoCation of Alternatives

The programa-parents:can choose among aresometimas housed within

a single:building (e.g.', ministheols orachools-within-sehoels), add_

in othercisis'eadh-school offere_onlY one, program, but there are dif-

ferences between echoOis open .enrollment' plans), InTseill other

cases, iinischools are'clustered within different mildings and parents

..hamt.choices both within:7.4nd beiwien schOols.

The physical organization of the alternatives is important for

two reasons. yirit,,the geographical location of the schools trans-

jetes into costs; and hence the. organization of thailternatives

to some extent, influence.whatkindsof children and up in,what kinds

of programs. If a family chooses a noneighborhood school, there may

be large transportation costs inVolveC and in part these costs are

financial (e.g.,, bus fare) and in part they are "psychic" (e.g., worry

about travel safety).' Thesehidden costs are very real to parents who

. are considering different schools; and hence access to the alternatives

or the Cost of the:alternatives may vary widely for different families,

eventhough all prograis are supposedly open without cost to all fami--

'lies. District policies can affect these cost". For eiample,'in the

Alum Rock voucher demonstration, -free transportation was'provided for

all children who attended nonneighborhobd schools, and this eliminated

some of the financial cost variations between different schools.

Second, the organizationof the

hesiveness and school stability. It

to deal with popie who .share common

school has an impact on staff co-

iless 'stressful, understandably,

goals and means; aixing different

instructional philosophies or value systems within a single school can



N.,. ...a..

7

raise intereakialitresset..
1

',External attacks" may increase the

cohesiveness-of-the-individual_minischool but at the-same time decrease

the cohesiveness of the school as_a_unit. This has implications for

thtabilitY Ofthe overall school social system.2

L

Range of Oradea Served

Some ditiriCtS offer choices at almost every grade level from

kindergarten ihrUgh-twelfth,grade, whereas others, offer alternative

programs .:only Itthe-elementary or.only. at-thenseCendairlevel--The

laiter.are-probably'More coinonthanthe former., A.*-.6 choice system

probably:buildspressureto.haye 7-12',choicest.-11,7-12 choice sys

tei,probably doe0 not-generate similar pressures for elementary school

choices. -.

Taken- together,- four dimensions, describe the distinctions'

Imen&A miniiauin, of 24 different family, choice-systemt, as can be seen

in Table 1. In'thig rePorti;We will concentrate on principles that

apply to _a_wide'range, of family choice systems, but the data used to

test these-principles represent a iimited.nuaber of systems. Specifi-

cally, In these choice systems-(a)_all families in the district hive

.

1Bass 0978) discussesteachers' reports of interprogram tensions -

in three sihool districts that operated multiple programs within single

buildings. In these,sUrveysr a large percentage of teachers in alter-

-native schools thought that tensions between, rograms were a major or

minor_problem: 80 percent in Engene,.81 percent in Alms Rock, and 97 ,

percent iii" Minneapolis' seven multiprogram elementary schools. Thorned

(1978) also discusses-the sources and palliatiVep for interprogram

tensions: Specifically, she emphasizes the crucial Tele of the school

principal. The principal's role it quite different in. single program

and multiprogram buildings',-according to a study. y Pellegrin (1975).

In the latter case, principals share influence with other unit leaders;

therefore 4 hieratChiCal divisionof power-Or an authoritarian style

of decisionmaking cannot be-maintained easily.
2,For teviews of the group cohesiveness literature, see Cartwright

and Zander (1968), Conine and Raven (1969, or, Hare (1976). Of par-

ticular relevance is the work by Ravin and Rietsms (1957), which Showt

why some groups become more cohesive under-threat of external attack

And othersbecome less cohesive.

,c4
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-FOUR CHARACTERISTICS-DIFAHTENIATING -FAMILY CHOIC
IN-SCHOOLING PLANS-.

Characteristic.I: 'Proportion of Students Involved ,

A. All students it a particulai grade or age.

OX
-7-"*-----------_______.

-

. .

--------____
. . ,

. B. SeleZ#707atUdent874t-a_parOculat-grade
,

or age le4ei. .

, .

Characteristic,II: Locus of Decisionmaking

A. Pirentsbave primary power to choose
schooli, and requests.are filled accord-
ing to predeterminedrules,

or

B. Schools have the final say about placements.

'Characteristic III: Physical Location of Alternatives.

A. Altetnatives are offeied only within schools.

B. AlternativeiAre offered only between schools.

C, Alternatives are offered both within and
between schools.

Characteristic IV: Grade Raw Served

A. K-12 children have alternatives,

or

Be Selected grades have alternatives.



,chOicesi, (b) parents can request specific schools, and (c) their

.requeststare filled according to predetermined rules.

A Model of Parents' Choice Processes

How do parents choose schools for their children? The easiest

way to answer this question iat&hreakthe-choice process into a_

series of sequential subprocesses or steps. The.following figure

presents one:war-of looking at the choiamprocess.
.

This-model starts with the iSatimption.that-parents recognize the

` need-to choose a 'school (Step No. i). In moptesses, parents. simply

Send theirchildto the nearest neighborhood schoo, and-they give the

matter little thought_iniess the assigned-school is-entirely unsatis-

lectory.tothem. BUt families have eyes if they live in.tra-

ditional-khOol districts% In theOry, parents can exert some control

-over their childrents schooling-byt (a) moving the family-residence

to a preferred attendancearee'(lying,about one's address will accom-

plish the same thing); (b) requesting an interschool trantfev (c)oatk-

ing for a particular teacher, classroom, or program, assuming that the

school has more than one class at each_grade level; ( going outside

the public school system to private schools, if any are or-

e) keeping the child out of school altogether. Parents have these
. ,

choices, but in most cases they will not be motivated to make active

choices among these alternatives, unless their neighborhood public

schools are very bad. But'we are interested in districts that routinely

offer alternatives, and in these cases parents must think about their

alternatives and make active choices.

-Once the decision process is stimulated, parents must identify

their alternatives and the important features or attributes of thest

alternatives (Step No. 2). It is unclear at this point -what attri-

butes parents look ,fer in-schools, but No suspect that parenti vary

widely in the number of attributes they attend to and ,the,emount of

information they coliece.° More educated parents probably have more

differentiated views of the educational alternatives available.
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'What
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Try to
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&awned*

No sP,f4010
alternatives

5
Enroll child

in moi Preferred'
ahoot

( St"

Dissatisfied

A model of the choice process
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The next step in-the:dedision process is to weight each of the

attributes of each Of the'schooIs by some value (Step No. 3). The

Overall preference for a given-alternative school Maybe conCeptual-

ited.,as the sum of these weighted attributes. Appendix A uses hypo-

thetical data to dllustratethe decision processes of two parents who-

,are-deciding between two alternative classrooms for their children.
.

----This example shows how two,peoplecan reach different decisions even

though they have similar information abont-their-alternatives.__The

differences result frok differences-in the weights they assign to the

classrooms' attributes.
.

An obyions:44estionis, "Where dO the attribute weights come,from?"

The antiwar, in ,pant, is that parents' instrumental and terrains]. value

hierarchies are translated into enaluations.ofeach cif theSchools'

attributes, and these.eValuationsalay be viewed as weights. Social

influences also play a role in ha4 people weight.the attributes of

schools. parents-will adjust their evaluations (weights) somewhat in

response to conformity pressures from other parents or referents, and

this is moat likely to occur when the'ittribute-in question is very

important to the group,
1
or the attribute is based only on opinion or

"social reality" (consensus), which cannot be verified empirically.2

&cording to our model, parents will select the school that has

the highest overall'preference rating, as determined by the s2 of the

weighted attributes (Step No. 4). Preinmably, parents will enroll

their children in the most preferable, available'vailable School (Step No. 5).

If no_school receIves some acceptable minimum rating, parents will

keep their children out of school or work to create new alternatives.

The final step (Step No. 6) occurs when parents evaluate the

reeults'of their choices. If the schools meet or exceed their expec-

tations, they will be satisfied. If the schools fall below their

1
For a brief overview of the literature on conformity and group

pressures to uniformity, see reviews in Cartwright and Zander (1968),'
Kiesler and Kiesler (1969), or Krech, Crutchfield, and Ballachey (1962).

2
See Festinger's (1954) "social comparison theory" or Pettigrew's

(196') "social evaluation theory."-
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eipectitions, they will be dissatisfied and motivated to reconsider

iheir-toriginal placement decisions. If their first choice produces

result's -that are lower than what they believe they can get elsewhere,

the parents will choose another school.

Here is where the question of,measuring weights and evaluations t

Comes in. tIO parents merely judge programs as satisfactory/unsatisfactory,

or do they make fine distinctions between degrees of satisfaction? The`

former case has been labeled satieYicti4 by Simon-(Simon, 1955, 1957;

---AiMbn...and__Stedry, 1969), tliithis-con#atitS with the latter case,

May be labeled optimi.vng or maxiiiiing-outcomea, This issue is =of
z;)

practical importance. If parents make- only 'grosp,-good/bad or

satisfactory /unsatisfactory judgients aboUt alternative schools,. we

would expect the to shift schools, much less,freqUently than they

would if they were trying to pick the single beet school. Many schools

may be "acceptable"; and if that is.all -that ,parents ask, they should

be reasonably satisfied with any one of a nuMbeof choices, and hence

they will not'shift'schools or reverse their decisions very often.

However, if they-are-after the onebest school available,ye,would

expect to see a good-deal of switching between programs aver time.

Like any heuristic deVice, this model falls far short of comr

Pletely describing the process by which parents choOse schools, and

more could be done to specify the'details of.each of the subprocesses.

For example, we could -spend more time on a perceptual submodel that

explains how people perceive and organize the atfributeof the vari-

ous alternative Schools.
1

But more precision at. this point would be

misplaced; bedause the availibledata simply do not warrant a more

detailed model. If the present model succeeds at all in explaining a

-significant amount of the variance-in parents' placement decisions,At

will be a positive step forward.

Critical Issues
0

Advocates of increasing family choice in schooling make certain

assumptions about parents' willingness and competence to choose school

1
For a more elegant model, see howard (1977).
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programs for thaiiChildrenLThe-mrodel precenied in the preceding .

section was ien attempt to specify someOrthe-common_assumptions about

the way parents.behave When'illowed to, choose schools.° Faced with pro-

potals for particular alternative school plans, policymakersamAt
.

answer certain questions, or at leait assume that they have answered

certain questions, about parents' behavior in free choice situations.

The following issuesmust be addressed, implicitly or. explicitly, in

0.4ry proposal to alloW parentsto'choose.from Competingalternative.

prOgraMi of approaimately equal coat:

1. Are parents accurately informed of their alternatives and

,the rules governing the exercise of-choice? How do par-
.

ents learn about theiarternatives? Dodifferent sub-

populations have different sources of information, and

how can school systems adapt their information dissemina-

tion policies to reach different subpopulations effectively?

2. Are some subpopulations, particularlyaocially disadvan-
.

,taged families, less informed about their alternatives, so

that .their children are at a marked disadvantage in :! com-

petitive scramble forscarce school resources? In- what ways

can the choice system be organized to reduce or eliminate

these disadvantages?

3. What factors influence parent's.to choose certain kinds of

instructional programs for,their children? Do parents

choose programs that contribu te to the attainment of their

long-term gogls for their children?

4. What kinds of children end up in w hat kinds of programs when

parents have free choices? Is segregation by race, sex, or

initial ability exacerbated or attenuated when parents are

allowed to choose schools for their children?

These are the kinds of questions we address in this report.
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Assumptions and Organization of the Report

.1A

Thadata used in.thii study came from three widely' disparate

family choice inschooling arrangements; but the Alum Rock elemenT

taffy education voucher systei, a five year demon tration project, Y

proViited-most_of the original data., Thavouch 'system-aerveichild-

ren in 'grades K -8, and parents hacfchoicis both wiihiu,and between
.! -;

14 schools. Additional original data were,gaiheied in Lardhmont-
.

Mamaroneck, New York, where -the. public schOW-district- Offered mini?-
,

school alt,ernag4es'within eacrvw440dm(hood school but aid not peYait
dhoicesoutside'of assigned attendance zones. The Minneapolis South-

;.

east.Alternatives (SEA). open enrollment system was a third sourceof

data, although'ihis4data are of limited scope,ilualitY, anclusefulir

news. The SEA demonstratiO-involved four elementary schOols, each

4

,.

of which offered a single kind of instruction, and a high school,which

offered diffeient programs-within a single sdhool.

Iti.s important, to note, that general statements about the con-

cept Offamily Choice in schooling are

..all tamilyohoice,syStems'have similar,

conclusions must be Stated in termsof.

Valid onlito the extent. that

propertied. Inmost cases,

assertions about particular

_ -

kinds of family choiCe systems.' The data, while not covering

possible kinds.of choice systems, do represent the most draMatically

different choice systems-those that involve all students and provide

for Significant inputs from families.

Note also that family choice schemes are not aimed solely 'at com-

pensatory education objectives, but_most of the interest in these ideas

at the federal level has beenin.the,cOntexe of compensatdry education--

narrowing the gap between socially ,,vantaged and disadvantaged.itudents'

school Outcomes and life chances.1 We will concentrate on the implications

-The -term socially disadvantaged, as Used here, refers to the sim-
faet that the-likelihood a ohild-will attain'a given level-of edo-

catidnla-predictable even before he or she enters the cdudational
system, furthef:--even before he or she leaVei the womb, and educational
attainment is a crucial determinant of social status i.-adulthood. Blau
ancrOupcia (1967) and-DUndan, Featherman; and thincan (1972) provide basic

.
models Of social status transmission; aid-Baer (1968),.Sewell, Haller,.

. e
<
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for compensatory education orincreasing family choice in schooling,

but at the same time, we acknowledge that family choice) Schemes are
,

not inherently restrictedto,these social objectives.

This interest in'compensatory education objectives obligates us
. .

to pay speciai.attentionletbetWeen-group- differences in parents',

attitudes and'behavior. If some families are continuallyat a dis-

advantage in the choice system (e.g.,-in securing good teachers or

thepotentialbenefiti of increasing family choice in

.schooling will be lost. At thisjoint in,odr..social history, there'

4re;certain.characteristies that.reliably differentiate-between socially

adVintagedand disadvantaged children; these inclUde ethnicity /race,

income, parinisl educational background, and occupational status.

These-characteristics provide proky variables that can be used in mak-
.4
ing.between=group comparisons. vx

It is also important to-define what this report not about.

This is.notan evaluation of the education voucher idea in general or

the Alum Rock.voucher demoistratioU in particular. Nor, is'this a cow.-"
.

parieon of the student outcomes in various kinds of alternative schools.

While some attention is devoted to understanding why parents-pick

either "opeeOr "tradianal" classrooms, it-is not our purpose to

compare the impact of these instructional arrangements Or any others)

and.Ohlendorf (1970), and Sewell, Haller, and Portee ,(1969) have added
'psychological and social psychological variablei to account for more of

the variance in occupational status attaiMment.. Although most of the
.evideuee,for these models is based on samples of white-, mostly nonfarm
males,,-Porter (1974) has generalized the models to black males and has
found important' racial differences; but McClendon (1976) found no major
.differences in white male and feiale status attainment processes. The

gist of these flUdings is that certain faiily background-characteris-
tics are predictably related to educational attainment, which in turn
.:is,related to occupational status attainment. It is clear that not all
children have the'same likelihood of achieving.a givenlevel of educa-
tion or occupational status; and hence it seems reasonable to call
children disadvantaged if they have a low likelihood of attaining the

.
higher levels'of education that are associated with higher social status.
Since parents' occupational status and education arerod predictors of
the child's educational and occupational attainment', we refer to fami-

lies'that are low on these variables awsocially disadvantaged.

o ,
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-On:'Stndent-,a0hieiremeii:t or affective ,outcOMed; And finally, this is

not =a-donteXtual analysis of all!, the eleinentS, in family .choice .echoOl.

system . We are concentrating on parents' behavior, and the -other eie-

nents In the School social system--teachers, principals, counselors,,

Oci;..,01: hoard meMbers, on-,-are-not coriSidered-here; -expept when-

Pareigt behavior is. immediately and, obviously -affecteaJ3Y- of these

t entities,:

The report is dlVided. into seventheven-ciiapters. 'the next chanter de-

tails ihe, history and, CharneteriStidS of -the three, school'

that provided the data for this study This Chapter `alsOIdeSCribeS'
the: datasets that are available' for each system, and the -operational

deaiiitione-. of- inCst. Of the rbasic- variables ;are iritrodUeed.
.Chapterg III:-throughlr use -a zomison .forinat. -First, 'We Pre-dent

a number of ProPositionS, about parents' behavior in alternative ,school

systeMs, and then we examine the available evidence in order to test_

the,.,:,propositions. Chapter III examines ,parents' in,toriinatiOn: levels and
infOzintertiorz-=_See7cing,hcOits. .Chapter IV, the most detailed. chapter, -de-

scribes: sote, of the major determinants Cif parents prOOterm: choices; and

Chapter y examines parents' 8atisfactio4 with the -choice system over

. time. All of the propbeiticiria and:suPporting-eVidenCe are summarized

in Chapter I, and the. last chapter (WO sPecUlates -about the conse-

quences of increasing family.choice in schooling and identifies some

policy implications of various choice schemes.

1Wortraan and St. Pier (1.977) provide a comparison of some of
the achievement test resu for traditional and nontraditional pro-
grams in Alum Rock.
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5144. '-4.8.4 in '04-'#04y- came, `from .the: Alum Rock .Ele-

**1441-#.44, _004 .0090tOt
of -.-iiiita,-,iintei'dtaili.froin-the Mi-iineapolisi-SOUtheast ilternatiVes.npen

enrollment 'demonstration:'and from, a' °suburban New' York school district

40.,4010#**5*-
'schools:- The; three--Sitess11-4nyolve-'ipublic,,,elemestary ;schools-, -but

.- .,- ... ..

-*-4Y '40Went, :****3:: ,Ot '010,,0140-010,*;* 74,0st-i0#'%P4,14gitirtirit,
.

00 '80-:1*?,;t4'#44101.4*-.**,i--90i ,644#4: f9f:lt,,::Puk -4141y, ti:i...04-0.
'Fiiii:411ii 1140-44:tiali families , rwithin-,,speCifie*:Catchinent, :areas fr-oe,

..

'c,..4 .c9-,Aunomrdilierse LinstructiOnal,'IfrangeMentS, ,and ,parents are -4/1,.
lqiiedl:ioiTctiCkitinsiiiiiiiiiMS:',IOi: kiiiii. -6iiiiiiiiii... - '---`

is ChaPtie;b4etiY:fdeacriben thn,-,:three ,sySteMS.

each,-Caie describe' the -Akseiide `and: the ixiptiiiatiati .Setireti
:
the ,ChOiCes,niailabli -tOPatentS,, 44 thn.0160.;01,ietoni,,ti*. exercise
,of ,ChoiCe. l'ina14- -We ;desCribe-the data; for each ,,diatrict
arid` identify.

.

,theStrengths :POtentia);*ealciie40-_,of_ therie..data.
The 44.101 Rock, 'voucher aemonictiatiOii is considered ,first hecanse it

14*1-44 t4e1,0WO'Oe'44c01EJ04'41"**;Wq:.

The._Alura Rock Education- Voucher Demonstration

The, hatitie idea of educatiOn, vouchers, is- simply that school dis-
tricts ,provide ,parents -with direct- 'grants- qk Money to iMpleisent their
eitioco among Schooling ;alternatives. In theory-x providing parents
with direct money grants-, to-;bny.,:eiehoOling sets, in motion 2a complex
causal chain that results improved student performance and increased
parental satisfactiOri. Supposedly, the use of vouchers to purchase edu-
ci4Onal services will cause a broader range of schools to enter the
educational- marketplace, and because :parents will have direct control
oVer'School purse stringa,, teachers arictedri4istratpit will be more re-
SPOnniWe to ;parents' wishes and :children's. ;needs. This ,should lead to
instructional innOliscOns^:that will result in improved student performance-
. A

.
it;

Loatailmlfalia
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and' inCreased-ParentalaatiSfaction. What these educational innova--

tions*might'be,is not clear; hoWever,_MOst_peciple seem to think that

it is máiñl aliatter of more faithfully applying_theteaching,tech-

'nOlOgy that we have, not developing new systems. Stated differently,

the premise- Is that in a voucher system, students will perform better

if, schools try harder, and schools will, try harder if they are directly

accountable to parents who control finances and ca exact performance.

TheATOucherscheme=is merely a means of giving parents financial power.

'The basic vOUCher idea, of course, la not new. 'AdawSkith-iild

1110**.paitie,:in theeighteenth.centUrY:and'JohOtuart:MilOn the

nineteenth:century,',Orgued for such a system. Several, alternative vet-

pions - of the basic voucher idea, LaVe. been proposed, and _assump-

tions vary widely about 'hon./ each version will :operate and what each
_

will ichieVe. Additional information about voucher systems, includ-

ing education vouchers, may be found in Bridge (1977). In the ,present

report, we are not concerned with the pros arui'Coni,oftheVoucheridea -

per se, but we are interested in the Alui'Rock'vouaher'demonstration,

begat* it is one of the longest lived, largest and Certainly best-

documented family choice systems -that has ever been implcmented:
.. jsii

The Alum Rock-Elementary Education Voucher 'Deionstration began
-, q

operation in 1972-1973 and lasted five years. The pUrpoie,of the

project wai to test a "transition model"-of education vouchers. The

Alum Rock School District lies within the city of San Jose, California, -,

and the 24 elementary schools in the district serve an estimated 14,500 4,-.:

.

students in grades.K-8. The community is relatively poor, and the eth-

nicnic distribUtion'of the school population is approximately 55: percent

Mexican-American, 12 percent black, and 33 perdent '!other' including

"AnglOs"-(i.e., whites excluding Spanish-surnamed
1

people). The .,

. .

lEthnicity was determined by self-assignment in.the question:
"Which of the words on the card best describes your race or ethnic
background? Mexican Aierican/Chicano,, Other whit lo, Black/Negro, -

Oriental (Japanese/Chinese/Filipino/Korean), Ameria Indian, latin,:
Other?" (Q78). To facilitate-Analysio, the categoxies were collapsed.
into: Anglo, Black, Mexicanqinaridan, and Other. The Mexican-American
category was Eurther subdivided into two groups: those interviewed in
English and those interviewed in Spanish. In each aurvey, about 14 per-
cent ofthe.sample.were interviewed in Spanish at their own request.-

--
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.transition 'rolicheriYatem,invOlyed only public schools, and it began

(Year 1) with 2,2;Minischoold ( "programs ") distributed, across. six schools.

Farentawere-allowed40,enroli their children in-availible mini-

school, and.freetraneportation-wAS,prOVided to honheighbfithood schools.

Ikthe.aecOndyearldi'the demPaW440,,:seven more, schools joined the

VOohAraYsteM,.andaltogether. there .Were 45'm4njachools,aVailable.

the,thirdyear,-shotherschool joined; the demonatration,, and. this brought

the `number of*.niadhoolsto 51. In the last,year Of the-demonstration.

#ear3)-, the district disbanded the .iipiichet.,eetem andahifted'tia. an

.9130 **00-11c,,133ani 44, of 'the' schools; the :district, offered more
thah,one,program;, but :the',014jer4yfoteehet0,,reverted:toAlomegepeciiii.

00-10414. AP44(itY;OtH0e-A400.0c.V0Pd40.4400;40.0A is 4e-

t*ileilelseWhete'(Weilet et al...,. Bass, 1978) .

The. ;important, queStiOna,:frOm:odratandOointiarel -(a) did-Parents

hpie real:dhoices among equal,dost alternatives, and (b):what,rules

-,sovetned the exercise of choice in thiasysteM?

Choices ,

The choices that parents had varied.widely from year to year,

And there is an obvious question about the Ways in which the mini-

schools differed from one another. Did parents have really signifi-

cant choices, or were the programs different only-in name? We have

three kinds of evidence on this question. First, teachers who were

surveyed each year during the demonstration (Rasmussen, 1978; Weiler

et al.., 1974) said that the minischools were significantly different:

SeCond, the majority-of parehts who were surveyed, in Years 2, 3,

and 5 of the demonstration thought that the minischools offered suf-

ficient .choices, although parents thought that the voucher system,

which,pperated-in Years'l through 4, offered-more choices than the
7-2

open ,eniollMent system, which was instituted in Year 5.
1

1The percentage of parents who thought that they had "too many"
or "just about the right, number of minischool choices" (Q103) vas 89,
perCent,in Year 2 (751/841), 89 percent in Year 3 (287/323), and 71
percent in Year 5 (245/345)4

,
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Finally, observational evidence was'collected in a sample of

AlumROck classrooms in Years land 4 of the demonstration. The ob-

servational evidence,-deactibid by BiAer et al. (1978), suggests that
. .

the minischools did not vary as much as parents or teachers thought

they did, but they tended to fall along a claseroornstructure dimension.

Policies'GOverning the Exercise of Choice

Understandably, the Alum Rodk voucher demonstration changed over

time, and it is'impossible to talk about a single set of.44olidies that

gaVeined parents.' choices. The rules varied from year to year, but,

in general, the system was CharaCterized by these policies during

"Years .1 through 4 of the project: (a) parents could choose minischools

for their children, and requests were granted automatically in the vast

Majority of cases; (b) transfers from one minischool another could

be requested at any time during the school year; (c) free transporta-

tion was provided to children who attended nonneighborhood schools, so '

that the various minischools represented toughly equal dollar cost

alternatives; (d) families had "squatter's rights;" that is, children

were guaranteed a place in theschool or program in which they,had

been the year before, and they were not forced to join the lottery

that was used,to assign admissions to oversubscribed programs; and

(e) kindergarten .children and first graders were guaranteed admission

to schools in which they had older siblings.

In the laOt year of the demonstration (Year 5),-the range of

choices was reduced, and mid-year transfers were made more difficult.
.0

Parents could still request a particulat school or program within a

school, but there., were no'guarantees that repeats for programsout-

side the neighborhood school would be honored.

Data Base,

The families in Alum Rock can be divided into three groups, ac-,

cording to theirschool catchment areas. Six schools began the voucher

thoice system in Year 1, and we call these old voucher schools. Seven

more schools joined the demonstration in Year 2 and a'Ioutteenth joined

in Year 3; we call these new voucher schools. Schools that did not join

4

A
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..

the Choice system until, yeti 5, Whin.the district shifted to an open

enrelieeni nOnvouoher domira 80240i8. The term

."voucher4chool",snbsumes-hothOld and new voucher-sChoolst.and "voucher

'household;' rakers, to all of the households living, Within the catch-

sent:Zonis of these voucher schools.

Probability samples of voucher and nonvoucher school parents were
.,.

Surveyed sever4-0mes,ciu*ing,=ihe voucher desonStratiol, and many of
-t

the-,eemeitess were asked in each survey, so there ie.:mm.,10s for

Coleperieeni-acrOeatime. The ilampleMin,eeCh=itirveyWire drawn inde-

pendently, ,4t494101!OrneFaUel'4eta:were'els0,,ColleCted The data

used inthiereport.:COniist of fonr parent surveyatbetWere,e604ticied

in the fall (October-November) of 1972 (Year 1), 403(tet* 2), 1974

(Yer-3),.and1976'1Year5Y-. ,Table Isunnarizes .ithe research design,

shows the sample size for each survey, and describes the samples' .,. --,>:1

. . .,..

demographics. , :. '. 0 -
:,-.-!

All of the respondents,Wt4 interviewed personally in their homes,
,.1

'..!

and the completion rate in all.surveys exceeded 80 percent, so the data
!I.: .,

should be of excellent quality.. In each family, one 'school-age child ,,k1

. :,t1
, .

was Selected randomly according to a plan proposed by Kish (1965); and

thii.child ("kiS6KID") was-the subject of'kehy of the questions. - 4.

4

The questionnaires were somewhat diffirenefor vobeher-and nonvoucher
. ..f,i

parents, and of course some questions were dropped and others were added

as the research- progressed. But all forms contained some common items

so that between-group comparisons are possible, as are longitudinal com-

parisons within groups. Each item was assigned a unique identification

number, so that no matter in what form or year the question was aske4,

it always had the same code number. For example, Q9 always referred to

to the question:' "Do you think the principal is doing a very good job,

"Panel survey data,were collected in the fall and spring of Year 1,

.andegaiein the fall of Year 2, but the sample sizes were too small to
permit meaningful.multivariate analyses. For example, considering' only

two factors.-4-ethnicity (5 levels) and. education (3 levels),--we have 15

subcategories of respondents, so a sample of 65 trEnslates to less than

five respondents per cell. Originally, much larger panel pimples were
planned, but budget constraints forCed us to drop the panel portion of

the 'survey effort in Year 3.
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'Table

,DEMOGRAPHIC OF:-SAMPLES .SURVEYED ',pi' YEARS, 1, AND 5 OF THE
A140,00c1( :EDUCATION.Ai:OHOHER DEMONSTRATION

,Parent

Characteristic

thnicity

Anglo

(Engliih
terviiW)

:(Spanish
tervieW)

,Other
:

audition

=Leas than

'high school

'High school
.diploaa

ligre ,tham

high school

1e

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 5

Old New COntrol. "Old: New Control Old Control Old New Control

:Female

Totals -

34% 24% 28t
205 59 49

11% 6%
64 15 - 12

31% 45%
184 109

522
91

'13% 14% 52'
80 . 34,

11% 102 8%
67 25 -14

54% 64% 462
325 154 80

27% 20X 28X
159 47 48

19% 172 26%
115 40 46,

49% 46% 432
293 111 74

51% -542., 572
307 131 100

600 242 174

33% 30% 53%,
104 179 38

9%. 12% 6%
30 73 4

40% 38% 35%
127 222 25

8X 10X 32
27 57 2

10% 10% 4X
32 56 3

57% 58%
181 342

27% 23%
87 134

16% 19%

51 110

3% /X
10 39.

97% 93%
311 .548

321 587

492
35

28%
20

24%
17

26%
19.

74%
53

72

25% 26%' 35%
39 54 47

13% 12% 11%
20 26 14

40% 42% 37%
62 87 '49 .

16% 12% 5%
24 24 c 6

7% IX 13%
10 18 18

53% 60% 53%
83 124 71

27% 23% 28%
42 49 38

_

20% 17z 192
31 35 25

46%- d 31%:.

72 -13 41

54% 94% 69X
84 196 , 93 .

156' 209 134

26% 23% 39%
69 66 106

11Z' 10% 9%
30 29 24

28% 31r 28%
- 74 90. 75

18% 25% -11%
,48 71

17% 12% 13%
46 34 . 35

51% 66% 39%
138 190 106

26% 19% 33%
470 56' 89

22% 15% 28%
60 43 74

34% 352 41%'
92 101 109

66% 65% 592
176 189 -160

268 290. 269
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a-gOod,jeb., a fair job0-ot aiiner job " -Appendix B shows the exact

:wotding of the4teMs that are used most frequently in;thi0 report.

Ihe,AlniloCk'snryaii,data were analYzect, in teri40 aquasi-

exPetimental'deSign "(Campbell and Btanley,.1966) with:three groups:

0 voucher hOUse414,-newl;oUdherhoupeholds, and nonvoucher (con-

tioahoUilholds:_ The analysiSvae complicated "by certain conditions

that*re largely unavoidable-in real -world research where policies

ate. iMPIemented,:witheutiegatd.,to-te4arChersineedW.Pieterences.

Tt14:0;44.6b14,F4#'0104:64.4 fo *Mgilfittlt.impiOc of an

intetirentiOn.=4 "tregtMent" 1m experimental terms- -that t-changed con=

et antiy during ,of' dte deinInstration. 'Thetreitment varied

across so- the delayed impact of previouslicies-and the im-

Peet. Of,current poliCiea could not be separated-eisili. At the very
.

Ji

least,
.

we,iust asSume,that the voucher system, whiCh operated in

yeari. 1 through 4, and the later open enrollmert-Planweretib entirely

different choice systems.. This complicated Itind analyses, or at least

shortened the "period over which trends-Couldjbe tested.

aecond, 10,000 Alum Rock houeeholds,suppOsedly received the inter-
,

ventions.(1.e., choices) at-different times, and in principle they

should represent parallel but lagged effects in response to the inter-

vention. That is, in theory, all of the,households can be divided in-

to thiee groups according to their school cacchment areas: "old," "new,"

and "nonvoucher" households.
1

The nonvoucher parents can be used as a

comparison group to detect the.effects of having choices and not having'

choices. The problem with'this ihree-groUp design isthat the people,

in different groups were not isolated from each other dt from the.mass

media, so each group learned.ftom,other groups' experiences. The unique

results of the treatments are difficult to separate out when information

flows back, and forth across conditions, and all of the groups have access

to each other's experiences and opiniOns. In short, it was difficult to

identify the unique impact of the treatments, because they'were not ap-

plied randomly to completely insulated groups.

-22-!

1
Data for families living in the catchment area of the one school

that joined the voucher demonstration during Year 3 have been excluded
from this analysis, because the sample sizes were too small to permit
mclningful multivariate anilysei.

4
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PpaillY, the analysis was made more complex by the f,4tthat house-

holdswere not randomly assigned to^the three groups of old,. new, apd

nonvoucher parents., Table 2 shows that the different groups were not

initially equivalent in terms of. demographic characteristics, and this

heart that controlsAuad to.be used in an attempt to equate the groups

.statistically. Parents' education and ethnicity were the two most im-

portant control variables. s.
Minneapolis Southeast Alternatives

/
Southeast Alternatives (SEA) was open enrollment plan that be-

ganin 1971 with funding from the U.S. -0 'ic'e of Education, and sul;-
/

sequently from the National Institute of Education'(NIE). The system

continued with red in 1976-1977.thlocal funds when federal funding ekpi.
SEA originally involved four elementary schools, each of which offered

a single kind of instructional prograti, and a 7-12/ high school, which
/.

offered alternatilres. We will limit ourAttent/ion to the elementary

schools for two reasons:, (a) these prmilde some comparability with

. the AlumRock population, and (b) parente.deciaionmaking is easier to
/

measure in the elementary school setting thin irrseconaary school set-
., .

-
tingsi because in the latter caee studefits'aie highly involved in theP
choice process.

.4e

"'?Choices
.

The four elementary_, schools in SEA are difficult to categorize:

One school, MarcyOpen Schooi,"purports to follow-an Open education

or "integrated day" philosophy. A second school, the Southeast Free

School, is the least structured of the four schools and operates with

ungraded classes and large blcicks,of unstructured, time during which

students can pursue personal interests. Two schools, the Pratt Con

tinuous Progress School and the Tuttle Contemporary School, use in-

dividualized.teaching"methods, and students are assigned to self-

contained classrooms or homerooms. However, it would be wrong to

gall theie traditional classrooms because children move between

4,9
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classrooms and resource centers. Both programs, however, emphasize

basic skills, the traditional

Policies Governing the Exercise of Choice

Families living'im the_SEA catchment area, are invited to visit

the various sehOols during the spring, as are parents. who would like

to transfer their children into the SEA system. Once they have Selbeted

a school, they comgete an option card to request schet:A assignment,

and 'these requests are filled automatically, spice permitting:

In 1976, Minneapolis adopted SAistriet'-wideopen enrollment -plan

and-the SEA schoolsissrged with the West Area of Minneapolis for 0-

iainistrative purpoPes. Hence, the nuMber'of alternatives in the Minne -

apolis open enrollment system grew, at the- same,tire as the nuMber'of

alternatives in the Alum Rock system decreased.

If

Data Base

The raw data available to us consist of two parent surveys, one

conducted in-,the spring of .1974 and the'other conducted- a -year later

in the spring of 1975. Both were mail surveysand for various rear

sons, the.data Are of rather low:quality. First, the reaponse rate

in the 1974 survey was low, and therefore the results are of little

use die to nonresponse bias (Bridge, 1974a), Second, the surveys used

.different items in 1974 and 1975, so longitudinal comparisons are im-

possible. And finally, parents in the four differ:-=nt SEA elementary

schools received different questionnaires, and the various forms' had

Very few items in common. This makes it impossible to make compari

sons between the SEA school populations.

the 1975 parent survey data have some limited value to us, in

that they show what kinds of people chose "open" as opposed-to "tradi-

tional" classrooms for their children. But this is not the:only source

of information. Several reports (based on survey'am record data)

were-compiled by the SEA internal evaluation team,
1
and these are of

1The internal evaluation team_was staffed by school district em-
ployees and was concerned mainly with formative evaluation tasks. In

addition, an outside contractor was retained by NIE to :ovide a sum-

mative evaluatiOn.
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good quality and relevant to our questions. Alib a dissertation by

Terrell (1974) summarizes SEA attendance and achievement data, that

bear on questions about the kinds of-schools parents chose. Together

these-data add. reports provide a reasonably reliable source of infor-

mation about the Southeast Alternative demonstration.

_Mamaroneck, New York, Minischool Plan

The third source of dati is a schools-Within-schools (zinischools)

,plan'in an affluent,.:suhurban New York public-schoOl,district: Larchmoot7

Miiaroneck, which is located-apprOximately 25 miles from New,Yorktity,

is approximately 41 .percept Catholic, 32 percent ,Jewish, and 27 percent

Protestant. The Median income of:familieswith children attending public

schools was apprOximaiely $29,000 in 1975.' Additional infozAation'about

. the school district and the community maybe found in Crawford (1977).

Choices

,The school district incIndesfour elementary schools (K -6), a middle

school (7-8); and a high school (9-12). A small proportion of the high

school studerts.are enrolled in "alternative education" programs, but

only at the elementary school level do all families have clear-cut choices.

Each of the four elementary schools offers both "open" and "traditional"

classrooms, and team teaching arrangements are available in some grades .

in two schools. The vast majority of the children,,however,are enrolled

in either "open" classrooms (31 percent) or self-contained, "traditional"

classrooms (55 percent). Note that choices are available only within a

school attendance zone; special permission is required if a child wishes

to attend a nonneighborhood school.

. Policies Governin: the Exercise of Choice

Each spring, parents are informed of their alternatives and in-

viteci.to express their preferences for one classroomtyper another,

but schbol committees, consisting of principals, teachers, and school

psychologists, make the.fioal decisions. The vastnajority,of requests

are approved, so in-general children end up in the classrooms their
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parents aelect.'Comiared with-the other two faiily choice Systems,

this schoO19-within7schools,arringement allows more parent choice than

Alum Rock's currentopekenrollment system but less than the old voucher-

system. or the Minneapolii Southeast Alternatives open enrollment plan.

0

.,Data.Base,

A sample of mothers was surveyed -by mail in the spring of 19154 and

,886-mOthers.reSpondedskter one ,follow up. This amounts to a 73 percent

co4letionxate., The'systeiatieriadoilsamge,uSedin this surveYwas
.

- -
draWn!froM,:a complete listing, of. all of. the mothers of children in the

four-dielintaiiiichOistivthe dist4.Ct.

"the questionnaire contained several-items; -from the Alum -lock parent

surveys, as,Oefl,as,the-Rokeach (l9,67:, 1973) Value Survey_ instrumental

values subscale, and"standard demographic questions. Record data, namely,

standardized, achievement test scores and listings -of placement deciSions

were added to the data. file.,

Analysis Plan

The following three chapters present our findings about parents'

information levels, choice processes, and satisfaction, respectively.

The strategy is the same in each chapter. First, we present a series

of theoretical propositions, then we turn to the AIum Rock data for .

evidence about these propositions. In Chapter IV(deierslinants of

parents' choices), we examine data from the other two choice systems

in order to assess the external validity of the Alum Rock findings.

-..--...
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III. PARENTS' INFORMATION LEVELS AND

INFORMATION SEEKING HABITS

--Fatilyohoice schetes assume that parents. can make intelligent

choices for their children, but to make intelligent decisions, parents

must-have accurate and'timely information about their alternatives.

If they exist, information imperfections present,a particularly, diffi-

cult problem for family choice in schooling. plans, because a lack of

infOrtation among parents--the people: WhO-choOse schoO18--meani that

some children, perhaWtheTchildren who can least afford

are likely.to '&14 upin_programathat are not goostfor them.

They may fail to-get into appropriate programs because their. parents

are the lastto find out about these opportunities. Ilies (1974) has

addreised this issue with particular, regard n edUdatio/n vouchers:

Although it may be .generally agreed that imperfect-n-
'formation-Oan be a sourceOtAnequities nd/inefficiencies
as 'previously described, !the-position is-Ofteirtaken that

these.imperfectionssare tempOrary'and' the/situation will
correct itself: over time. "In .some cases this May well be
true': . . , However, this will generally be the case only
in a statidmarket . . . /1

system Of edu tIonal vouchersis intended to give
rise to a dynatic market situation!, On the supply side,
new schools enter the maiket.and.continVOUily engage in
changes and innovations-designed to meet-consurer,dettnd.
On the demand side, the number,and:composition of con--
sumers ia'far frOm static families move in and out of
the education market . or a particular- geographidal
area. Theieftz-It,-is conceivable.thafthe information.
problem in this typeif market Max not be ,self- correcting

6-7].

'Even if we assume that there-are plenty of opinings in all. Of

the instructionally Sound progrards, parents' ignorance can still cause

a child to end up. in a program that is totally mismatched to. his or

her needs and abilities. This can happen if parents' do notadequattly

understand the features of the various alternative schools.

r

C '
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-Family choice-schemes-become less viable if a large proportion

Ofthe,parents do not understand their-choices. The'issue is riot

Simply-the proportion of informed parents, but rather which parents

are-informed. There'is some reason to believe that socially disad-

vantaged families --the ones who are supposed tolenefit the most from

the,pompensatory education objectiyes,Of increasing family choice in-

scheOling--Inay be Zess informecrthanadvantagedfamilies, unless the,

schools take steps to cOnTuniaate with -disadvantaged families. Forty'

years of empiiical research has shoWn that- not -all parents are- equally

=well.infOrMea.about,heacheois or the effectS:Of-different.childr

beiring_Oracticee (Mann, 1974; Anderson, 1936; itohn,'199; *ridge,

(1978). Intormation:leVeiatend to increase with education, inconie,

and occupational status; and they tend to fall safeelings.ef"alien-

ation" increase.

Alienation, by which we mean powerlessness (Seeman, 1959), is

probably a key mediating variable between educational background and

information levels. Mote educated people probably tend to have fewer

feelings of powerlessness, and hence they seek information for its

potential control value. This has been Shown in a series of correla-

tional studies by sociologist Melvin Seeman (1972),. who found that

people who score high on powerlessness scales are less likely than

others to seek task-relevant information. This is, understandable for

if one feels that events are uncontrollable or unpredictable; it makes:

no sense to seek information, because by definition it has no control

value.

In sum, information'imperfections pose a potential proplem for

any family choice in schooling-plan, especially those that have com-

pensatory education objectives. It may be that, at least in the

short run, poorer families are at a disadvantage in family choice

systems in which resources are scarce, because thesefamilies tend

to have less information about school policies, and they tend to rely

upon informal information networks rather than official school publica-

tions.
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' EOrtunately, parents' information-levels are.moiageabie to some

extent. .Schools can increase information levels by tailoring their
.

information dicseminatiOn polidieS to reach 'different groups, of.

parents, more effectively. For example, they. Can Send the Same'

ihfOtatipO through different media; and they can offset slow
. _

. -

ipfortation processing_habits by Sending the; same information more

frequently to groups that need added exposure..to-the information.-

The following propositions concern pirents' informition-seeking,

habits and the distriliution of information across different parent

segments:

3.1
1

Parents vary widely in their awarenees.of their.

schooling options ancrin the accuracy of their

information about the rules governing the ex-

ercise orchoice.

-3.1.1 The amount of information parents have

about school matters is positively related

to their educational background.

3.1.2 The amount ofinformation-pereenta have

*about school matters is positively

related to their household income.

3.1.3 The amount of information parents have

.about school matters is positively

related to their occupational status.

3.1.4 The amount of information parents have

about school matters, is negatively

related to their level orlaZienation."-

3.1.5 The amount of information parents have

about school matters is positively

related to their expectations for their

children's academic success.

O

1
Each proposition carries a unique identification number. The

first digit refers to the chapter in which tue proposition is first
presented, and the retaining digits provide a unique identifier for
each proposition.

7
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*rertiilis,...the:OifferenceOetpeen#renteinforma-

-a,On-ZSVelii4iti'be-ireduced":*MOrCOarente_4ain

1#01,ence!vptkthe chOiCe'SkStom .In'.0ther-words,

- t*40j00i****Ot'Vli'ifthi.04V4001,48 of

advantaged"and disadvantaged 13**0:40t :be

reducesi over °time ,as the '60*44:404.0x02*qct

Peire.i24'-'44.7*ei:PP.4'1*4*01444001!. ''They
Wa-4:4042kat-`4'eaing*,,. i.t more slowly

Od:t40:444g_
44: *0- 00 =,-40:-.0:09iezt4Yi.440Atagqctiparents haVe

,,more2;sourcesziopl,nformati,on about school ,matters

thane oth
_,

'0ffe-00::0;i?.040!,pf:15cirei0s:ely on different

SoUrded to learWabdut their

aZtOnatives .

3:4.1 Wore ieduoated:,`parents, relative to others,

154;,mare_re4ance on printed materials

from the 60646.

3.4.2 Less educatedlaMilies, relative to others,

put more reliance7on information they glean

from-Personal cOntacts,'particularly.

contacts with school 7ersonneL.

In brief, the propositions address'four issues; (a) the accuracy of

parents! information about their alternatives, (b) the number of

sources that parents need to learn about their alternatives (c) the

sources parents actually used to learn about their alternatives, and

(d) their preferred'sources of information.

Note that-these propositions do not speak to the.quaity of

,parents'. placement dedisions. We cannot say that the programs

_parents pick for their children are any better or any worse than the

programs that children would have been assigned to in traditional

SphoOls. We have no outcome measures to_use as standards for com-

paring
.

the impact of parents' decisions versus schools' decisions,

nor do we have a true experimental design that compares the outcomes
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of randomly created, equivalent groups,inchoice andnd choice

cOnditions. We are asking only a very bas16 qUestion about the

ability to take decisions, any deci6iona. We therefore concentrate

an the measurable facts that parents have about,their,alternatives.

It seems safe 65.assume, and almost tautological to"say, that one

cannot make informed decisions without accurate and timeWinforma-

tion about ones choices; and when dedisions are made.without benefit

or information, they are more-random and less likely'to achieve one's

goals, whatever-these loals,may be.

Three measures of parent awareness, are used in this section:

Q38.theasured awareneWof,the qhoice systeth, Q48 measured knowledge

of the district's free transpOriation,policy, and Q55B measured

knowledge of district's transfer rules.' Respondents also identified

the sources of information they used to learn about the choice system

0:140, and they indicated whichsingle source, they found most useful

(QOB). And finally, the number of sources used was computed and used

Aas an index of information levels.

Awareness of Alternatives

Tables 3-5 show the percentages of parents in each survey and

each group (old, new, and,nonvoucher control) that were aware of

(a) the existence of the choice system, (b) the availability of free

transportation to" onneighborhood schooli, and (c) families' transfer

rights, respectively.

Three trends are immediately apparent in these tables. First,

awareness was higher among voucher than nonvoucher parents. This is

to be expected, since voucher parents were subjected to a steady
\-

stream of communications about the choice system. Second, voucher

parents' information leveis improved over time. Consider parents'

information about free busing (Table 4) as an example. Every year _,

between Year 1 and Year3, a greater percentage of voucher parents'

1
The exact wording of the items is shown in Appendix B.

k
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Tsble .a

-pigtErrrs_ THE HOICE (Q38)

-(Shided,,Celliiindicateparents had cheaCea)

c C *.

. ., .,- '' . '',. - . ChiSquire:Wit
.Parent,
tiaiuji... Yier -.3- '

''
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..
.--year.:.a, =, .,., , .Yar 1
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PARENTS' AWARENESF FREE ,TRAISPORTATION TO
NONNEIGIBOR400): SCHOOLS (Q48).

(Shadee-cells indicate parents had choices)

,

Parent
Group

.

Year /

. ;

_,_ .

Year 2
!

_

Year 3

_.,---

Year 5

.
Chi Square Within
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Table 5

, PARENTS' AWARENESSAF THEIR-ItIGHTS TO TRANSFER CHILDREN
iKETWEEN,SCHOOLS;05513)

(Shaded cells indicate' parents had choice)

Parent
Group

,
Year l Year 2 , Year 3

s.

, Year 5

Chi Square Within
Groups Across Years

(df - 3).
Old voucher

parents
dr

.,,&xn6,,,,,a(47,0c4vd.t..;Aw:Riswq,
't.t.1.4.a.7.47.72704.1.WAaA'a66.72
LA,n.""t'l.c...nri..44:.;:-
" :286/ 600.r.

4444.4..v..4.

A.......4-
:.'11;\ A t,...,Vt:ss.:C.,,:41;

41,21402PtLr
'?-'a...1.:-.*, --...ti.:^.

s'AV-1, 68. Or.-Arqm-,..-r*;'/'41.1-'-'fc,'Mitipaeyit".*.::1-37,::lkst/11.
-4° 406/156 ite'''''' ''''''',I. :7;4.r.c'''''"13.iv'

3Zi.eli'.5";...177

2
X

--- 4" i ,
p:<' .001

New voucher
parents
.

i
28.52

, 64%242

I

.7340.4.63:921:a

[...1;L'''`F.t.375/587,W

1,VYA .1 f2 n

--t.--404-..a.M..11-1S.z.....

a*Ar.mat4..r..(A-4,-;01.1.

' 1 .. A Y

7 (69A% g Nit0 ''' '.6,,--4,,I.
CP+4145 209S't-

t p., la.
,,- ftv ,, 4

1-4, ..
.1441,1'ite

i

..
X .. 115.89

p < .001 J)

No n v yii

en
cht_ser

.(controls)

24:12

-42/174,
.

30.92:

17/55

67.52: 1

54/80 11:g-:,,,,;4',..;,.-:-..,
a

;,;.-1:44,:v4Vaa':;../P,47:kr,,

'40'itZ4:\A
.....,,......:, ..1,':*;..

x2 .. 11.06
p < .005

Chi square between
igroups within

years (df a 2)

x2 - 51.26
-;-._p <-.90l

x2 - 42.79

p < .001 :
x2 a 33.51

p < .001 .

-

became aware of the free busing provision. In contrast, the informa-

tion level,of parents -in the nonvoucher catchment area--the control

group families--did not,improve over time. Third, the accuracy of

parents,' information about the schools fell sharply in Year 5, when

the voucher school viniechool program was supplanted by a limited

open enrollment plan. Year 5 represents a clear break in the trends

that began in Year 1.

At any given time, some groupd,of parents were better informed

than others, and it is important to understand where information

levels were the, lowest, so that these groups can be targeted for

- extra attention in information campaigns. Table 6 shows how aware-

ness of the choice systei, knowledge of free busing, and knowledge of

transfer pOlicies were related to parents' ethnicity, education,

income, occupational status, "alienation," and aspirations and

expectations for their children. Again, the patterns are remarkably

consistent.

o Parents' expectations for their children were related

to all three kinds of information. The -more years of
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- Table -6

.PERCENTAGES ma.tiimpicitlyislIcatrrunis

.

Parent
Characteristic

Ethnicity

Anglo

Black

Other-.

Mexican-;.-American

,

(Winish.inearview)

Existence of
`AlternatiVes

(Q38)

p <.:001

. 78%8 799 66%

75X.

.63% 228 '59%

Aveilability
"Of"Pree:

. .TriniPortition
(Q48)

,Education

Less than high school

High school diploma

More than high school

Piruntsi Rights
to Triaafer
Children

(955i)

583

200,

`191

69% 836 62% 647

63% '260- 68%

0 < .001

66ia (1217)

76% (645)

'7j% (517)

61%

64% '

.63%

'(398)=

SOX (129)

125)

50% (478)

241 68% (180)

966

505

390

52X

'51%

54i

731

322

254

Income'

< $7499

$75007$9999

$10,000- $14,999

.> $15,000

< .001

67%8 768,

71% 397

78%

71% 415

-612

323

510

323

tn.

3%

54%

48%

469

234

370

166

Alienation

Low

High

Aspirations for Child

Some high school

High school diploma

Some college

College graduate

Postgraduate

Expectations for Child

Some high school

High_school diploma

Some college

College graduate

Postgraduate

72% 1258

70%

P <

65%a

67% .

74%

73%

78%

1125

.001

22,

551

37
1.015

270

p < .001

91

929_

341

632

125

64ia

78%

75%

86%

p < .04

64%8 1015

60% .850

p <.001

59%a

57%

67%

64%

72%.

p < .001

62%a

61%

65%

66%

70X

a
Indicates significance level of chi square test.

17

417

302.

798

227

. 73

720

266

511

94

53% 679 .

51% 632

56%

50%

58%

55%

53%

p < .03

52%a

51%

.57%

58%

52%

14

299

226

548

145

- I

58

507

181

349
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-edddatiOn-theY ma-bated their children tnattain, the

more informed they were.

o With regard to aspirations, the same relationships hold

for two of the three information items. The more

education parents wanted their children to attain,

the more'informed they were about the choice system

(Q38) and the availability of free transportation (Q48).

o Alienation was negatively related to information levels.

Highly alienated people tended to be less informer :, but

the differences were small and in only one area (Qkl,

transportation) were,the statistically significant

o Education and income were positively related to aware-,

ness of the choice system (Q38) but not to information

about busing (Q48) or transfer rights (Q558).

o Ethnicity yes related to awareness.of the system (Q38)

but nothing else. Angles' and blacks tended to be the

most aware of the choice system.

All of these factors--ethnicity, education, income, alienation,

,aspirations, and expectations-rare intercorrelated. Trying to deter-

mine the unique contribution of each factor (i.e., each independent

variable) is difficult because of multicolinearity problems. But

taken together, the pattern of findings suggests that, where informa-

tion levels were related to family background, socially advantaged

families were better informed.
1

1
The one exception was that non-English-speaking Mexican-Americans

were apparently_much more informed than others abbut their transfer

rights. This may indeed have been the case, or it maybe that this
is a spurious finding (the proverbial one -in- twenty error) or an arti-
fact of the wording of the Spanish language form of the questionnaire
or the way in which these respondents were interviewed. One thing
that suggests that the finding is spurious is that.the'percentage of
people who were aware of the choice system was lower than the percent-
age who knew about the district's rules. This is illogical, since
general knowledge of the choice system should be higher than knowledge
about specific rules, and, in fact, this was the case in every other

ethnic-category.

o
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In sum, the survey data seem to suggest four conclusions: First,

awareness was higher-among voucher.than nonvoucher parents. Second,

as predicted by Proposition 3.2, voucher parents' information levels

improved over time. Third, the accuracy of parents' information about

the schools deteriorated sharply when Inc voucher choice system was
1i4

supplanted by a district-wide open enrollment system. And finally,

as predicted by Proposition 3.1, socially advantaged fiiiliii - -that is,

-the better educated, higher income, non- Mexican - American respondents--

were genetally better informed about the voucher choicesYStem.

Sources of Information

, We have seen that disadVantaged families learned about school ..

.

policies, but theysdid so at a slower rate than others. This may be

.explained, in part,, by the nature of the information networks that

tied AluM Rock parents together with each other and the schools.
,

This. subsection of the report describes the number and nature of the

information networks that different groups of parents used.to learn

about the schoOls.

The discussion is limited to hoUseholds that had choices. This

includes: (a) all households in the "old voucher" sample, (b) all
,

hoosehOlds in the "new voucher" catchment are except those interviewed

in Year 1 before the group entered the vouche system, and (c) all

families interviewed in Year 5, when everyone in the district was

eligible for the open enrollment plan. Furthermore, the Sample has

been restricted to respondents who were aware of the choice.system.

This is logically necessary, because it makes no sense to ask people

where they learned about something that they say they know nothing

about. Altogether, ta subsamples used in. this subsection represent

about 55 percent (2046/2725) of all the parents who Were surveyed .

between Years 1 and 5. -

First, we consider the number of sources of information that

different groups or. parents used. Next, we consider their exposure

to various sources of information, and finally we describe their

reported preferences among different information sources.
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The average aware parent used four different sources of informa-

tion to learn about the Alum ROck choice system,(3 = 4.07, SD + 2.44),

but the nufber of sources varied with ethnicity and education. Table

7 shims that Anglos and more educated .respondents had access to more

sources of information. This explains, in part, why these groups

. were generally better informed;

Both education and ethnicity appear to be important explanations

of parents' information sources, but these,two background. variables are

interrelated. A further analysis shows that parents' education, rather

than ethnicity, "explains" most of the .variance in the number of informa-

tion sources. parents used. Table 8 shows the mean number of information

sources used by different ethnic and education groups.

Table 7

MEAN NUMBER OfrINFORMATION SOURCES USED BY AWARE PARENTS,
PRESENTED ACCORDING TO ETHNICITY AND EDUCATION

Parent
Characteristic ,Mean SD n

ANOVA Summary

Source Sq df F

Ethnicity

Anglo 4.34 2.53 664 Total - 12129.73 2043 5.94 --

Black 3.80 2.26 223 Ethnicity 131.54 , 4 5.59 .001

Other 4.10 2.65 201 Error 11998.20 2039 --.°

Mexican-American
(English interview) 4.10 2.34 702 MID

Mexican-American
(Spanish interview) 3.49 2.35 244 4mo 00 W1,11=

Education

Less than high school 3.93 2.40 1074 Total i2096.92 2041 5.93

High school diploma 4.10 2.40 ,547 Education 64.72 2 5.48 .005

Some crllege 4.39 2.54 421 Error 12032.20 2030 --

C

O
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Table 8

MEAN NUMBER OF INFORMATION' SOURCES PRESENTED ACCORDING TO PARENTS'
EDUCATION AND ETHNICITY,' INCLUDING,ALL AWARE PARENTS IN

TREATMENT CONDITION

.
1

Education

Ethnicity

.

Anglo Black Other
Mexican-Aemrican
(English Interview)

Mexican-American
(Spanish Interview)

Less than . _ ._- _ ---- -------- .

high:_schooil-.i 4.12 3.88 4.16 4.01 3.45

SD (2.45) (2.31) (2.55) (2.36) G
(2.35)

n 244 64 99 468 217

.

High school
diploma X , 4.31 . 3.51

.

3.74 4.25 3:57

SD (2.53) (2.15) (2.77) (2.16) (2.36)

n 243 80 46 157 A 21

Sone college- IC 4.59 4.00 4.33 4.34 5.00

SD (2.60) (2.32) (2.72) (2.53) (2.65)

n 196 , 89 55 ,76 5

"
Spurce df MS F p

Total 2039 5.88 --

Ethnicity 4 5.11 '' 0.87 ns

Education 2 20.29 .3.46 :03

Ethnicity and
.

education 8 4.71 0.80 ns

Error . 2025 5.8 000

Exposure to Different Sources

To determine how aware parents learned about the Alum Rock choice

system, respondents were asked Lo identify which of eleven sources they

had used. The results are summarized in Table 9. School publications

were the most frequently used source of information, and over half of

the aware parents had talked with teachers or principals. Formal meet-

ings--F7A meetings, school board meetings, and special parent meetings

provided information to relatively few people--never more than a third

of the aware parents. Newspaper articles reached about one-third of

the families, but radio and TV coverage of the Alum Rock demonstration

reached only one in ten households.
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Table 9

AWARETARENTE' EXPOBURE TO DIFFERENT SOURCES OF INFORMATION
ABOUT THE ALUM ROCK CHOICE SYSTEM

Information Source
Frequency of Use

(Percent) Rank

Official school publications about
the choice system 93.6 1

Special school bulletins' 60:5 2

Radio -TV. 15.3 10

Newspaper articles 33.2 6.5

PTA meetings 27.3 8.5

Special parent, meetings 33.6 6.5

School board meetings 10.3 11

Talks with teachers and Principals 53.1 3

Talks with parent.counselbrs 45.2 4

Talks with friends and neighbors 43.0 5

Talks with children 27.8 8.5

Preferred Sources of Information

Three sources were most frequently mentioned when parents were

asked to name the single "best source of information about the'schools"

(Q40B). About 30 percent listed school publications, whereas 22 per7

cent Mentioned pqrent counselors, and another 22 percent mentioned

teachers araprincipate as their best sources of information.

Preferences for one or another source of information were related
r -

to ethnicity and educational background. Table 10 shows that- respon-

dents who had more than a high school education preferred school

publications and talks with teachers more than others, did, whereas

less educated parents preferred parent counselors more. Table 11

shows that Anglos used school publications more than other ethnic

groups did, especially Mexican- Americans interviewed in Spanish.

Supposedly, all school publications were available in Spanish, but

this may not have been the case. An alternative explanation is that
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Table 10

AWARE PARENTS' PREFERRED SOURCES OF INVORMATION (Q403)
PRESENTED'ACCORDING TO PARENTS' EDUCATION (EDUC3)

Source

Education

.Less than
High School High School Some College'

School publications 29.7% 30.1% 35.')%

251 121 109

Counselors 23.7% 24.1% 16.4%

200 97 51

Teachers 20.1% t 20.9% 26.7%

170 84 83

tither sources 25:4% 24.9% 21.9%

223 100 68

NOTE: x
2
= 14.896, df = 6, p < .02.

Table 11

AWARE PARENTS' PREFERRED SOURCES OF INFORMATION (Q40S)
rs PRESENTED ACCORDINd'TO ETHNICITY

Source

Ethnicity

Anglo Black Other
Mexican-American
(English Interview)

Mexican-American
(Spanish Interview)

School
publications

34.4%°

.176

30.6%

56

26.9%

39

31.7%'

180

20.5%

31

Counselors 19.5% 30.6% 16.6% 22.6% 25.8%

100 56, ° 24 128 39

Teachers 23.8% 19.1% 20.7% 21.0% 21.2%

122 35 30 119 32

Other sources 22.3% 19.7% 35.9% 24.7% 32.5%

114 36 52 140 49

NOTE: x
2

= 34.184, df = 12, p < .001.
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literacy, rather than'language, was the factor that limited some Lon-
.

English-speaking Mexican-Americans' use of schoolpublications.

Blacks, although only a small sample, seemed to give more credence

to parent counselors, and there were only small variations iii the

extent to which the different ethfiic groups listed teachers as the

"best source" of information.

) Further analysis shWed that the relationship betWeen ethnicity

and preferred sources did not hold for more educated respondents.

Among those with more than a high, school eOlation, ethnicity was

unrelated to preferred information sources, and-in general this group,

put more credence in school.publications and teachers than other

groups did.

Conclusions

The four Alum Rock parent surveys contain data .about parents' in-

formation levels, their exposure to different sources of information,

and their preferred sources of information. ,The. results suggest the

following conclusions: s.4

1. Awareness of the choice system was higher among treatmefit

group parents (i.e., those who had choices) than among

17 control group parents.

2. Treatment group parents' information levels improved over.

time, .as more parents became are of the choice system and

their options under the choice system.

3. The accuracy of parents' inforMation fell sharply in Year 5

when the voucher system was. replaced by an open enrollment

system that permitted fewer choices. Year 5 represents a,

kind of replication of the Year 1 situation; information

levels returned to Year 1 baseline, and some groups were

better informed than others.

4. Where family background factors were related to information

levels, socially advantaged families were generally better

informed than others.
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S. The average aware parent used four different sources of

information to learn about the Alum Rock choice system,' but

the number of-sources varied with .ethnicity and education.

Anglos and more educated respondents in other ethnic groups

tended to have more sources of information, but education- -

rather than ethdicity--appears to be the important factor.

6. Aware parents' exposure to various sources of information

ran from a high of 94 percent for official school publica-

tiona to a low of 10'percent for school board meetings.

About half of the aware parents had talked over their choices.

with parent counselors, teachers, or principals. Surprisingly,

the mass media--radio-TV and newspapers-,-were used relatively.

infrequently.

7. Aware parents were aeked to identify their single best source

of information about the schools, and the most frequently

mentioned sources were school public. rns (30 percent),

parent counaelors (22 percent), and teachers and principals

(22 percent). The more educated the parents, the more likely

they were to prefer school publications or talks with

teachers; and conversely, the,less educated the parents,

the more likely they were to prefer talkb with parent

counselors. This probably reflects, at least in part, the

parent counselors' tendency to concentrate on the families

that needed the most help, the less educated parents who

had troubles with the official school publications and shied

away from formal meetings with teachers and principals.
4

a

-t
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IV. DETERMINANTS OF PARENTS' PROGRAM CHOICES

'We begin with'the assumption that parents' choices among alterna-
,

.tive schools Or at least types of schools) are itptant, because
.

schools can make a difference in children's behavior and life chances.

Debates about the effects of racial and social class isolatiJn, ability
. -

grouping, aptitude-treatment interactions, and ti.a effects of classroom

organization are all predicated upon the common assumption that dif-.

fe:'sni kinds of schoolt have-different kinds of effects' on children.

If Op accepts this assumption, it follows, that onl-MUst-beconcernecL

aboutWhattinds of children receive what,kinda-of instruction when

parents -Mire equal cost alternatives. It is therefore important that

0 we understand why parents choose the schools they goose for their

--children---This-is-the=iissue7we-sha11inonsider7in_thiS -cif-after:

-what-determinesTarent84-choice ofammiroans-when-they-havg -"qua/

cost'aternatives?

=4'tni-way-of-conceptualizing-thelprocess-of-thoosing-a hoo1 Is
to' assume that, parents weight each of the attributes of the alterna-

tive programs and then arrive at some overall rating of each program.

The program with the highest global rating is their first choice, the

program with the next highest rating is their'second choice, and so

on. Discovering how parents weight the different. features of alterna-

tive schools is one objective of this research. Presumably, different 1

0

croups of parents look for different things when they choose schcols.

We are interested not' only in-learning how parents, in general, choose

.-1
schools, but also in identifying important differences in,the way

various groups of parents choose schools.
.

We have two kinds of data about the way parents choose schools.

First; we have parents' self-reports of what they looked for when they

-
Chose programs for their children. Second, we can infer certain

things from the pattern of placement decisions that parents' made for

their children. The analysis is guided by certain theoretical ideas,

which are summarized at the beginning of each of the (following Sub-

se tions. These four subsections make these arguments:

6 9



1. Sehooi location is the major determinant' of parents program

choices; espeCiallitat the outset of the choice system or when young

students -are n4OlVed:

- 2. Noriinaiructional factors, are more important than curriculum,

issues whin 'parents choose,schools, but to the,exteht that instruc-.

,tionalarrangiments ate important, three factors seem to prev4i1:

(a) broadness Oknurric*m-content, (6) content acceptability, and

(6)CiatsrOOtir."perthissiVenedi."

3. Parenta'Hprogram-Choices result in- nonrandom clusterings of

Studentsaccording to 'family :background factors like.income,,educition,

and .ittitudea
-

11,:_Parents1---Program-choiceS-are-eXplained;" at least in part,

by their-childrearing values; they choose schools that reinforce their

values, and these ValUes tend to vary with family background.

Propositions- About the *Location of Alternatives

The geographic location of the alternative programs undoubtedly

influences parents' choice of schools for their children. Picking a

minneighborhood school may raise certain problems, including Thcreased

transportation costs and worries about travel safety. District

policies (e.g., free busing) can reduce transportation costs, but it

is more difficult to reduce the other worries that arise when students

attend nonneighborhood schools.

The importance of school location in placement decisions has

been observed before. Jerdee and Rosen (1973), for instance, found

in their decision simulations that, for Anglo parents, a 45 minute--

bus ride was a more important consideration-than either the ethnic

mix of the student-bod or the instructional arrangement. Similarly,

inderman (1972), and Weinstein and Geisel (1962), in their studieS

of black parents' decisions in southern "freedom of choice" districts,

found evidence that school location was the predominant factor. in

placement decisions, although cognitive distortion of the distances

to black and white-schools apparently, occurred in many cases.
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In designing the,standards for the first voucher demonstration,

the Center for the-Study of Public Policy (1970, p. 59) anticipated

that school location would be the dominant factor in plabement

decisions, at least in the garly stages of the demonstration. .They

argued that this would merely reflect parents' initial inability to

see significant differences among the different schools (see-Jencks,

1971, pp. 10988-10989).

The next three propositions summarize our predictions about the

effects of school location on parents' placement decisions:
.

4.1 Even when schools provide free transportation for

children who attend.nonneighborhood 'schools, the
Ov

geographic location of the alternative schools is

the single most important factor in parents' place-

ment decisions.

4:2 The more highly differentiated the alternative

schools, the less important the geographic location

of the schools in parents' placement decisions.

4.3 The-older-thechild, the less important school

location in determining parents' placement decisions.

Evidence: LocEtion

The Center for the'Study of Public Policy (CSPP, 1970; Jencks,

1971) argued'that, at the outset of a voucher system,. parents would

be unable to distinguish between different alternatives, and there-

fore their school choices would be based largely on simplistic and

educationally irrelevant considerations like school location.
1

The

first two years of the Alum Rock voucher demonstration seemed to

1
By labeling these factors,as "educationally irrelevant," we

are not saying that they are unimportant. They are extremely important
to a parent who is comparing various alternative schools, but'no theory
of learning that we know of would say that the school location per se
has an impact on learning.
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follow the predicted pattern. _Among old voucher parents, there was

a: significant decline in the percentage- who-thOught that "for most

parents, -how close-a school is to home is the most important reason

for choosing a school for their children to attend" (Q55H).. Consis-

tent with this apparent shift in attitudes, the percentage of parents

who chose nonneighborhood schools for their children rose from 11 -

percent in Year 1 to 18.pereent in Year 2. Beginning with Year 3,
)

the pattern was disrupted and it is difficult to interpret the 4

.attitudinal data on school location. Tn that year there was a matked ,

increase in the, percentage of .old voucher-parentswho thought that

school location was the single most important factor in choosing :1

programs: -

-,;_
'.$Table 12 traces parents'-ohanging-attitudestoumrd school loos-.
:4

tion, and Table 13 shows the percentage_a_voucher_children_who_

reportedly attended nanneighborhood_aohools_in_each4.ear_of the z

demonstration. These tables suggest three conclusions: First, the
.

4
1

._

...initial shifts in attitudes-andmillingness_to seek out nonneighbor, -77
hood schools suggest that over time parents came to-understand and

Value the differences between the alternative minischools. This is

consistent with the predictions of Jencks and CSPP. Second, the

data for the new voucher parents are difficult to interpret. One

possible explanation is that one of the new voucher schools was

particularly daliked, and therefore parents, who were trapped in

this school before the voucher plan began, fled when they got 'the

opportunity. Third, comparing Year 1 with Year 5, it appears that.,

in general, sChool location was less important at the end of the

demonstration, although this is true only of the "treatment" groups,

the people who had accrued some experience with choosing schools.

In sum, the evidence roughly approxidlates the predicted pattern.

The importance of school location depended, in part, upon the

age of the child. The older the child, the less important school

location was, and the more willing parents were to consider nonneigh-

borhood schools for their children. The percentage of parents who

thought that "school location is the single most important reason
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Table 12

PERCENTAGE OF PARENTS WHO SAY SCHOOL LOCATION IS THE
"SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT FACTOR" IN SELECTING

A SCHOOL (Q55H)

Parent Group

Old voucher parents

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 5

Chi Square Within
Groups Across Years

(df = 3)

New voucher parents

Nonvoucher parents
(controls)

-Chi. square between
groups Within
survey year
(df 2)

75.3%

452

74.4%

180

72.4%

126

2
X - 0.615

,ns

69.5%

223

69.5%

408"

84.7%

61

X
2
= 7.455

p < .03

81.4%

127

76.1%

159

70.9%

95

X
2

= 4.429

p < .11

.Table 13

66.9%

180

62.2%

179

73.4%

196

X2 8.017

p < .02

PERCENTAGE OF VOUCHER CHILDREN ATTENDING
NONNEIGHBORHOOD SCHOOLS (Q50) ,

.

X
2

= 14.323

p < .003

X
2
= 14.335

p < .003

X
2

k5.226

ns

Parent Group Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 5
Chi Square Within
Groups Acfoss Years

Old voucher parents 11.2% 18A% . .21.8% 12.4% X
2

= 15.73

df = 3

(55) (59) (34) (33) p < .002

New voucher parents 24.2% 17.3% 31.5% .x
2

15.73

-- (142) (36) (90) df = 2

...,
P < .002

Nonvoucher patents 11.2%
(bontrols) -- -- --.

(30)
--

Chi square between X
2
" 4.116 x

2
= 1.395 x

2
= 47.594

groups within
survey year

--
df = 1 df 1 df = 2

---

(df = 2) p < .04 ns p < .001 .

C
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forchoOaing a school" was 76 percent for parents ofchildren 6 and

7 years old, 73 percent for children 8 to 10,'and 70 percent for
r

children 11.and.over (x
2
= 5.996, df = 2, p.< .05; gamma = .08, p < .02).

Parents' program choicei were congruent'with these attitudes toward

school location. The older the child, the more likely the parents

were to pick a nonneighborhood school. The percentage of children ".

in nonneighborkood schools was 14 percent for childreq 6 to 7, 13 per-
..

cent for children '8 to 10, and 25 percent for children over 10

(x
2

54.32, df = 2; p < .001).

School_Jcatima.seems to be most important when parents have had

little experience with choosing schools or-they cannot distinguish

between the variousalternatives available-to them.--Lat in every

group and every survey, the majority of parents agreed with the

assertion that, "for most parents, school location is the most -

Ai:portant-reason for choosing -a school.-" By-any-standard, school

location was an important determinant of parents' school choices.

_ .

Propositions About Curriculum Content and Classroom Organization

A number of terms have beeniused to describe the differences

between classrooms: teacher- centered or child-centered, heterogeneous

grouping or homogeneous (ability) grouping, "academic" or "practical,"

and more'recently "open" or "traditional.", Cllssroom typologies have

°been generated both on theoretical grounds (e.g., Barth, 1972) and

empirical grounds'(e.g., Barker et al., 1978).

In most paients' minds, classrooms probably vary in two basic

ways: (a) curriculum content (what is taught), and (b) classroom

organization.(how the subject is taught). MOreover, these may be

independent factors in theory, but they are probably highly corre-

lated in practice. Highly structured instructional programs probably

tend to emphasize the 3Rs,-whereas music, art, and social studies tend

to receive more attention in less structured programs. Because those

dimensions appear to be correlated, people tend to think in terms of

a single dimension, which mirght be labeled as "hard - soft." The "hare

subjects, which require convergent thinking, tend to be taught in more
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structured, "hard" settings, whereas "soft" subjects, which require

divergent thinking, tend to be emphasized in less structured; "soft".

settings. The major propositions about curriculum factors are as

follows:

4.4 On the whole, curriculum factors are less important

than noninstructional factors (e.g., ethnic /social

composition of the school, the cisire to keep siblings

together, location of the schools).

4.5 Parents vary in the importance they place on class-

room structure, and these preferences are corre-

lated with family background.

Evidence: Curriculum Factors

We have three pieces of evidence about the way parents' decisions

were influenced by curriculum variations in the alternative schools.

First, parents in all three groupsold; new, and nonvo'icher families--

were more interested in influencing curriculum matters than any other

area of sch:)ol decisionmaking (see Table 14). This is congruent with

the findings of the Gallup Poll of Public Attitudes Toward Education

(Gallup, 974). In this national aurvey,'64 percent of the parents,

of public school children said they wanted more information about

schools; and when asked what kind of information,would be of particular

interest, the most frequent answer was "information about the curric-

ulum." Topics like "more information about my child," "information

about grading," and "information about how pArents can become involved

in school activities" were ranked 10, 12, and 14, respectively, even

though one might expect these issues to take precedence over curriculum

concerns.

Second, an open-end question (Q4pR), which was used in the Year 2

survey, asked voucher. parents to explain their reasons for choosing

particular minischools for their children. Only one-third of the
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Table 14

RESPONDENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARD PARENTAL
iNvoLvEkirdr-IN SCHOOL DECISIONS

Percentage of Parents
Who Responded "Yes" to:

Q36A. Do you think parents should
be able to help decide
which teachers get hired or
fired in their children's
schools ?.

Q368. ShOuldjiarents' be able to
decide whether a 'PrinCipal
is hired,Oi:fireS?

Q36C: And should parents be able
to- help decide - What,

be taught in school?,

Q36D. Should they be able to
help decide how the school
spends its money?

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 5

37.5%

381

49.2%

482

47.3%

236

45.8%

379

53 4% 62.8% 61.3% 54.5%

542 615 306 451,

60.0% 68.6% 79.2% 67.8%

610 -672 316 -561

54.9% 61.2% 61,9% 65.6%

558 600 309 '543

parents mentioned anything to do with curriculum, and this is using a

generous definition of "curriculum." Table 15 'presents-the relevant

data. It appears that curriculum factors. were less important than

other factors (e.g., school location) when it came to choosing kini-

schools, but recall that these data were collected at the early stages

of the voucher demonstration, and perhaps parents had not yet learned

to distinguish between different schools. Curiiculum matters may

have become more important criteria after parents gained experience

in the voucher system.

Third, all parents in Years 3 and 5 were asked to indicate

preferences among competing, curriculum, emphases (e.g., teaching 3Rs

only versus teaching abroad range of subjects). Table 16 shows the
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Table 15

PATIENTS' REPORTED REASONS FOR SELECTING SCHOOLS,
FALL.1973 (Q49R)

Number and
Percent of Parents
Who Medtioneda:

Program Attributes

Location-close to home, no transportation
problems.

Principal is good, like the principal; teachers
good, cooperative, helpful.

Good school, one of the best; like the staff
there; well organized.

.Friends go there, want to be with friends;
child, siblings had gone there; was happy
there and didn't want to change; child
liked it there, more familiar-witt'itP.

Program features: program suited child's
interest; individualized instruction,
independent learning; offers basics wanted,
reading, 3Rs, languages; offers enrichment
program; learn by doing; open activity.

173 70.9%

44 18.0%

46 18.9%

75 30.8%

-78 32.0%

a
Exeludes 32 parents, 11.6 percent of sample, who said they had

no choice about which school their child attended. ..

percentage of parents in Year 5 who endorsed each of the curriculum

alternatives.
1

A factor analysis of these seven items produced a three-factor

solution, and the items that loaded heaviest on each factor were

summed to provide indices of curriculum preferences. This provided

three scores for each respondent:

1
The data have been aggregated across survey years and treatment

groups because subanalyses showec' no significant differences between

groups or within groups across time.
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Table 16

PARENTS' PREFERENCES FOR AN IDEAL SCHOOL (Q135A!-G),
ALUM ROCK, YEAR 5 SAMPLE

1"Y Question

Q135A, What kind of school would you waht it to be:

A. A strict school where students were
always well7behaved, or 62.7% 527

B. A free-school where-NtUdents could act
naturallY 37.3% 313

Q1358. A. A school where the students tookonly
three subjects, reading; writing,,and
arithmetic until they really learned
them, Or' 50.3% 423

B. A School where-the students took a /ot
of different subjects every day suChas
foreign languages, current events,
history, science, and health 49.7% 418

Q135C. A: A school where students concentrated on
learning froMrboOki-iimosi _all the_time,

OOOOOOOO OOOOOOO OOOOOOOO

B. A school where students spent a lot of
time doing things like playing music,
putting ontschool.plays, taking art
classes or playing sports .

Q135D. A. A school where the students spend a lot
of time listening to their teacher, or

B. A school where the students spent a lot
of time studying by themselves or in
small groups

Q135E. A. A school where the teacher decided what
the students should learn most of the
time, or

B. A school where the students could choose
what they wanted to learn most of the
time

Q135F. A. A school where students take a lot of
time learning about problems such as
pollution, race relations, energy,
world peace, or

B. A school where students didn't spend
much time on controversial problems
like these

Q135G. A. A school, where students learn practical,
things they co.,1d use when they got
out of school, or

B. A school where students study academic
subjects most of the time

63.4% 528_

36.6% 305

58.9% 492

41.4% 343

68.3% 573

31.7% 266

64.7% 545

35.3% 297

67.5% 566

32.5% 273
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1. A broadness index,(Q135F and C) measured preferences for

broad curriculum content or narrow, 3Rs content.

2. A subject matter controversy index (Q135F) measured

tolerance or intolerance for controversial subjects.

3. A classroom.permissivenese index (Q135A, D, and E)

measured parents' attitudes toward classroom structure.

Each of the indices was crosstabulated by parents' ethnicity, educa-

tion, income, occupational status, and aspirations and expectations

for their children. The results are summarized in Table 17, and

they suggest these conclusions:

o The various ethnic groups varied in their attitudes

toward currialUM broadness. Anglos and English-
,

speaking Mexican-Americans favored a broad curriculum

--content, whereas-Mexican Ameridans-who-were-interviewed

in Spanish tended to favor a- -narrow curriculum content.

o The permissiveness index (labeled PINDEX3) appears

to have measured attitudes toward children's obedience.

The index is highly correlated with another, more direct

measure of attitudes toward obedience (Q29F) (gamma se .55,

p < .001), and this provides some evidence of validity.

O Parents' scores on the permissiveness index varied

with education, ethnicity, and' occupational status.

Blacks, Anglos; and English-speaking Mexican-Americans

tended to be more permissive than others. White-

collar workers tended to be more permissive than

blue-collar workers, and parents who had more than a

high school education were' more permissive than less

educated parents.

Parents' attitudes toward classroom "permissiveness" were corre-

lated with ethnicity, education, and occupational stems; this implies

that given the opportunity, different kinds of parents would choose
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Table 17

-SUMMARY OF CHI-SQUARE STATISTICS FOR RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN
FAMILY BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS AND

CLASSROOM PREFERENCES

Index Ethnicity
(EMS)

Blue/White-
Collar Household

(RQ69A)

Education
(EDUC3)

Importance of
Children's Obedience

.(RQ297)

(PINDEX1)
broadness of
curriculum

p < .001

Anglos and English-
speaking Mexican-
Americans liked broad
curriculum content.
Mexican-Americans
interviewed in
Spanish wanted
narrow content.

ns ns ns-

(PINDEX2)

controversy
of curric-
ulue subject
matter

ns ns ns ns

(PINDEX3) p-< .001
-classroom

-permissive-
ness

BlaCki and Exiiish-

SpiiiiMgMeXican-
Americans had
highest permissive-

° ness scores, whereas
Mexican-Americans,
interviewed in'

Spanish had lowest
permissive scores.
Anglos fell in
between.

p-< .09

White-collar
workers }lad

higher permissive
scores than blue-'-

collar workers.

More educat2d
paients had
higher permis-
siveness scores

p c-7026-1

Parents who empha-
sized obedience
(Q29F) scored low
on the permissive -

thanparants ness_index4
with less than
a high school
education.

different kinds of schl)ols for their children. The Alum Rock survey

data provide a direct test of this implication, and the Mamaroneck

and Minneapolis survey data allow us to test the generalizability

of this proposition.

Pro nsitions About Parents' Classroom Choices

4.6 Parents' free choices among diverse alternative

programs will result in statistically nonrandom

clusterings of children according to social

:ckground factors.
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In all three family choice systems,.parents1 classroom selections

resulted in a nonrandom clustering of children according to family

background factors such as parents' income, education, religion, and

occupational status.
1

To permit comparisons with other school systems, the character-

istits of Alum Rock families who chose open or traditional classrooms

are summarized in"Table 18. These data suggest that children in open

classrooms came from families that were relatively more likely to be

white-collar workers, non-Mexican-American, higher income, and higher

occupational status. The same pattern occurred in thesuburban News

York Minischtol system. The data in Table 19 show that open classrooms .

tended to draw children from relatively wealthier, higher occupational

status homes; and school choices were related to religion, whereas in

Alum Rock they were related to language used in the home.

Finally, the Minneapolis SEA data reinforce our conclusions that

children from relatively advantaged families are overrepresented in

open classrooms. Parents'- education, as reported-ina 1974-1975

parent survey, providea proxy measure of social class. According

to these data, 91 percent of the children in open classrooms had at

least one parent who was a college graduate, whereas the comparable

figure for children in traditional classrooms was 71 percent (x
2

27.56, df = 3, p < .001).

A dissertation by Terrell (1974) provides additional evidence.

His analysis of SEA school record data showed that (a) fathers. of

children in open classrooms were-significantly higher in occupational

status than fathers of children in traditional classrooms; (b) stu-

dents in open classrooms scored higher_than those in traditional

classrooms on the Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test, the Gates-

McGinite Reading Test, and the Modern_Mathematics Supplement to the

Iowa Basic Skills Tests; and (c) children in open classrooms had

significantly higher absenteeism rates than children in traditional

'classrooms. Terrell concluded that "Based on the findings of this

1
Appendix- D provides an analysis of the degree to which Alum Rock

schbols and minischool programs were segregated by ethnicity/race and
sex.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF PARENTS CHOOSING OPEN AND
TRADITIONAL CLASSROOMS IN ALUM ROCK SAMPLE

Type of Classroom

Parent Characteristic Traditional
'Open

Family income: perCent over $15,000 40%a (83) 64% (29) .01

Education: percent attended
college 18% .(40) 30% (16) .04

P

Aspirations:,percent who want college
edudation fot child 73% (157) 82% (44) ns

EXpectational -perceht who expect child
'to attain acollege education 50% (103) 60% .(32)--"" ns

,Speak other than English in home 39% (64). 15% (8) .01

Occupation: percent blue-dollar 71% (139) 55% :03

*Note that in this and all other tables that present aichotomcas
data, only one percentage and associatedcell frequency is presented.
This permits parsimony in presentation and discussion, anato informs=
tion is lost. The unreported percentage ac,,: cell frequency can be
inferred easily. For, example, in 'the table above, 83 parents, 40 per-
-cent-of the sample, had incomes over $15,000, so we can infer that
60 percent, or 125, had incomes of $15,000 or less. The unreported
cell frequency is computed as: .4N = 83, therefore N = 208; and
(.6) (208) = 125.

.

study it can be implied that there is a relationship between alter-
.

native education programs and the kind of student who chooses to at-

tend them. Higher achievers tend to choose schools which are less

structured,:such as the Open School. Lower achievers tend to choose

schools which are more structured and have a more traditional

background, as evidenced'by the fact that they missed fewer days from

school 0 The students who choose the less structured programs

are tisually from homes with parents who have high professional occu-

pations or backgrounds."

The patterns from the three sites were remarkably consistent,

given that the districts were very different in terms of demographids

and alternative school arrangements. In all three districts, allowing

o.
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Table 19.

CHARACTERISTICS OF PARENTS CHOOSING OPEN AND TRADITIONAL
CLASSROOMS IN MAMARONECK SAHPLE '

Type of Classroom

Parent Characteristic Tradition#i Open

Family. income: percent over
$15,000

Education: percent attended
college

_aspirations: --

college education for child
percent who-want

Expectations: percent who expect
child to attain a college
education

Occupation: percent blue-collar

Religion: percent Catholic

Jewish

Protegtant

80% -(380) 85%

86% (408) 93%

97% (457) 100%

94% (440) 99%

19% (90) 13%

45% (201) 34%

26% (118) 42%

29% (129) 24%

P

-(228) .09

(248) .008

(263) .04

(263) .0009

(34) .01

;38))

(..C7)( .0001

(61))

parents to zhoose schools resulted in nonrandom classroom groupings.

"Open" classrooms and "traditional," self-contained classrooms were

available in all three districts, and this provtd2s a good basis-for

cross-eistrict comparisons. In every case, open classrooms tended to

attract children from higher socioeconomic status homes. The luesticn.

is How do we explain the consistent link betweenfamily haAground

and preferences_ for certain kinds of classrooms? Parents' childrearing

values may be an important mediating factor, and this is the issue we

examine next.
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PropoiitiOnsrAbedt Childrearing Values

Parents.' social backgrounds--their occupational status and educa-

tion in particular- -lead to certain childtearin&values, and these

Witlis=ifffidence their progkem choices. This is not to say that the

characteristics of individual children are irrelevant; parents do

consider .these factors, and they may choose one kind of program.for

one chlid and another kind of program for a second child. But it is

also. true that there are some Consistent preferences or values oper-

Of course, people's preferences vary with the times, and prefer-

&noes tend to vary cyclically between ,highly structured ("hard")- and-,

"permis"sive" ("soft") approaches. Childrearing practices--like

parents' preferences for different types of schools--tend to shift

-licross time, and Urie BrOvfenbrenner (1958), has shown that middle-

class parents are the first to shift. There are at least three

tenable explanations for this finding:

1. Bronfenbrenner attributes this to middle-class families'

greater exposure to "experts" opinions about how to raise children,

but why experts keep changing their opinions is unclear. Unfortunately,

Bronfenbrenner may.have male an unwarranted, causal inference.. Middle-
__

class families may' lead in childrearing value changes, and-they may

have more information- -about experts opinions; but both of these

observations my reflect another fact, i.e.,

2. Perhaps middle-class families are more attuned to long-term

variations in the economy and hence they may tend to shift their

childrearing practices and their school preferences to emphasizethe

Skills that they believe are in demand. According to this view, when

jobs are plentiful, the emphasis will be on "developing the complete

person,," affective education, and_the likeWhen times are _rough,

the emphasis is on developing salable skills_ for a competitive market.

3. Perhaps-changesn childrearing values result for a kiild of

educational dialectic. That is, changes are cyclical because an
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idea comes into fashion, it is implemented and then carried to

excess, which creates a demand for movement in the opposite direction,

which eventually leads to overcorrection, which leads to a move in

the-other direction, and sc on. It is easy for schools to fall into a

cycle of fads because anything that looks "new" or "innovative" seems

to raise outcomes somewhat (or at the very minimum it raises satis-

faction with the schools). These changes are probably due in large

part to Hawthorne effects, i.e., novelty motivates people to produce

more or to try harder. According to this_argument, changing instruc-

tional methods is a viable motivational strategy, and schools can ,

rely-upon-this strategy-to-produce short-term gains (if not in achieve:-

meat, at least in satisfaction). Middle-class parents, being better

"plugged into" school information networks, will be the first to see

shifts in educational values, and they Will be the first to change

their childrearing practices to emphasize the skills that will lead

to "success" in school, as defined by the emerging standards.

All three of these theories--Bronfenbrenner's "expert opinion"

argument, the adjustment to economic conditions argument, and the

cyclical fad argument--lead to similar conclusions: namely, the

content emphases and approaches that schools use (and parents adopt

~in their childrearing) shift cyclilally, and middle-class families

will be the first to shift. We have no data with which to prove or

disprove any of these alternative hypotheses. The value changes in

question happen slowly over time, and certainly require more than the

five years to demonstrate. Of more immediate interest are current

childrearing values that might explain parents "program choices in

Alum Rock, Minneapolis, and Mamaroneck.

Against the continuous process of cyclical change, one can detect

some sable, relative differences between the childrearing practices

of working and middle-class parents. .elvin Kohn (1969) tuts theorized

that middle-class parents emphasize children's independence and'imag-

ination (creativity), whereas working-class parents put more'emphasis

on children's obedience and respect for external authority (polite-

ness). This, according to Kohn, is because parents want "success"
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for their zhildrea, and their own occupational experience (and corre-

lated social background) has taught them that certain behaviors lead

to "success." Working-class occupations usually involve highly

routinized work that can be supervised clorzly, and obeying authority

:leads to job security. In contrast, most middle-class occupations

cannot be routinized, and they require the worker to make decisions

under conditions of uncertainty. Imagination and independence are

valuable traits in these jobs. Kohn's theory, suggests that parents

pass on their values to their children, so that the children become

.equipped -to- operate -in the-same-social milieu-as-their-parents. This

helps explain why children tend to acquire the save social position

_in adulthood that-their parents held.

Occupation, specifically "job structure," according to Kohn, Is-

the important mediator of differences between working-class and

middle-class families! values. But 'Kohn's own evidence (Chapter 11),

as well as more recent evidence reported by Wright and Wright (1976).

° and Bridge et al. (1976), seems to indicate that parents' education

accounts for more of the variance in values than occupation does.

Childrearing values vary with social class, and so does the

degree of task specialization between mothers and fathe,:s. Working-

class mothers and fathers tend to have more distinctly different

roles than do middle-class mothers and fathers. The degree of task

specialization also tends to vary across cultures, and it appears

that the more economically developed the society, the less specializa-

tion occurs (Barry et al., 1157, 1959). Task specialization is probably

less common in the United States than in most other countries, but

still there are apparent differences in the division of labor within

working-class and middle-class families. Who makes schooling decisions

in a family may vary with social class, as well as the sex of the

child in question, but on the whole, school decisions, like other

child care functions, probably fall most often to mothers.

Themay childrearing values accrue from social and occupational

experience is an important issue, and one that has implications for

our understanding of the way parents choose schools in alternative

education systems. The following propositions seem tenable:
. -
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4.? Relative to middle-class parents, working -class

parentsive probably more ZikeZy to emphasize

children's obedience and respect for authority

(politeness). In contrast, middle - class families

are probably more ZikeZy to encourage creativity

(imagination) and reliance on internally set

standards (independence).

4.8 As a consequence of the influence identified in

4.7, we would expect to find that, when both

open and traditional classrooms are available,

middle-class children wiZZ be overrepresented

in Zess structured, open classrooms; and

working -class children will.be overrepresented

in more structured, traditional classrooms.

4.9 In general, mothers are more often the principal

decisionmakers in matters of schooling, although

there is more joint decisionmaking in middle-

class homes than in working-cZass homes. Moreover,

working -class fathers may be more interested in

the education of their male children than their

female children. Therefore, in explaining parents'

involvement in choosing schools, we predict a

three-way interaction between the sex of the

parent, the sex of the child, and the educational

background or social class of the family.

Evidence: Childreating Values

Family background characteristics predict parents' choice of

schools, where alternative schools are defined in terms of classroom

structure; and childrearing values may. mediate the effects of back,-

ground on school choice. The evidence for this proposition is sub-

stantial. First, parents' childrearing values vary with education

and other background characteristics; and second, parents who choose



open classrooms hold different values than parents-who choose tradi-

tional classrooms., A third, and more speculative conclusion, is

that mothers are most often the chief decisionmakers in matters of

schooling, but there is also a complex-interaction between parents'

sex, the child's sex, and the family's social class or educational

background. Tess educated fathers seem to be more interested in the

education of their sons than their daughters.

Values and Educational Background

The..evidence for the first conclusion comes from the Year 5

Alum Rock survey and,the Mamaroneck survey. Both surveys; included

the instrumental values subscale of the Rokeach (1973, 1967) Value

Survey. Table 20 shows the median rankings of the 18 values grouped

according to Alm Rock parents' years of schooling.
1

The importance

of six values increased monotonically,with education. These were:

independent (3.6), imaginative (2.7), intellectual (2.5), logical

(1.7), responsible (1.4), and self-controlled (1.4). The importance

of four values decreased with education: clean (4.4), obedient (3.1),

cheerful (1.5). and forgiving (1.1).

the Mamaroneck survey (see Table 21) produced similarresults.

The importance of eight values increased monotonically with education:

broadminded (3.3), capable (3.1), courageOUs (2.5), helpful (1.3),

imaginative (4.6), independent (3.7), intellectual (4.3), and loving

(1.4). Four values decreased in importance as education increased:

ambitious (2.2), clean (5.0), obedient (7.7), and polite (6.6).

Honest (1.1, ns) and forgiving (0.4, ns) showed nonsignificant trends.

The consistency of the linear relationships is quite remarkable,

given the radical differences in samples. One is quite affluent

(median income = $29,000, median education = 16.5 years), while the

1
The values in parentheses vepresant the difference in median

ranks for the most and least educated groups.
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Table 20

ALUM ROCK PARENTS' MEDIAN INSTRUMENTAL VALUE RANKING PRESENTED
ACCORDING TO PARENTS' EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT (YEAR 5)

Value

Educational Attainment
Difference Between

Most and
Least Educated

Groupsa

Less Than
High School

n = 430

High School
DiplOma
n = 212

Some College
n = 175

5.91 (2)
b

5.94 (3) 6.35 (4) 0.44
Broadm4nded 10.50 (13) 9.91 (9) 10.35 (11) 0.13
'Capable 9.57 (9) 9.26 (8) 9.73 (7) 0.16
Cheerful 11.46 ;16) 12.44 (16) 12.92 (18) 1.48
Clean 7.88 (5) 9.93 (10) 12.29 (16) 4.41
Courageous 10.81 (14) 11.56 (15) 9.88 (8) 0.93

° Forgiving 11.14 (15) 11.43 (14) 12.20 (15) 1.06
Helpful 9.70 (10) 11.32 (13) 10.72 (13) 1. )2

Honest- 4.59 (1) 3.56 (') 3.96 (1) 0.63
Imaginative 13.33 (17) 12.69 (170 10.59 (12) -2.74
Independent 9.50 (8) 8.58 (6) 5.95 (3) -3.55
Intellectual 10.43 (12) 10.00 (11.5) 7.96 (6) -2.47
Logical 14.42 (18) 13.80. (18) 12 70 '(17) -1.72
Loving 10.18 (11) 10.00 (11.5) 10.32 (10) 0.14
Obedient 7.08 (4) 8.65 (7) 10.17 (9) 3.09
Polite 8.30 (6) 8.00 (5) 11.03 (14) 2.73
Responsible 6.30 (3) 5.3' (2) 4.86 (2) -1.44
Self-cont7olled 9.12 (7) 7.95 (4) 7.73 (5) -1.39

aDifferences of approximately 11.21 or more are statistically significant at the p < .05 level,
according to median tests (Siegel, 1956).

b
Composite ranking.

.t 83
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Table 21

MAMARONECK MOTHERS' MEDIAN INSTRUMENTAL VALUE RANKING PRESENTED
ACCORDING TO MOTHER'S EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT

Value

Mother's Educational Attainment

Difference Between

Most and Least
Educated Groups

High School
or Less
n = 165

College
n = 390

Postgrad.
n = 202

Ambitious 8.92. 9.30 11.13 2.21

Broadminded 11.14 9.07, 7.81 -3.33

Capab1.4 9,78 7.57 6.70 -3.08

Cheerful V.89 10.28 9.93 1.04

Clean 11.85 15.98 16.85 5.0

Courageous 9.85 8.69 7.37 -2.48

Forgiving 10.81 11.04 11.17 0.36

Helpful 11.28 10.96 9,97 -1.31

'Honest 3.02 3.22 4.07 1.05

Imaginative 12.38 9.67 7.75 -4.63

Independent 6.57 4.05 2.90 -3.67

Intellectual 10.73 8.45 6.44 -4.34

Logical 11.25 11.27 10,72 -0.53

Loving 5.91 4.61 4.56 -1.35

Obedient 8.38 l8.50 16:06 7.68

Polite 7.44 12.10 14.03 6.59

Responsible 4.91 4.86 14.66 -0.25

Self-controlled 11.08 10.90 11.93 0.85



other is relatively poor (median income = $10,000, median education =

11 years). Yet, the directions of the linear trends across education

groups were identical for aloof the 18 instrumental values. Table 22

summarizes the results.

SUMMARY OF TRENDS IN MEDIAN RANKS OF ROKEACH INSTRUMENTAL VALUES
AS RANK ORDERED BY ALUM ROCK AND MAMARONECK-SAMPLES.

Alum Rock
Year 5

Mamaroneck,
New York

The importance of these values increased with education.

Imaginative 2.7a . 4.6

Intellectual 2.5 4.3

Independent 3.6 3.7

Logical 1.7 0.5 (ns)

Responsible 1.4 0.3 (ns)

Broadminded 0.2 (ns) 3.3

The importance of these values decreased with- education.

Obedient 3.1 7.7

Clean 4.4 5.0

Polite 2.7 6.6

Ambitious 0.4 (ns) 2.2

Cheerful 1.5 1.04 (ns)

a
Difference between most and least educated groups'

median rankings. An absolute difference. greater than 1.2

is significant at the p < .05 level.

These patterns are exactly what one would predict according to

Melvin Kbhn's theory of class and,colformity. According to Kohn

(1969, 1976), working-class pitrents tend to emphasize children's

obedience and conformity to authority because they have learned

through their occupational experience in highly structured jobs that
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conformity leads to "success" (e.g., job security). Middle-class

families, on the other hand, emphasize-creativity (imagination),

independence, and intellectual performance because, these are the-----

qualities that lead to "success' in their middle-class occupations.

Unlike working-class jobs, which are highly structured, middle-class

jobs generally entail synthesizing principles under conditions of

great uncertainty, and by definition the work cannot be supervised

rigidly.

"Job structure" is the key family background factcr which deter-

mines childrearing values, according to Kohn's theory; but, of-course,

education and job structure (and to some degrees occupational prestige)

are correlated. However, Kohn's own data (1965, Chapter 11) as well

as more recent analyses of National Opinion Research Corporation (NORC)

surveys (Wright and Wright, 1976); suggest that parents' education is

probably as important as job structure or occupational status.

Values and School Choices

Family background factors like education are correlated with

childrearing yalues; this was demonstrated in the last subsection.

Now the task is to-investigate whether childrearing values are related

to parents' school choices, where alternatives are defined in terms

of classroom structure. In the Mamaroneck sample, parents' classroom

choices were known, and they fell into three groups: traditional

classrooms, open classrooms, and team teaching classrooms. The latter

group, which enrolled less than 14 percent of the sampled children,

was excluded from the analysis. Table 23 compares the median value

rankings of the parents who chose open or traditional classrooms for

their children., The patterns are clear: people who chose open class-

roomo placed relatively more emphasis on children's independence,

imagination, and intellectual behavior, and those who chose trcdi-

tional classrooms placed-relatively more emphasis on obedience,

politeness, and cleant,iness.
1

1"Clean" may mean- "orderliness" in this context.

, 4

JP.
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Table 23

MAMARONECK MOTHERS' MEDIAN RANKINGS OF INSTRUMENTAL VALUES
PRESENTED--ACCORDING -T4 PARENTS'-SCHOOL CHOICES

(Low value indicates greater importance)

Value

Classroom Type

Traditional Open

Obedient

Polite

12.9

11%6

15.5

13.8
&

Clean . 15.6 16.5

Self-controlled 11.0 13.0

Independent 4.8 3.7

Imaginative 10.7 9.1

Intellectual 8.7 7.9

Capable 8.3 7.2

..,_

These findings are consistent with our argument that parents'

educational experience and their subsequent occupational experience

fosters certain instrumental values, and these values guide their

childrearing,practices. In choosing a school program, as in choosing

toys or books or neighborhoods to live in, parents make choices that

are consistent with their basic values. Of course, their decisions

are not based solely on their values alone. Theirziternatives--the

things that they can choose among--are eltermined at least in part by

exogenous factors (e.g., the state of the economy and legal restric-

tions), but given people with similar alternatives.(as in the Mamaroneck

and Alum Rock choice systems),'we would expect to find, and we did

find% that (a) people with different backgrounds hold different Values,

(b) people with different values choose differe kinds of classrooms

..for their children, and (c),on the'face of it, parer ' classroom -

451

choices are congruent with their childrearing values. Less-educated
--

parents, who generally hold lower status, more structured jobs, tend

O
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'to emphasize children's obedience and respect for authoritylt, and they

tend to choose more structured classrooms for their children. In

-.-Contrast, more educated parents, who generally hold higher status,

less closely supervised positions,iend to emphasize children's inde-

pendence and imagination, and they tend to choose less structured

classrooms for their children.

The classrocm choices of Mamaroneck parents were consistent with

our theoreticalpredictions, but this does not prove that values

actually mediated the effects of family background factors. Con-
..

ceivably, education and occupational background could have deter-

mined both choices and values, and valuv4 may have had no independent

effect on choices. ,

Mothers and Fathers' Involvement in the Choice Process

Proposition 4.9 was baied on two assumptions: (a) school matters

fall to mothers more often than fathers
1

(Bridge, 1976), and (b) task

specialization is probably greater in working- class 'homes than middle-

class homes (Barry et al., 1957). These assumptions suggest two

predictions. First, mothers are probably'more involved than fithers

when it comes to choosing schools. And second, working-class fathers

are probably more interested in the education of their male children

,than female children, and therefore in explaining pareht participa-

tion in choosing schools;\ we expect a three-way'interaction between

the sex of the parent, the sex of the child in question, and the

social class of the family.

One_w* of testing these propositions is to examine the Alum Rock

data on who signed each child's classroom selection form (voucher).

Presumably, the person who signed the form is the more involved of the

two parents, although this does not mean that they were the sole

decisionmaker. Of particular interest is the interaction between

1
To be more precise, "in most 'intact families,' mothers carry

a

the chief responsibility for making day-Xo-day school decisions and
procesSing school information, but when a perceived crisis occurs,
ors non-routini4ed decision must be made, fathers may be drawn into
the' picture. "" -(Bridge, 1976, p. 370.)
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the child's sex and parents/ sex and educational background. Educa-

tion is a proxy for social class in this case, We predicted that

fathdrs, especially less-educated fathers, would sign the vouchers

more often for their sons than their daughters, but in all social

classes, mothers would be more likely 'to sign than fathers. The

data in Table 24 support these predictions.

Table 24 '

PERCENTAGE OF FATHERS AND MOTHERS IN "INTACT FAMILIES': WHO SIGNED

CLASSROOM SELECTION CARDS FOR.THEIR SONS-AND DAUGHTERS

Parents'
Education

Fathers Signing for: Mothers Signing for:

Sons 'Daughters . Sons Daughters

High school
- or less 232 13.2% 100 5.7% 875 49.6% 556 31.5%

More t' an

hife. school 55 11.8% 47 10.1% 228 -48.8% 137 29.3%

The most obvious' finding ig that mothers were more likely than

. fathers to sign the classroom selection forms, in fact the ratio was

4:1. But the data also show that fathers with a high school education

or less were two times as likely to sign for their sons as their

dabghters. This suggests that less educated fathers are more involved

in schooling matters when the child in question is a boy. Of course,

this is correlational evidence, and the data are consistent with a

number of alternative explanations.

Conclusions

1

1. For most parents, the geographica4,1ccation of the alterna-

tive schools-was the single most importan, factor-in their choice of

programs, but the importance of school location declined somewhat as

parents gaited-experience with the choice system. Presumably they
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learned to differentiate between alternatives schools. Also, school

location was less important when parents were picking schools for

children over ten.

2. Curriculum-factorswhat is taught and how it is taught--

were important for only about one-third of the parents. Non- instruc-

tional factors like school location (mentioned by 71 percent of the

parents), and the desire to keep siblings amt.-friends together

(mentioned by 31 percent), were as important or more important than

curriculum factors (mentioned by 32 percent) or school personnel

(mentioned by 18 percent).

3. What did parenti look for when they

of different schOole The Alum R6ck results

Mexican-Americans who speak English wanted a

considered the offerings

Suggest that Anglos and

relatively broad curric-
,

taum, whereas Mexican-Americans interviewed in Spanish wanted a

restricted, narrow curriCulUm content. Attitudes toward classroom

structure--"permiSsiveness"--also varied with ethnicity, as well as

occupational status and educational background. Blacks and English-
.

speaking Mexican-Americans scored higher on the permissiveness index

than Anglos and much higher than Mexican-Americans interviewed in .

Spanish.' White-cqllar workers scored higher on the permissiveriess

index than blue-collar workers did; and ele more educated parents

tended to have higher permissiveness scores.

4. In principle, attitudes toward clAsSroomikstructure--per-

missiveness--should predict parents' choice between structured,

traditional clagsrooms or less structured, open classrooms; and the

enrollment patterns support this assumption. In Alum Rock, the

children in open classrooms tended to co .iFom significLly better

educated, wealthier, white-collar households. In the Mamaroneck

samplff, children in open classrooms tended to come from wealthier,

better, educated, white-collar families, and their parents tended to

have significantly higher hopes and expectations for their children's

educational attainment. In Minneapolis, the children in open class -

-room wen:: more:likely than others to-hive at least one parent who

was a college graduate (91 percent versus 71 perrr.nt), and Terrell

(1974) showed that chil en in SEA's oven classrooms came from higher

96
*.k 1'

AI
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occuPatiOnal.status homes and had, higher achievement test scores than

children in more structured classrooms. All of the data suggest the

seine conclusion: when parents 64-4toiees between open and tradi-

tional ctassrooms, children from socially 'advantaged families tend-.

to be overrepresented in reii 'Structured, open plassrooms. The obvious

yastion_is, Why are parents from socially advantaged households more

likely to choose less formally structured classrooms for their children?

5. Parents' childrearing values may mediate the effects of

family background factors on classroom choices. These background

experiences -- notably education and occupational expekence--teach

parents that certain behaviors lead,to "success," and they Inakporate

these lesson's into their terminal and instrumental values which in turn

guide their childrearing practices.

,The Rokeach (1973) Vague Survey instrumental values subscale was

administered in the Mamaroneck survey and the Year 5 Alum Rockarent

survey, and although the communities were *Vastly different, the survey

data yielded-a consistent picture. The more educated the parents, the

more they tended to emphasize children's independence, imagination,

intelligence, logical thinking, responsibility, and broadmindedness;

whereas the less educated parents put relatively more emphasis on

children's obedience, politeness, cleanliness, ambition, and cheer-

fulness.

These data are consistent, at least in a correlational sense,

with sociologist Melvin Kohn's (1969) thesis that parents learn their

values from their occupational and educational experiences and then

pass these values on to their children, so that the children come

to hold the values, attitudes, beliefs, and competencies required-for

"successful" pL-formance in the same social niche that their parents

occupied. On the whole, working-class parents work in job's that are

routinized andtherefore easily subject to close supervision, and

they learn that obedience and respect for external authority lead to

job "succese and hence security. In contrast, the work of most

middle-class parents is not easily routinized, and it tends to involve

the creative synthesis of general principles under conditions of un-

certainty. Independence, imagination (creativity), and broadmindedness

197
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.,

tended to lead to,sliccess in these occupations, add -middle-class

parents pass these lessons on to-their children.- Kohn's theory eugi-

_gests thatArking-Class parents will prefer traditional structured ,

.
ClaSgroOms-for-their-children,_whereas middle-class parents will pre-

fer

. _

less structured, open classrooms; and the datafrom all three

family:chbice school sites confirm this. prediction.

Mothers in "intact" homes were foAr times mote likely than

ffthers to have signed their children's program selection card

(voucher), md from this we infer that school decisions fall more

to mothers dian .t1.) fathers. The data also suggest that lesseducated

fathers were more involved in the schooling of-their sons than their

daughters, because these fathers were twice as likely to have signed

the voucher for their sons. Of course, these are, correlational data,

and alternative interpretations are plausible.

Q

98
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V. `PARENTS' SATISFACTION WITH. ALTER IATIVE EDUCATION

Supposedly, parents like schools better 'when they can choose pro-

Tgrams-for-their-childrenor_at_least that is the common lore among

proponents of family choice in schooling. Three poihts must be made

in considering parents' "satisfaction with the schools.

First, we must distinguish between different aspects of the edu-

cational system. principle, parents might liold different views

-about different aspeets.of-the schools. That is, they may -have dif-
,

ferent feelings about the schalastic:progreds of their own child, the

overall - quality of'the schools, or particular teacheri'or school *Per-.

sonnel...., But there is another view that holdd that a person's satisfac-

tion ratings are so highly intercorrelated that to know one makes it

possible to predict all of the others. This is commonly known as a

halo effect. The degree to Whichparents do or do not have highly

differentiated evaluations of the schools is an empirical question.

We will assume a middle ground position and attempt to document it

with data. Our view is thdt parents' satisfactionratings can be

diVided into at least two categories: (a) evaluations of particular

schcol personnel, and (b) global evaluations,of the schools.

. . Second, we must weigh .the significance of 'parent satisfaction"

as an outcome of public schooling. /,Obviously"policymakers would like

parents to be satisfied rather, than dissatiafied. But-maximizing

parents' satisfaction with the schools is not the only objective or

even the most important objective of schools; student achievement and

effective outcomes are also important.

Third, in the Alum Rock case, methodological problems, which will

be,detailed shortly, make it difficult if not impossible to infer why

satisfaction ratings changed or did not chailge over time. Statisti-

-------7tallyi-wa-can-detect-and_describe shifts in satisfaction ratings, but

the data do not permit us to infer causal relationships with a high

degree of- confidence. Because of these considerations, especially the

second and third points, we will devote relatively little space to the

matter of parents' satisfaction with-the Alum Rock voucher demonstration.



AP
As a starting point, the following.propotitions seem tenable:

5.1 . It is possible to differentiate between various kinds of

satisfaction with the schools, although ratings of the

various aspects of the. schools will be somewhat positively

correlated because_ of (a) halo effects, and (b) common

method variance.

.5.2 'Parente' satisfaction with the schools will be negatively

related to their education; income, and occupational status,
. .

and positively related to feelings of "alienation." -This

.

somewhatcounterintuitive propoiition is based cn the

assumption,that the higher a person's expectations, the

higher the probability that a given aspect of the schools..

willknot live up to their-expectations.

5.3 In general, parents give higher ratings to schCol per-

,
sonnet (e.g., their children's teachers and principals)

than other more'distant aspects of the school system.

This is based on the assumption that parents wish to avoid

cognitive inconsistencies ("dissonance"); to believe that

school personnel are incompetent is dissonant with par-

ents' desires for their children.. Of course, grossly in-

competent personnel will be negatively evaluated (and

avoided itpossible), but through a wide range of "normal"

levels of competence, parents will tend to be satisfied

with the people who supervise their children.

5.4 The more di/Tic:at it is for pareps to reverse a place-

ment decision, the more positively they will evaluate their

choice of programs. This is because cognitive consistency

needs are served mOst,easily 'by "rationalization" when de-

cisions are largely irrevocable.

5.5 In general, parents' satisfaction with the schools increases

substantially.. at the outset of an innovation and then

fano when.the situation does not live up to their inflated

expectations.
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'Methodological. Considerations

C

*Explaining -parents' satisfaction ratings poses' some thorny.prob-

leMs,beciUse there are no objective. benchmarks against which these

raiiniscan be,judged. If one is dealing with parents' awareness of

their,choices, one can use the number of Choice/3 they actually had as

awereness..__But_in_the Case of. satisfaction ratings

we have no objective measures to use as validity criteria. This is

tmly-Oart,.of:the problem.

When year -to -year comparisons show apparent differences, we must

consider a series of rival hypotheses:

1. Are the Changes "real" or are they simply due to normal

sampling variations? This question. can be answered sta-
.

tisticilly, although theanswer is_.&probability estimate

rather than a simple yes

2. If the changes are "real" (that is, probably not due to

sampling variations alone), are the changes due to exogen-

ous.factors that are operating in the society at large (i.e.,

history artifacts)? Or

3. Are the apparently "real!' changes due to Hawthorne effects,

that is, reactions to being in a much publicized experiment?

Or,

4. Are the "real" changes due to the effects of giving parents

choices? In other words, did the treatment--the choice

system--have an effect?

In principle, we cannot separate out hypotheses three and four,

but these can be separated from hypothesis"two by comparing the treat

ment greupe (those families that had choices) with the comparison group

(those families that had no choices). This would beasy to do, except,

that in,Alum Rock the treatment and comparison groups were notcom-

pletely insulated from each other, and events in the treatment group

spilled, over to the comparison group and panged their attitudes.

This problem was discussed in Chapter II. Another, more severe prob-

lem is that the treatment--having choices--changed from year to year,

,s
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0
and hence satisfaction ratings reflect more than simply the availabil-

ity of choices; the particular rules governing choices also had an

effect.

. These methodological considerations should be kept in mind as the

data on satisfaction ratings are presented below. The format is as

follows: First,,We describe the satisfaction measures and how they

are interrelated. Next, we show how satisfaction with the Alum Rock

schools and satisfaction with sOecific school personnel varied with

family background factors. The last two subsectiomOshow how two kinds

of satisfaction measurea varied over time.-

Interkelationships

The four parent surveys contained a number of items that were sup-

posed to measure satisfaction. Four items were selected for int'nsive

analysis because (a) they represented a priori categories,' (b) data

were available for all groups in all survey years, and (c) the measures

showed sufficient variance to be interesting.

Satisfaction with the educational system in Alum Rock was Tea-.

sured by two items, "In general, how satisfied are you with the kind

of education your child(ren) can get in Alum Rock--are ycu very sat-

isfied, somewhat.eatisfied, somewhat dissatisfied, or very diseatie- .

fied?" (Q30), and "In general, do you think that the education (CHILD)

is getting at (SCHOOL NAME) is very good, good, fair, or poor?" (Q8).

The idea here was to measure global evaluations of the educational sys-
_

r-

tem rather than satisfaction with specific characteristics of the schools.

The last two items measured satisfaction with key school personnel.

One item asked, "Do you think the principal is doing a very good job,

;-* a good job, a fair job, or a poor job?" (Q9), and the other item was

worded the same way but concerned the selected child's teacher (Q10).

The intercorrelations between these four items, pooled across

survey years, N. shown in Table 25; and the results suggest that the

satisfaction items have more than face validity. The intercorrelations

between the four items range between .24 and .54, with a median gamma

1 02



Table 25

INTERCORRELATIONS !IETWEEN MEASURES OF PARENTS' EXPECTATIONS
FOR THE SCHOOLS AND THEIR SATISFACTION WITH THE SCHOOLS,

' SCHOOL PERSONNEL, AND THEIR NEIGHBORHOODSa-

Question Q8 .Q30 Q9 Q10 Q125

Q8: Satisfaction with
child's education

Q30: . Satisfaction with
education in
Alta Rock

Q9: Satisfaction with
child's principal

VO: Satisfaction with
child's teacher

Q125: Satisfaction with
neighborhood

.382 .488 .536 .224

M1001111

243 .230 . .167

Gle
*

.436 .094

00 ONO =WAND

.149

aAll gammas were significant at p .001, except one m#rked.
with an asterisk (*), which was significant at p s .05.

of .44. Interestingly, the neighborhood satisfaction item (Q05),1

which was included here for comparison purposes, was significantly

correlated with the other satisfaction items (because of the large

sample sizes) bilt the correlations were weak (median)' .12),,so we

are not measuring generalized satisfactiondissatisfactiori with life.

Satisfaction and Family Background Factors

Before we consider how the choice, system changed people's satis-

faction ratings, we must ask a more basic question: Were some groups

more.aarisfied than 'others with the schools and school personnel? The

answers to this question can be seen in. Tables 26 and 27. In these

1
The specific wording of this question was, "Overall, how satis-

fied are you with this neighborhood as a place to live--very satisfied,
Satisfied, dissatified; or very dissatisfied?"

103



Table 26

PARENTS' SATISFACTIONIWITH THE SCHOOLS CROSS-TABULATED
BY FAMILY RACKGROUND FACTORS

Parent
Characteristic

Percent of Parents
Who Said Child's
Education. Was "Good"
or "Very Good" (Q8)

Ethnicity

Anglo
Black
Other
Mexican-American-

(English interview)
Mexican - American

(Spanish interview)

Education

Less than high school
--High school diploma

More than high school

Income

. <$7,499

$7;500- $9,999

$10,000-$14,999
>$15;000

'Alienation (Powerlessness)

ap < .07

78.8
72.5

77.6

76.0

so.'

ap < .008

76.1
81.0

75.0

ap < .008

77.2

79.5
77.9

73.4 .

.001

WINO

86
243

270

897

323

.1111.

1369
670

476

y = .04, ns

-859

435
673

417

y = '6258
p < .001

Low 81.6 1712
High 72.4 1556

Occupational Status 0.1010

Blue collar 75.9 920,

White collar 76.2 221

Aspirations for Child

Some high schdol 63.6 21

High school diploma 76.6 617

Some college 78.9 492
College graduate 77.0 1376
Postgraduate 77.7 268

Expectations for Child 11111.1.

Some high school 71.4 100.

High school diploma 76.2 1010
'Soiecoilege. 75.4 325
College graduate 79.6 667

Postgradeate. 80.1 113

Percent of Parents Who
Were "Satisfied" or "Very
Satisfied" with Alum Rock
Schdols (Q30)

ap < 1.001

79.8

--

77.9 265
86.6 311

86.5 1041

91.8 379

ap

< .001 y = .20.
p < .001

87.5 1610
82.6 693
76.9 500

< .001 y /6 -.168

P < .001'

87.1 993
86.1 483
83.2 729
78.9 457

a
p < .001 r .280

P < .001

.87.8 1285
.80.3 1525

a

76.5 26
86.8 722
85.9 432
83.4 1157
83.5 294

< .001 y = -.10
p < .05

81.8 117
86.4 1167
86.2 441
82.2 692
79.3 115

aIndicates significance level of chi square test 0 4
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-Tabii 27

PARENTS' *SATISFACTION WITH- SCHOOL PERSONNEL CROSS4ABULATED
I Qt. BY FAMILY BACKGROUND 'ACTORS

Parent .

. Characteristic

Percent of Parents Who Were "Satisfied" or
"Very-Satisfied'with Child's

Q9 Principal

Ethnicity

Anglo
Black
0ther
Mexican-AMerican

(English k.iterview)

Hexican-Amerioan .

(Spanish interview)

Education
.

_Less than high, school
-High school diploma
More than'high school

Income

.."<$7,499

$7,500-$9,999
$10000114,999
>$15;000

Alienation (Powerlessness)

Low
' _ High

Occupational Status

Blue collar
White collar

Aspirations for Child

-Some high school

_High school diploma
Some college
College graduate
Postgraduate

4peetations for Child

Some high school
High school:diploma
SoMe college
College graduate
Postgraduate

ap <005

85.4 ; , 758
76.1 216
83,4 272

81.5 04

84.4 32-0

1 ;...

82.0 1323
84:5 621
82.3 452

=MEW

Q10 Teacher

ap < .001

87.0
78.7

85.7

-33.8

9D.2

859
262
294

9.63

360

.84.8 1493
8.2' .714

83.9 . 5?8

83.2 810 . 84.9 ' -934
82.4 411 85.3 458
84,1 .v638 0.5 :726
81.6 412 47685.2

p < .001 ; ap .001 y =

P 14:4.1494.1316 88.5
78.9 1085 ,81.8 1248

011100 111=1

82.1 . 868
82.2 212

EFINO

71.4' 20
80.2 575
33.1 358
83.7 1036
82.0 251

OIDOID =11,

75.4 95
82.7 977
81.3 314
83.3 622
85.0 108

84.5 1006
85.4 246

93.3 28
83.2 657
86.8 429
85.8 1157

83.7 283

ap < .001 y = .089
p < .04

105
1099

366
718
117

-76.6
84.7

, 86.3
87.Q
83.6

a
Indicates significance level for, chi square test.
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tables, the dependent variables-kgenpral school satisfaction, and sat-
.

isfaction with school personnel-:ar, 4oss-tabulated by a number of

fatally backgiound factors, including parents' ethnicity, education,

income, "alienation,"-occupational status, and the parents' academic 111$

aspitations and expectations for their children, summed across years.

The'results of the individual analyses are brought together in 1

Table 28,,which identifies the significant relationships (as tested

by chi square statistics) and the strength of these relationships (ls

indicated by gamma statistics). The results can be summarized as

folloWs:

'1. "Alienation," by which we mean "powerlessness," was con-

sistently important. The more alienated people claimed

to be, the less satisfied they were with the schools, and

the less satisfied they were with their childs prt.,:ipal

.and classroom teacher. The relationships are noteworthy,

ranging from a gamma of -.25 through -.28.

2. Parents' Education was correlated with tkeZ gspergksatis-

faction with the schools but, nothing else; the more educated

the parents, the less satisfied they were with the schools,

auvedicted. (Propositio; 5.2).

3. Family income was related to.general satisfaction with the

schools, but not to satisfaction with teachets or principals.

The more affluent the family, the less satisfied they were

with the AlumRock schools.

4. Occupaftanal statue and parents' aspirations for their

dre, as, measured in this study, were'upretatedto.satisfac-
.

tion ratings.

5. Ethnicity Wisia consistently significan t factor, even'though

the various ethnic groups showed relatively-little variatior

in satisfaction. Mexican-Americans interviewed in Spanish,

and Anglos tended'to be the most satisfied; and blacks tended

to be the least satisfied. ,We'tend to attach relatively little

importance ro these findingg, because Sa) the differences be-
.

tween the highest and lowest groups:are statistically signifi-

cant but relatively small in magnitude, and (b) differences

103
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Table 28

SUMMARY OF RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN EXPECTATIONS AND SATISFACTION RATINGS
AND FAMILY BACKGROUND FACTORS

. .

-Question-

Ethnicity
'COOMI.

Eddcation
(EDUC3)

Income
(INC4)

Alienation
(Powerlissness)

(ALIEN)

Occupational
Status
(HHOCC2)

Aspirations
(RQt8A)

Expectations
, (RQ18B)'

:Q30 Satisfied with
education in
Alum Rock

Q8 Child getting
good edu tion
in (School)

.Q9 Satisfaction with
principal-

Q10 Satisfaction with
teacher

ap < .001

ap < .07

rap < .005

ap <..001
,

ap'< .001

y = -.251

ap < .008

ns

ns ,

ap < .061

if, al. -.164

a
p < .09

ns

am -

a
p < .001

y = -.280\

. ,

a
p < .001

y = -.258

a
p < .001:-.

'y mg -.254

- ap <.:001

y ii -.261

ns

n3

.

ns

ns

as

ns

ns

'ns

ap < .02

ns

- ns

ap < .03

'y = .089

a
p indicates significance levIl for chi square test. Only gammas,(y) significant at p < .05 are shown. -The

-letters ns indicate statistically nonsignificant findings.

Pr
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between, Mexican- Americans interviewed'in Spanish and other-

groups may be due to differences in the questionnaires or

interviewing procedures rather than to real differences in

opinions,-

In sum, satisfaction ratings did vary by ethnicity, education, in-
.

cotie,-and especially parents' "alienation," -and all of these relation-

ships were in the directions predicted in Proposition 5.2. The question

is, How'did the.avaiiability_of minischool choices affect parents' satis-

faction with the schoolaand key school personnel?.,To answer this ques-

tion, we will- examine trend's across time.

Satisfaction with Alum Rock Schools

Here we.will present evidende from two questions that ask for gen-

_ eral evaluations_a the education available in Alum Rock. One item

asked, -'"In general, how satisfied are you with the kind of education,

:yourzchild/Children can get in Alum Rock?" (Q30f and the other asked,

"rn.general, do.you think. that the education (child) issetting at (School)

.s very gOod,.,good, fair, or poor?" (Q8). The analysis procedure involved

thrie steps: First, chi square statistics, measure of independence,

-'were- computed between grOups in each survey year. This told us whether

the three gi6413-7old, new, and nonvoucher parents--held different

-evalPations at a,given point in time. Next, tests were conducted within

groups across yearn, to see if a group changed its opinions, on the aver-

4,sge,,,z;:oVer tiie., A third step:Was undertaken when significant trend6

across time were detected; the 'Within group chi sqdare statistic was

piiiitiOnad into, linear aranonlineaipoiponents according to a method

suppled, by ,Maxwell (1961) . This partitioning:tells us whether the
.

=observed trends were relatively constant across the demonstration (i.e.,

vIinear,t*end) or changed up and down. at different times (i.e., a non-
.

-;/inear:trili4),4

-The analysis described above -produced the following conclusions

sibo4:pitehii!. general sacisfaction with the schools:
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1. Across time, voucher parents--old and.new alike-- experienced

significant change in their-satisfaction with the schools.

Like expectations, the satisfaction ofyouCher parents rose

in Year 2.and then hit bottom in Year-S, when the voucher

e, limited opWn enrollmentChoice system was replaced-by th

1...- ,/
-I plan.

.

2. Thesitisfaction of nonvoucher parents--the 'comparison

gtoupmfell slightly but consistently across time, and al-
.

. though the linear trend is significant, the magnitude of

._
the drop is quite small. ,-___

. . .
3. Even in the'periodi Of least satisfaction, no less than 65

- :

percent-of any group expressed satisfaction' with their chil-

dren's school (Q8),-and no"lessthan 76- pereent expressed

satisfaction with the quality of education available in

Alum Rock \(Q30). All ;tangs aohsidered, the majority of

parents in every grou0,and every survey year-were satisfied

with the Alum Rock schools.

Table 29 presents the data for. Question 30 ("....how satisfied are
o

you with the education..."), and these data show that the comparison

group (nonvoucher parents) remained unchanged in terms of global satis-

faction with the schools.: (The trend appears to be steadilvdownward,

but it is not statistically significant and therefore represents no'

"real" change in satisfaction.) On the other hand, voucher pareptg did

chew! during)this period: They were most satisfied in Year 2, and After

that their satisfaction returned to Year-l-baseline leVelef The Maxwell

tests,'which are summarized in Table C.1, confirmed the presence of cur-

1,qinear trends in the voucheeparents' satisfaction with the schools.

The other measure of overall satisfaction with the schools (Q8)

shows essentially.the same pattern (see Table 30). Nonvoueher, com-

parison group parents remained unchanged; although the pattern again

appears to be monotonically decreasing, it does not reach statistical

significance and is.therefore'deemed steady. But. voucher parents' sat-

isfaction changedduring this period, hitting a peak during 'leers 2

and 3 and then returning to Year 1 levels' in Year 5. Maxwell. tests,
<
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Table 29

. - .

PERCENTAGE .OF PARENTS WHO,WERE "SATISFIED" OR
"VERY SATISFIED" WITH ALUM ROCK SCHOOLS

(Q30)

Parent
Group Year 1 Year 2

Chi Square Within
Groups Across
Survey Years

Year 3 Year 5 df 3

Old voucher
parents-

New voucher.
L parsnts

'Nonveueher
parents
controls)

Chi iquare
between groups
within a survey
year `

(df me 2)

86.8%
520'

80.1i

193'

85.8%
145

2
X -
6.207

p < .05

90.0% 87.2% 81.47%
'289 136 219

87.2% 86'.6t 78.67%
512 181 228

80.3.% .79.1% 76,5%
57 205

2 2 2
X -XmX

5.337 )4.577 1.960

p < :07 p < is

x
2

9.523
p < .02

X
2

14.545
p< .003

x
2

!.659
p < .13 ns

Table '30
.

PERCENTAGE OF PARENTS THOUGHT' THEIR CHILD-WAS
GETTING A "GoOD"'OR "VERY GOOD" EDUCATION

'(Q8)

Chi Square Within
_ Groups'Across

Parent Survey ,Yearn
Group' Year-1 Year 2 Year -3 Year 5 , (dfie3)'-

Old voucher 76.8%. 82.9% 83.0% , 75.7% x- 7.767
patents, 443 262. 127 199 p<,' .05

NO4 voucher 70.6% 81:32 83.7% 64.7% x
2

le 39:531
,168 462' 174 185 p < .001,

. ,
Nonvouchaer :80.-7% 78.92 78.0% 72.3% x

2 . 4.703 7.-

Patients 138 ,56 103 193 Ws
(controls)

.

. .2
___

. ,Chi square , x
2

et X X
2

. .- X
2.

P
between groups. ,6:077' '0.-738 .894 . 8450 --
within a survey .-

.

year`
,p <-.05 nit ns. p.< .02.

(df me 2) -.
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shown in'Table C.2, confirmed the presence orturvilinear trendsin the

voucher parents' overall satisfaction with the schools. The new voucher

parents showed the biggest sWingsdn satisfaction; their overall satis-

faction with the schools showed a big jump when they jodned the voucher

:demonstration-and then showed a big drop when*the district shifted to a

limited open enrollment plan.

Satisfaction with-School,Personnel

. Two items were used to measure parents' satisfaction ,with their

school's principal and child's teacher. One item asked, "Do you think

the.principa is doing a very good job, a goOd job, a fair job, or ii

Very poor job?" (Q9), and the, other item (Q10) was similarly worded

but asked about the teacher's-performance. The percentages o parents

in each group and survey year who were "satisfied" or "very satisfied"

with their schdol's principal are shown in Table 31, and parents' rat-

ings of teachers are shown in Table 32. Collectively, these data sug-

gest the following:conclusions:

1. Overall, the.ratings of principals and teachers are very

similar. The vast majority of parents were highly satis-

fied with their principals and teachers.

2. The comparison group tended to be more satisfied than others

during the fifst year of the demonstration, but between-group

differences subsequently disappeared. This homogenization

represented both a decline in the comparison group's sada-
.

faction and an increase in others' satisfaction.

3.. The comparison group's satisfaction with their school prin-

cipals declined steadily throughout the demonstration, but

there was no significant change in their ratings ofthe

teachers.
.

.4. The new voucher parents' ratings of principals (but not

teachers) jumped when they entered the voucher choice sys-

tem but then returned to prevducher levels.



A, Table 31

PERCENTAGE OF PARENTS WHO THOUGHT THEIR CHILD'S, PRINCIPAL
%:( WAS DOINGSA "GOOD" OR "VERY GOOD" JOB (Q9)

Parent
/ Group

parents
8L713% 8)3.3% 83.3% 80.6% ,x2. :8 5.858

256, 120
Old voucher

----..

New voucher 73.6% 8313% 84.0% 74.2% x2 - 15.518

,

parents 156 409 157 184 p < .002

Nonvoucher . 90.1% 93.1% ,82.8% 82.3% X2 - 8.068

parents 137. 54 96 195 p < .05

(controls) ,i

Year 1 .Year,2 Year 3 Year 5

Chi Square Within
GroupsAcross
Survey Years

m 3)

Chi square X
2

X
2

X
2

''' .X
2,.

between groups ' 18.304 6.471 0.076 5.324

within a survey
p < .001 p < .04 ns p < .07

year
of - 2) --4

tc.

Table 32

--

PERCENTAGE OF PARENTS WHO THOUGHT. THEIR CHIP'S TEACHER
JWAS DOING A "GOOD" OR "VERY GOOD" JOB (Q10)

Parent
Group Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 5

Chi Square Within
Groups Acrosi
SurVey Years

(df- 3)

Old voucher
parents

New voucher
parents

Nonvoucher
parents.

(controls)

Chi square
between groups
within_survey
year
(df 2)

82.2%
476

82.5%
193

90.5%
153--'

2
X m

6.982

< .03

87.3% .

269

85.9%
477

.93.12
1 67

2
X

2.899

he

89.3%
134

86.7%
176

85.0%
113

2Xm
1.229

ns

86'.1%

223

81.0%
222

86:3%,
226

2
X m

3.632

ns

x2 - 7.319
p <..06

x
2

4.841
ns

'X
2,

m .640
ns

113
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The statistical evidence for these' conclusions is detailed below. First

we consider patents' ratings of their school principals, and then we con-
.

sider theft-ratings-Of classroom teachers.

Principal Ratings

Chi square statistics for the data'shown in Table 31 indicate that

there were differences between the three groups-during Years land 2;

nonvoucher comparison group parents tended to be most satisfied with

their school principal, and new-voucher parents tended to be least
, --

satisfied. But new voucher parents were more satisfied with t 'heir school

principals after they joined the'demonstration, although their satisfac-
, a.

tion leVel returned to preNroucher levels in Year 5. For reasons that

are unclear, the comparison group showed a small but consistent decline

in their satisfaction with their principals, and a Maxwell partitioning

of the. chi square statistics (see Table C.3) showed this to be .a signifi-

cant linear trend'.

Teacher Ratings-

The satisfaction ratings of teachers were more clear-cut than the

ratings of principals, as can be seen in Table 32. In.the first year

of the demonstration, the comparison group parents tended to be more.

satisfied than other groups, but after the first year, there were no

significant between-group differences. The data also suggest that old'

voucher parents were somewhat happier with the teachers after the.first

year of the demonstration.

Gti

'Conclusions

Two kinds of evaluations were examined intensively in this chapter.

Two items measured general:satisfaction with the Alum Rock schools (Q8

and Q30), and two measured parents' satisfaction with their child's

school principal and classroom teacher (Q9'and Q10, respectively): These

.items_were_selected because they__(a)_yere_asked of all'groups in all

----survey years, (b) appeared to have adequate face validity and some evi-

dence of construct validity, and (c) ShoWed sufficient variance to be

_interesting. The analysis suggested=these conclusions:



i. Satisfaction with the schools peaked in Year 2 among voucher

parents and then fell. The comparison group's satisfaction

declined steadily over time, although the decline was rela-

tively small. But even at the lowegt'point, the majority

of parents in every group were satisfied with the schools.

No less than 65 percent in any group or year were satisfied

with their child's school. (Q8), and no lesi than 76 percent

expressed satisfaction with "the education available in

Alum Rock",(Q30).

2. Satisfaction tended to be Zopost among (a) parents who had

more than'a high school education, (b) those with family-in-

comes of over $15,000 (the top quarter of households in Alum

Rock), (c) parents who were highly "alienated," and (d) Anglos,

as opposed to Mexican - Americans, blacks, and others. All of

these relationships were statistically significant but very

small, except for the association between alienation and

satisfaction (gamma = -.26.and -.28).

3. "Alienated" (i.e., "powerless") parehts also tended to be

dissatisfied with their children's principal (Q9) and class-
..

room teacher olo), and again the associations were in the

area of gamma = .26. As a group, black parents were more

dissatisfied than other ethnlc groups, but in all survey

years, the majority of parents were "satisfied" or "very

satisfied" "1-.h the staff in their child's school.

4. Parents rated principals and teachers very similarly, but

there were some variations over time. The comparison group

became increasingly less satisfied with their school princi-

pals as the-demonstration progressed, but there were no

changes in their feelings about classroom teachers. In con-
.

trast, the new voucher parents' ratings of their principals

jumped when they joined the choice system and then returned

to prevoildher levels over time. Ratings of teachers re-

mained very steady in all groups, although there was a slight

increase in old voacher parents' satisfaction with the teach-

era beginning in Year 2.
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5, Interestingly, parents were somewhat more satisfied with their

child's:principal and classroom teacher then they were with

the educational system in Alum Rock. There are a number of

possible explanations for this, but two are particularly plau-

sible. First, they were more familiar with their child's

principal and teacher than they were with_other elements of

the educational system, and in one regard, "to know them is

to love them." Fathiliarity may lead to attraction. Second,

and perhaps most likely, is that parents rated school per-

sonnel higher than the school system as a whole because they

wanted to believe that their child was getting a good educa-

tion, regardless of what elsewas happening in the district.

This avoids cognitive dissonance; wanting a lot for one's

child is dissonant with the idea that the child's teachers

and principal are incompetent, and in the absence of objective

measures of incompetence, parents probably project a picture

off a good school staff, regardless of what they think-of the

rest of the school system.

The satisfaction data probably have limited relevance to policy-

makers, because the data are so specific to the Alum Rock education

voucher demonstration. It is unclear how many of the changes that were

observed are characteristic of all educational innovations, and how many

of the changes simply reflect reactions to changes in the district's

policies. If there are any generalities to be found in these data,

they are probably twofold: (1) parents are less satisfied with the

educational system when their choices are restricted; and (2) parents

tend to be somewhat more favorably disposed toward specific school per-

sonnel than toward the educational system as a whole.
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VI. PARENTS' "ALIENATION"

The term "alienation" appeared repeatedly in earlier chapters,

and it was used as a synonym for "feelings of poWerlessness," a

particular kindof-alienatiOn. The sociological concept of "power-

lessness"'is very much akin to the psychological-concept of "internal-

external locus of control expectancies." Stated simply, people who

believe that most of their good and bad outcomes are beyond their.

personal control--are determined by fate, luck, chance of powerful

other people--are categorited as having high feelings of powerlessness

(high alienation), or an-"external locus of control." In contrast,

people who believe that most of_their outcomes are under their personal

control are said to,have low feelings of powerlessness (loW alienation)

of an "internal locus of, control."

There.is a large literature-on "alienation," which includes the

.concept of powerlessness
1

(see Seeman, 1972; NIkil Bibliography, 1968)

and an even larger literature on internal - external control "(see Rotten,,

1966, 1975; Lefcourt, 1976, and Joe, 1971, for reviews, or Thronp and

MacDonald, 1971, for.an.extenriVe-bibliography). In general, the

research indicates quite clearly thatrelatively-internal people- -

-those with low feelings of poWerlessness--are more likely than others.

to collect task-relevant information and to act in order tb secure

their goals.

As one would expect, alienation or locusof control beliefs are

not randomly distributed across the population. Low feelings, of

powerlessness or Internal control are positively correlated with,

income
4
education, ethnicity, and -other proxies for social adVentage

in American society: Logically enough, the more influence or social

advantage one has, the more likely one is to have low feelings of

1-
, Seemca (1959), "3n- a -classic article, delimited five kinds of

elienatiOn: (a) feelings of-powerlessness over one's outcomes,
normlessness, (c) meeningleesness (d) isolation, and (e) self-

.

estrangement.
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powerlessness or internal locus of control expectancies. Increasing

parents' school choices, as the voucher system does, was expected to

have a Measurable impact on, parents' feelings of powerlessness.

_ Specifically, it washypothesized that as parents became increasingly

adept at making school decisions for their-children, the feelings of

poWerlessness that are statistically characteristic of lower socio-

economic status parents would decrease significantly.

The data collected in the present study are partially consistent

with this hypothesis. Before these-resulti%are summarized, we must

briefly describe our operational definition of "powerlessness."

Alienation Index

A number of questions, cast in 'a Likert-type format (strongly

agree-strongly disagree), were included in the parent questionnaires

in ordeeto measure feelings of powerlessness. Most of theseitems

had been used previously in political surveys conducted by the Univer-

sity of Michigan's Survey Research Center. All of the data from the

parent surveys were treated as one datasetin the construction of the

alienation index. First,'the attitude items 1...ere factor-analyzed

(using a minimum residual extraction method (Harman, 1967), and then

the resulting factor solution was rotated orthogonally (using the

varimax routine). Five items proved to form a single factor, and

this factor accounted for the bulk of the explainil variance in the

factor analysis.

The respondent's answers to each of thede items were summed to,

form a single index. ,Then the distribution of alienation scores was

examined, and a median split was used to categorize the respondents

as "relatively low on powerlessness" (low alienation) or "relatively

high on powerlessness" (high alienation). Note that there is no

absolute measure-of "alienation." We are talking about relative

1
The items were Q29G, Q35A, F, H, and J. The exact wordings of

each item is shown in Appendix B.



comparisons whenever we use the terms "high" and "low alienation."

This must be kept in mind when reading the survey results presented

below.

Alienation as an "Explanatory" Variable

In earlier chapters, the alienation index was used as an

independent variable in an attempt to ;'explain" various dependent

variables such as information levels.and parents' sar'sfaction. These

findings are brought together in this section. Alienation was cast

as an intervening variable in the original Rand (1972) model orthe

voucher scheme. Giving parents choices was suppoded to reduce their

feelings of powerlessness, and this in-turn was supposed to increase

their information-seeking and participation in school affairs, which

eventually was supposed to lead to improved student outcomes. While

the present data do not bear on the matter of student outcomes, they

do allow us to assess changes in parents'-information-seeking and

:participation in school affairs, and the role that "alienation"

plays as an intervening variable.

Before we consider changes in alienation during the voucher

demonstration, let us summarize briefly the earlier findings about

alienation as'an independent variable.

1. People Who m*re classified "low" on the alienation index

were slightly more knowledgeable about the free busing feature of

the voucher system (64 percent of the lows versus 60percent of the

highs were aware (p < .001)), but these differences did not extend to

general awareness-of the voucher program or knowledge of district

transfer policies.

2. Less alienated parents were more satisfied with the "educa-

tion children can get in Alum Rock" (Q30); 88 percent of the low

alienation parents and' 80 percent of the highs were "satisfied" or

...:"very satisfied" (y .* -.28).

3. Less alienated parents were more satisfied with their child's

education (Q87) 82 percent of the low and 72 percent of the high

powerlessness parents said that the education was "good" or "very good."

119
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4. Low alienation parents were more satisfied with their school's

principal than were highly alienated parents (86 percent versus 79

percent, y = -.25). ,

5. Low alienation parents were more satisfied with 'their child's

classroom teacher than highs were (89,percent versus 80 percent,

y = -.26).

Changes in Parents' Alienation

Did giving parents free choices amor3 'schools decrease their

feelings of powerlessness, as predicted? To answer this question we

must compare the alienation scores of cross-sectional samples of

parents who had choices those who did not have choices in each

of the four, survey years. These comparisons are fraught with tech-
.

nical difficulties.- These the reader should recall from the earlier

discussion in Chapter V, pp. 75 to 76. With these constraints in

mind, let us examine changes in the alienation scores of old, new,

and nonvoucher (control) parents survc.d in Years 1, 2; 3, and

of the voucher demonstratica. Table 33 shows the percentage of people

in each group and each survey year who were classified as "high" on

the alienation index.

Table 33

PERCENTAGE OF OLD, NEW, AND NONVOUCHER."ARENTS
WITH HIGH ALIENATION SCORES

Parent Group Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 5
2

X (df - 3)

701d voucher 51.6% 45.5% 44.2% 42.5% 7.81 5 .05
parents-___ (309) (145) (69) (114)

New voucher 49.1% 49.5% 51.9% 0.76 ns.
parents (124)-,, (268) (103) (150)

Nonvoucher parents 42.5% 40.3% 56.0% 39.8% 26.42 .001
(controls) (74) (29) (75) (107)
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These data suggest three, conclusions: First, the level of power-

lessness remained stable among new voucher parents; having choices-

neither increased or decreased their feelings of powerlessness% as

measured by the alienation index. Second, the old voucher parents'

feelings of powerlessnessdecreabed consistently, in a linear fashion,
1

across the five year voucher demonstration, although we cannot state

conclusively that this was caused by their having choices among

schools. And third, the control group remained quite stable in terms

of alienation scores, except for Year 3, in which there was a large

increase in alienation. A review of events that occurred during the

summer and fall before the Year 3 survey provides no clues .to pos,ible

causes. ofthis sharp increase in nonvoucher parents' feelings of power-
,

lessness;' and hence we-Offer no. explanations other than perhaps

statistical chance - -the proverbial one-in-twenty "errors" that we

expect due to sampling variations.

The old voucher parents' data are the most interesting, because

they seem-to show a steady decline in'alienation,.although we do not

believe that this is a direct result of having choices. Another group,

that had choices, the new voucher parents, did not shift when they

joined the voucher demonstration, so the old voucher parents' drop in-"

alienation is apparently not a product of having choicelper,se.
.

The apparent decrease in average alienation scores of old voucher

parents is accounted for by changes its one specific groupparents

with more than a high. school education. These relatively more

educated parents showed a marginally significant, linear decrease-

in alienation, as thedata in Table 35 show. But again, we cannot
.

infer that these decreases in alienation were caused by the voucher

demonstiation. It is just as likely that they are a product of

shifting economic orpolitical fortunes of this social group.

1
The evidence that these changes were linear is-presented in

Table 34, where the significant chi square statistic for alienation
by survey year is partitioned into linear and nonlinear components.
This test detected a significant linear trend, and no significant
nonlinear component appeared.

121
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, Table 34

MAXWELL TESTS FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR TRENDS IN PARENTS'
ALIENATION SCORES ACROSS FOUR SURVEY YEARS

Parent Group
Linear
Component df p

Nonlinear
Component df p Total df

Old voucher
parents -- 1 -- -- , 2 ns .7.81 3 .05

L..
Nonvoucher .

paients -- 1 -- -- 2 .-- 26.42- 3 .001

Table 35

PERCENTAGE.OF OLD VOUNER PAREN g WITH HIGH
ALIENATION SCORES IN FOUR SU VEY YEARS

A

Education Year 1 Year 2: Year 3 ear 5
2

X df p

Less than 56.0% '..,49.2% .3.0% 44.9% 5.58 3 ns

high school (182) (89) (44) (62)

High school 42.8%' 42.5% 131.0% 45.7% 2.99 3 -ins

(68) (37) (13) (32)

More than 51.3% 37.3% 38.7,X 33.3% 6.87 3 AO
high school (59) (19) (12) (20)

Conclusions

Alienation Was negatively related to parental-satisfaction with

the Alum Rock schools (y = -.28), the education their children were

receiving (y= -.26), the performance of their chili's, principal

(y = -.25), and their child's teacher (y = -.26). In theory, giving

parents choices should have reduced their Palings of powerlessness

and eventually increased their participation in school affairs. In

fact, old voucher parents did show a significant de:line in feelings of



.poWiriessnesi; tut, contrary to predictions, the new.vouCher parents

'404100",*tahle, even-ifter 04y-t!!Id joined the faiily choice system.

Hence; we :hive no reliable evidence that the decline in old voucher

,parente'leelingS-of,poWerlesanessyas in-fact-caused-by the voucher

' Theii redU'dtions in iiieinition occurred only among more

parents in old voucher households, and probably was not &pro-
.

duct of the voucher- demonstration per se.
,s-

,

1
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II.. CONCLUSIONS AND

,

Ttie results of our .arqtlyaes<are; summarized in:chapter III

(Information LeueiS );: Chapter (Determinants -of Choices),, and

Chapter (Parent', Satisfaction)', 4u* there. no need: to :teinte*ete

these. specific °findings. .t0t044' offered

as 4::,11.0t Pt-Pt:0**#**'0.4 appear ',0*.-1)e.III1000#II0i.IY the available
_

,dete;frate-the, Aln*ItOok itliticatiOn-ArOuaher.deiitinlitratiOri,..the,
111.t.104P.91--1-8 the
14#$#1064,i44801100i.'.-Piani.

;#2ourannUal:SurveYs.-Of -4ilum,Rockparents provided the,lbulk of

they data used";in 44-, tiniess; therwile: no t ed , the

propoliiiotie,ere baSed:On 41ni,,loOk 4;8 experience, with an -education
*;10cberchoice-aYstein (Years,.1 .throrigb-_,.4) Open-enrOliment.

0I0,100.'P'Ytite* The-.essential features-,_Of the iiOnsohef ,years
,(1), .the :schools, .offered l'aiiniechoels0 that were clustered.4.. $ . 2 V.. '1.1 1 0 n

various,. school buildings,. (2). ,parents *Fe Aticirc!,:P? .eilOcee,schocils
and Minischool for their .chii4reri;.arid7-(3), free transpOrtation was
.provided for chi/dren.-Who,etteri&ed,-TiOrineighbOrhOod schools. The open

enrollment system greatly restricted the ranger ,of .alternati4es, and
-most' ,edhooli ;offered, only'. one -kind of ,instruction. But parents were
still-Allowed to choose Schoors, and the district continued to pro -
.wide, free. transportatiOn- to -ricirineighbOrhoOd,s

11 _,,the external validity-generai#44.1i.tyof -the Aluir- Rock expe-
rience. point-of AO) . but we do hive. two :pieces 'of
eWidence that suggest that thee Altrin..liock.SituatiOn s.,instrUctive,,
,for.a wide range of family ChOice scheiries,..especiSily- -those with
compensatory education l objective!:. First, the Aluin. Reek demonstraa-

tien, cOntaineci the major. feature; a of the strongest "family choice
schemes.1 The Alum Rock demonstration offered a large number of

I
See Chapter I for a typology,of family choice systems
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alternatives, especially in Years 1 to 4, and parents felt they had

choices dUring this time; parents were the primary locus of decision-

making, and the 'vast majority got the programs they asked for; and

the, availability of free transportation meant thitthe alternatives '

were of approXimately equal dollar cost for all families.

:Sedond, we have some comparable daedfrow,otherchoice systeis

.(thiNinneapolis-Setitheast AlternatiVes plan and the Mamaroneck, New

minischool and-Ahe,AttuqRock data are cOnfirmed by the

. experience:3'a theskother districts. the-similarities:of findings

. frOi these three sites. are all the more striking because of the large-

disOarities.between the sites. Altim iOckis relailVelypoor, whereas

the-NeW York diStrici.is quite wealthy. 'Common findings from the

three sites suggest. that the Aluntlock experience'has some external

validitY and hence some ;mere' relevance to other choice system:3,

but it is impossible to tell at this time how:far these results can

be generalized.

Conclusions

Keeping the'caveats stated above in mind, the following summary

propositions are offered as general statements about parents' behavior

in family'ihoice schooling systems:
t

Parents' Information Levels

7.1 Parents in an alternative education system vary widely

in their -awareness of their schooling options and the

accuracy of their information about the rules govern-

ing choice. Specificaily, .inforlation levels are.

higher among:socially advantaged families, and parents.'

eduCatiohal backgroundie,an especially important factor.

7.2 Over time, the differences between Parents information'

levete arereduced'as parents gain more experience

with the choice systeM.
,.

1 25-
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':--The evidence here is.quite clear. Awareness of the choice,\.

,system, the-district's transfer policies, and the availability of

free transportation to nonneighborhood schools increased among voucher

parents; so that between -group differences in information levels were

eraSed=by the second year Of-the demonstration. the end of the voucher

system-and the onset ef.the open enrollment syitem reintroduced large

between-group differences in information levels, and this, is, in a

crude way, a replication of-the Year 1 situation.

7.3 More educated famiiies have' more sources of in forma-

tion than others have.

"The mean number of sources cited by "aware" parents Was 3.9 for

those with eless theme high school diploma, 4.1 for those with a high

school education, and 4.4 for those with more than a high school educa- ,

tion. Ethnicity was also a factor, but education was statistically

. more important than ethniCity.

7.4 libie educated parents, relative to others, put more

1 reliance on printed materials from thechools.

- 7.5 Less educated.families, relative to others, put more

reliance on information they glean from personal

contacts, particularly contacts with school personnel.

The evidence suggests that more educated parents preferred school
. .

publications as sources of information more than others Ad, but'

they also preferred talks with teachers somewhat more than other

-groups did. As predicted, less,educated pfients (those.with a high

school education or less) were more likely than others toprefer

talks with parent counselord as a source of information

126
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,Determinants. of Program Choices ,

7.8 Even- when schools-provide free traneportation-for

ohildren-vihoattend.nameighborhood'Sehools, the

geographidal.lbcation:;orthe alternative. echoole.

is the most important factor in parents! -placement

dedisiOns.

?.7Q The- more highly diff tiated .the alternative schools;

the lesi iMPortant-their-g graphical location in

. parents'.placementllici4.

7.8 The older. the child; the les iMPoOtant.schOot,

location-in determining parents' placement decisions.

The evideucc-hereis.agiin quite Clair. In'every-survey, the

_majority Of Aiuit tock parentS agreed with_ the statementforAllost

parents, 1194-didie'a.sehOO1 is to ,home is- the mOst:impOrtant reason

for-thoosing.a.schOol fdr:theitychildien4o, attend" .An open -end

.item asking parehts to-justify their School choices -Producedthe

same:conclusion;.71,percenf Said-that school location -was the-primary

reason they chote-A parficular,,Schooi for their child, and no Other

'factor was cited as otten, over time voUcher'Osrents'chinged their

attitudes, -and were less iikelly to say that school lOcation was the

single most important faCtor in °choosing a school. Of course, these

are only attitudinal measures, but the: enrollment patterns are*con..-

.grdentWifh.thest attitudes. The percentage -of children who attended

nonneighborhood schools increased every year during the voucher

demonstration (Years 1to 4): patents' willingness to

choose nonneighborhood,ichools paralleledAnCreakies their informi-

Um) levels, And-thiS Suggests that,ai parents learn more aboilt their
.

.alternatives - -as the choices became more differentiated in their minds- -

they became more willing to go outside their neighborhoods to get what

'they -Want for their children,
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It is also quite-clear-that-the-older_the child., the more willing
.v,

parents were to choose honneighbOrhood.schools. Approximately 14 per-

Cent of the children aged 6 to 7 wept to-nonneighborhood schools,

whereas over 25 percent of the children over 10 attended nonneighbor-
'

hood-schools.

7.9 On.he whole, curriculum factors are less important

to parents' Choices than noninstructional factors

': (ethnic/social compoiition of the: school, the' desire

to keep siblings_together, school location,etc.).

0

In the Year 2 Alum:-Rock survey, parents,' their reasons

for choosing particular, minischools for their children. Only 32 per

cent of the paientu mentioned' anything to da..with curriculum, and

this,was_allowing a broad definition-of "curriculum." In contrast,

71 percent-mentioned school location as an important factor, 31 per-

cent mentioned-noninstructional faators (like choosing a,school so

that the child could stay with friends or siblingi), and 18 percent

mentioned the quality of the school staff as an important factor. In

sum,--instructional characteristics of the program, i.e., curriculum

factors, are of relatively little importance when parents choose

schools for their children.

7.10 In intact families, moth-erg:rare far more involved

in their children's schooling than fathers are,

and this appears t6 0 true of an educational

levels.

The evidence is straightforward; a behavioral measure of involve-
_

ment, i.e., which parent in intact families signed the-program selec-

tion card (voucher), showed that in families of all educational

,baCkgrounds, mothers were more'likay than fathers to have signed

thprogram selection cards (vouchers) for their children. The ratio

of mothers to fathers signing the voucheis was 4:1.
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7.11 Les8 educated fathers--those taith a high school
education or &un--axe probably more involved
in their eoirir-eaaiztion-than-their-daughters'_.

An examination of who signed the vouchers for boys and girls

showed that working-class fathers were twice as likely to sign the

classroom selection card for their sons as for their daughters. The

evidence is only correlational; but- it leprovocative..

7.12 Less. eduaated.pecrente are inore likely than others
-I to antohdis.ize-cliildreri's obedie,nce and respect for

authOrity;'(poZiteneas). Oc3htr aetsniore- educated

fantilied: are more 'likely than others to encourage .

creativity (imagination),:.amd reliance on inteimally

set standard. .(indePendence).

The evidence for thieTropoeition is very strong. Value Survey

rankings collected in Altuelock and Mamaroneck showed very similar

results. In both districts, the moreeducated.the parents, the lees

likely they were to emphasize children's obedience, cleanliness, and

t
politeness, and the more likely they were to emphasize the children's

independence, ,intellectualism, and imaginativeness. This is impressive

,because the districts are very different in termi-Of socioeconomic

composition, and the findings are even more significant because they

were predicted hykohn's (1960 theory of social class and conformity.

7.13 As a'consequence of the influence identified in
Proposition 7.12, when both open and traditional
classrooms are available children from more
educated families will be .overrepresented in Zeds
structured, "open" classrooms, and children from
less educated families will be overrepresented
in more structured, "traditional" claserooms.'
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. At all three sites, children of socially advantaged families were

overrepresented in open classrooms: Our predictions were based on the

logical extrapolation of the relationship between obedience values

and Social class. Education serves here as a proxy for' ,ocial class.

Middle 7-clattsfaTmili.esptively-less-emphass

obedience and conformity ane more on their independence and imagina-

tion. In theory, open classrooms, relative to traditional classrooms,

allow more student independence, at least in termsdof movement and

-selectioaof learning objectives:

The evidence for proposilion 7.13 is particularly strong, because

the same patterns were found in three different School districts using

substantially different survey ilemsand different survey procedures

(e.g., mail questionnaires, personal interviews, and analysis of

record data): This is probably one of the strongest findings of the

study in terms of both internal and external validity. Different

kinds of classrooms attaact different kinds of students when parents

have free choices; and children from socially advantaged families

tend to be overrepresented in less structured, open classrooms.

Parents' Satisfaction

In_principleparents'_aatisfaction.ratings-are important- -because

they indirectly affect, children's schobl performance. Most family

choice schemes assume that parents prefer - choices to no choices, and

for this reason satisfaction, measures were included in the Alum Rock ,

surveys (Rand, 1972). Despite their theoretical importance, little

attention will be devoted to parents' satisfaction in this section,

because the nature of the Alum Rock voucher demonstration makes it

difficult to pin down the unique effects of giving parents choices..

When satisfaction ratings changed, it was unclear whether the fluc-

tuations were due to (a) the "true" effects of having choices, (b) the .

effects of being in a much touted "experiment," or (c):the effects of

general, society-wide trends in attitudes toward schools. For these

reasons, the external validity of the satisfaction findings is
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problematic, and hence our confidence in these propositions is lower

than it is for other. propositions about parents' information levels

and the determinants of. school choices. On balance, the following

propositions seem tenable and consistent with the Alum Rock, experience:
4

. 7.14 Parents' global evaluations of the schools are

enerally lower than their ,evaluations of class-

room teLie;;I:EFF4AF-hr-contat_with their

children.

'Voucher parents' satisfaction with the Alum Rock schools increased

when they joined the choice system and then fell consistently over

time, but their evaluations of classroom teachers remained stable over

time. .Cognitive consistency theories, of which there are several

-versions (seeAbelson et all, 1968), provide one plausible explanation.

Presumably, parents want'the very best for their children, and hence

they act--through modest amounts -of "rationalization," "denial," ,etc.--

to maintain beliefs which are cognitively consistent with. their goals

for their children. Believing that one's child will attain a good

education andbelieving that the child's classroom teacher is incom-

fetent_are_inconsistent; but this can be w4lided_simply_by

better"of the teacher. Of course, parents will not tolerate. grossly

incompetent teachers. There is a limit to hm much cognitive distortion

people will go through to maintain consistency; but thrOugh a wide range

of "normal" teacher performance, parents are probably'motivated to

think well of their children's teachers.

7.15 In general, parents' satisfaction with the schonZs

increases substantially at the outset of an

innovation and then falls when the situation does

not live up to'their inflated
-------

Parents' global satisfac with the schools peaked in Year 2 --

the second yea of the system for old voucher parents and the

fi ear for new voucher parents - -and then fell consistently. On
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the other band, the comparison groups' satisfaction declined steadily

,over time, although the decline was small. It should balloted; how-.

ever, that even atheA.owest point, the majority of parents in every
.

group-expressed satisfaction with the schools. No less than three-
..

fourths of the parents said they were "satisfied" or "very satisfied"

. with the "eddcation-Availablein Alum.lock."

7.16 'Faients' satisfaction with the schools fans when

their schooling atterndtives are constrained.

Parents evaluations' of the'schoolsplummeted in Year 5 when the

distrit,t shifted-to a limited open enrollMent system.

leatricting parents' alternativeareduced-their,satisfaction. This

reaction to a loss of freedom has been observed in many laboratory

experiments but not in the context of.family choice in schooling

plans. - So- called reactance theory (Brehm, 1972) Provides a straight-
.

forward explanation for the Year -j decline in parents' satisfaction

With the Alum Rock schools. Once people have had choices, you cannot

, take them away without some negative reaction.

7.17 Giving parents choices is supposed to reduce their

feelings of powerlessness -- alienation- -but there is

no evidence that this actually occurs when parents

are empowered to choose classrooms for their

children.

The evidence is mixed: Old voucher parents did in fact Snow a con-

sistent reduction in feelings of powerlessness during the five years

of voucher demonstration, but this reductionin alienation occurred

only among more educated parents--those with more than a high school

13.



education. The reduced powerlessness does not appear to be a direct

result of having increased choices, because the new voucher parents,

who were empowered to make choices beginning in Year 2, showed"no
. -

changes in level of alienation from the time they joined the voucher

demonstration.

It is not difficult to accept these #ndings, for it is probably
. -

naive to believe L.gat simply empowering parents to chop e'among public

'schools, even diverse public scfiools is going to change their world_

views very much. Other factors--economic, political, and

probably influence these feelings cf powerlessness at least as much as

school factors. In short, family choice plans may ha;/e some impact on

feelingsof,.alienation, but the impact is probably too small to cause

a change in general feelings of alienation orpoWerlessness.

7.18 Parents' ftelingi of-powerlessness are consistently

negatively. correlated -with their satisfaction with ,

theschool system and 'whoa personnel.

The results are consistent: The more alienated parents are,

the less satisfied they tend to be with the educational system and

the performance of school principals and classroom teachers. The

relationships consists "ntly r`un in the area of- .25:

Implications

To the extent that these propositions accurately describe the

results of increasing family choice in schooling-, we can see implica-

ions for 'school policymakers. Thee discussion that follows is aimed

primarily at local school officials who are considering family choice

plans. Some of thecooments apply to choice systems' in, general,

whereas others are aimed at specific kinds of school districts,

because the nature of the choice system that is.implemoaced in a

district depends in large part upon the population(s) served and the

educationalobjectives,of the schools.
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Social advantage,
1
which is correlated with social class,

ethnicity, occupational status, and educational background, is use

awthe-overarching concept that divides the population into meaning-.

ful groups of families. The use of.this concept reflects our con-

tinuing interest in the social.equity objectives of schooling. That

is, we are concerned with schools can improve the peiformance

(an presumably life chances) of socially disadvantaged children,

childr n-who often have a low likelihood' of achieving-their full

-- potential under present public school arrangements. Throughout this

discussion we will be interested in how these children will benefit or

be harmed as a result of increasing family choice in schooling.

. Parents, especially the parents of elementary school

children, will be more likely to choose schools on

the basis of educationally relevant differences

between the altei:nativeti, if the choices are offered

within schools (minischools) and not simply between.

schools.

According to most of the parents surveyed in Alum Rock, school

location was the single most important criterion for picking a school,

however, the older the child; the less important school, location was

decisionmaking. Offering choices within a single neigh-

borhood school eliminates theimpOrtance-ofschool location, and

hence classroom choices ought to be based more on educationally

relevant factors. But offering divArse.alternatives within each

building raises other stressful social problems for school administra-

tOrs and teachers.

The School staff represents a social syitem, and mixing teachers

vith different, and often conflicting, educational philosophies may'

produce tensions that reduce the effectiveness of the instructional

1
The concept of "social advantage" is discussed in detail in

Chapter I.
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program. On the other hand, the presence of "alien" or competing

philosophies may lead-to greater intragroup cohesiveness and hence

better teacher performance.. The social psychological literature on

group cohesiveness is extensive, and it is clearly relevant to the

deciiion to offer alternatives within-Schools rather than only between

schools. Mang the factors ihat district planners should consider

are: (a) the relative sites of the alternative programs, (b) the

economies (or, diseconomies) of scale that result from centralizing

similar. programs, and (c) the administrative arranments that are

used to supervise teachers. The latter:factor is important, because

the relationships beiiieen teachers, minischools, and principals

offers a-way of bltinting.destru tiye tensions betweenacinischools.
1

From the standpoint of the schools ultimate educational

objectives (cit., maximizing student.performa ce), it would be best

to offer diverse alternativesAilthin neighborhood schools,.
* 4

parents, especially those with younger children, will belmore likely
0.

to use educationally relevant criteria in choOsing classrooms. But

within-school diversity may raise personnel:tensions,. and hence from
to

thestandpoint of most school administrators, within-school divefsity

will be less desirable than offering diversity between schools. The
. .

administrativagorginization of the school holds some potential for
. ...c
alleviating tensions between minischools withineach building;

treating the various minischools as independent units. may reduce
. -

potential conflicts, but the most likely by=prCuct of this organiii-

tion is that, the principal's role is reduced to that of coordinator.

(and supervisor of common resources such as the lunchroom),. and few

principals who have worked their way up the school hierarchy are°

going to desire thx role (see Pellegrin, 1975). Diversity-between

schools, not within schools, seems to be adminiitratIvel eeasiest.

1
Alum Rock teachers' responses to the organization of the voucher

minischools are discussed'in Rassmussen (1978), Thomas (1978), and
'Bass (1978), and in Chapter I of this rsport.
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2. 'Mace systems. are largely irreversible, at least in

the short run. Nee parents have had choices, the

district cannot eliminate.the choice systcm without

some decredie in parents' satisfaction with the

schools.

This implication followi from reactance theory (Brehm, 1012) and

is Confirmed by the Alum Rock experience, but other Aiwa Rock data

suggest that allowing-parents some continued role in school decision-

.making, even if it doesndt4Vvoive choosing' schools, will offset

Some of the dissatisfaction that accrues rom restricting Schdoling

alternatives. Parents are most Interested in curriculum. decisions

and least interested in hiring and firing teachers (see Table 35):

3. In a heterogeneoUi school district, socially

disadvantagedYamilies will beat somewhat of

a short-term handicap in learning about and

choosing schools, especially if the alternatives

are continually changing.

The parents' role in any family_choice system is crucial, and

the evidence from Alum Rock'suggests that some parents will be more

willing and able than others to make informed choices for 'their

children. "n the short run, socially disadvantaged families will be

the least informed about their-options; and hence their children will

be-the most likely to end up in the least desteable classrooms,. or in

classrooms that may not be well suited to their needi. Over time,

the vast'majority of parents will come to understand the choiae

system and hoviito get what they want (or Compete effectively for

what they want); and the more consistent and stable the system is,

the faster they will learn about it. This learning time can be

reduced substantially if the district adopts certain information

policies.

C
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o -.learn Off .`,06- 44.9:1qq',-Oyetior

f candy. if the. school
ti*4430-*****404 to

00004 :eig ,diff0eyit- parent

e'-ieSSOn' tooet.-.Feieatie7.4*.Alum Rock ia.that,
'differ`ent' groups Ok,-PeOP-4,relY-Upon:-different; infOrmatiOn networks
=to learn about' the 44160:01. Inti general, ess socially 'advantaged

eo UP:ori'4fleiatinai contacts ,for.inforMatiOn and the'Y'
tend= to igribie rintad ; In..ccintraSt;.,,Moie,.adVantaged
,people, ,rely upon, printed itatericala, .-aithoUgh :the also, tend. to; have

can 04-6e`'d$AiPst
another. :School= "districts' with; heterogeneous :populations, mUst-

44P-9F1-0P,.:Vit of ;families and,. treat -them diftgietlY,

4igip***#*.:0- some Ad11001.-

**".,t34:c0-44 as = operationallyµ defined -`by family

***-,E1404:1404: exists
,ttot-ii4:404444 .faMi).iee-differently," actording.'ii6 -their needs.
-Tp--,speed, ;up, the~ lotoi4&09po*Oools;_;-c0...tail.Or. their

,,communications to .fit thatabits. Of.,different .subpopulations., This
3s ,,analogous toWhat- varketing,,,,,speCialista=cro when they 'crsegkentr a

-Market and tken.gae,rdifferent*Saages-(and-media).-0. too, different
segments: In, practice, this might inOen-0041g iirinted Material* to
-M9ne, 'end ;then ,f011'Ow34',up.-34tk:pets04- contacts .(otopok,,to:e-
,phone cails :counselor.-yisits) -,,directed to- less. advantaged -families.

Schools ,should:not -overlook the. opportunity to netamuniaate with
lea*:adVantaged; parayta -(thie:f40, ,paraf,:t0f-OOlotiil and school aides -;

wilo,,fdPreient *intent iiittc6- tetween the schools and, the cOmmUnity.

`For,-lractical-.,examples Of a personal" contact campaign, see
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(See :I,itwak and :Meyer, 1974). Informing these- employees of official

800011;oliciea,:elien ,though,,they do not beardirectly upon their work,

414044 improve the-qOalityoftbe,infOrTerioulthatis transmitted to

'.0#0404 004444-Y23e8Eve4Valita0dT4reqs

5. reezapi soma' Ziy adiianfa ged, ,,parenta-have, ZeSS

information, than Othersin the short may' he that

'theyj?ear higher costs, of ,coilecting information; thus,
one streetegy'for Miglit

to :reduce, the - ,"real and ''.!Psychici%' costs of information.
c6.2eCtiOn:'

It has been,argued:(Klees, 1974; leVin, 1974) that socially dis-

advantaged families beei'higher costs in-collecting information than
'

others do.,-
1

For instance; a- large, percentage; of these-parents will be

employed in hourly job6,ratherthan salaried jobs, and hence attending

school meetings oreppointments during normal school hours will cost

tlein,1ost wages:, Keeping the Schools open on the weekends or in the

evening hours is one way of reducing the Cost of collecting informa-

tion.

6. The less socially advantaged the population, the

more that must be spent on information dissemina-

tion and parent education.

It is harder to reach socially disadvantaged families. Messages

must be communicated IrJr.t frequently and by modes that are relatively

more expensive (e.g:, through school counselors rather than printed

,bulletins). Opening school offices in the evening or on weekends,

so that parents can come to theachool Without missing work, drives

1Stigler (971, 1962) has,argued the opposite view, namely, that
advantaged peop e bear higher costs, specifically opportunity costs.
See Bridge (1974) for,a review of these arguments.



up personnel And buildingmaintenahce,cosis. DiEtricte considering

fiticreisings parent choiCeAm schooling must reckon with these expenses,

especially during the, beginning stages of a new family choice plan.

In shOrt,:thi highir the-proportion of socially disadvantaged families

.in the syitek,, the greater the costs of,information dissemination and

adminiitration.
A

. AlterhatiVe education systems may diffuse tensions

between .groups ofapproximatsly-e4uat size that hold

different and conflicting objectives for the public

schools.

Giving parents -Controrover the kinds of classrooms theit children

attend may avoid intergroup tensions that resUlifrom:Conflieting value

orientations iiang,,groUpi,of,ipOrOXimately eqUilpolitical%strezigth.

If One-group ivaublitantially more powerful than the others, it can
; .

exert its will through,thetiorkaI-politicilproCeSs, and,there will
. -

be no need--id:the majority's 'ind- -fora family choice system. The

withiii-school.choice system in'Nimaroneck appears-to be an ideal

example of the use of alternative education as ,An "institutional safety

Valve." -

Note that the use of alternative educ'ation schemes for this

purpose is most justified in socially. advantaged communities, such

as MaMaron k.' In this case, differences in,patents' willingness, and

ability participate are But imposing a.choice system on

to iocia ly heterogeneOns community would inherently put less. socially

advantaied children it a disadvantage, At least in the short run.

8. Parents choose programs that reinforce their values,

given the opportunity to do so. Bower-class chillren

are most Zikay to end up in structured programs that

teach the 3Rs, and more advantageitcliildren are more

likely to end up in' less structured Classrooms tat,

stress Social relationships, the development of

independence, and creativity. This presents some-

thing of a philosdAical dilemma.



The dilemma is this:

parents have a propensity

the, basic *ts;' and hence

achieetiefittests-shofild

-113-

On 'the one hand, less Socially-advantaged

to choose structured programs that-emithasize

school performance, as measured by standardized

increase, on the average. Presumably, this

is.good,_eaptZially to the extent that school, performance contributes

directly (through knowledge attained) or inditeciiy, (through-social
,

,certification) to later life "succesS,"esmeasured say, life-

tideineome."-
,

On 'the other hindisolatingthese children- with similar class-

AkiteSin classes that stresa-the-Us may reduCe;their.dhaneedrfor

100iring. the social' heliefe, attitUdis dompetenCies),and acquaint-

aacei,that facilitate* 4ciai This is -potentially a. negative

outcome of increasing family chOice 'in schooling fOt socially die!.

adVantiged_children:.

In his theoketidal cOneideration0,ofeducation vouchers, Win
,

(1974) has reached the'same ,conclusion--thai flying-parents total
conttol.atier their chgdren's schooling will eXacerbate class related

.

1This is based on two tenable assumptions. First, children who
are operating at a low conceptual level do better in highly structured
Ciassroomi, whereas children at a high conceptual level d6 equally well
in structured or unstructured classroome,orslightly better in the
latter. Second, conceptual level is highly positively corfelated with'
social class or social advantage, although.the Correlation is obviously
not perfect. Both assumptions are plausible and supported liy research

repotted by-Hunt (1975, 1971),;
2
Some researchers would argue. that school performance has little

or do signiTicant, independent effect on income in adulthood.
Christopher Jencks (Jencks et al., 1972) is'perhaps the best known
contemporary advocate of this position.

3
We are not arguing that these attitudes, beliefs, competencies,

.

and social contacts are better in an absolute sense, simply that they
make it easier to operate in`the middle-class positions that most
socially disadvantaged families hope their children will attain in

,adulthood. Is it reasonable'for schools to;foster. mobility aspirations,
among socially disadvantaged children and their parents? We think'so,

for two reasons. First, the majority of what. we have labeled socially
disadvantaged parents (that is, those with less education and income)
sax4hat they want their childrento acquire middle-class status.
Second,,middle-class 'status is statistically associated with longevity)
and reported happiness (see for example, Social Indicators 1974), and
these are "goods"-that the vast majority of Americans, rich and poor,

seem to desire. .
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differences; and presumably, his argument applies to a wide range of -

family. choiee'sylitems. His view is that a "conflict of private and

social benefits is inherent in a voucher,dystem that begins with a
. .

highly stratified social system and then permits individuals to make

schooling decitsions that contribute to their private goals. He writes,

It is .reasonable to believe then,,that youchats wi11-
lead to a higher degree of class:Segregation. and socialize-

tionthari the existing'approach.,.If patents choose those:
,school-environments-that,theY-belieVeyilli Maximize the,
Trobability-ef:sucCedato define04iihinthe context of
,theirei:00**00; ..tlye,k0king':CiaSachiid*Ill'be-proVided
with schooling,,that

childrenlf-tOMhighei- 40000411 attend
that*L11)otient-thea-tdwaidastheuPpei-echelOaAif the ,'

occu-pitioailhierarchy.. ,Thaitheee systematic ,differences
in sChool,eaVitaamentsacCording toaoCial class will
'"acceattiatO:rhe-already existing diffefericeala class
orientation Of students derived ftori family influences
is suggested bythe studies of teldMan and'Newcomb in
higher education (p..16].

.Undoubtedly some people will say that we have posed. a false

. dilemma. Thefmight arguthit if parents have a wide range of

programsind end up chooiing one which is not good for their children

(in terms of attaining their ultimate goals), it is the parents' fault,

and we need not be'concerned witlithe matter. Assuring equal.oppor-
,,

tunity, i ;e., equal access to programs, is the school's-only resPonsi-
,

bility, according to this view. This argument, of course, assumes-

a particular 'view of the world that seems to deny the pervasiveneis

andreality.of social class orientations= in contemporary society.

Nothing in the available data permits us to resolve these debates

empirically; they are partially matters of fact but largely matters of

opinion. The most we can say is that increasing family choice in

schoolidg,does permit some nonrandom clustering of children according

to social background, but there is no evidence that this clustering

is either greater or smaller than one Would expect to find in tradi-

tional, nonchoice schools that allow teachers to cluster children

into ability tracks and where segregation in housing leads to wide

variations in the racial and social class composition of schools.
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_Moreover ", we can say with Some confidence that in choice systems in

socially heterogeneous districts,. families will Vary=somewhat in

tetriisof their involvement in'school affairs, their criteria for

Chooiing altetnatlye programs,and'theirSatisfacfion with the schools.

The long.,term effects of fheid difietencea are.unknown, but they are

prObablii fairly small, since Schools areot:the only, or perhaps even

the Majoti,deterinant of outcomes in adulthood. Family choice plans,

at least the onesWerhave seen,to date; are,probably nOt-113 good for

Parents-ancfstudil;S as same early theotistS Thought or -as bad as

some opponents argued.

I

P
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Appendix A

A MODEL OF PARENTS'-CHOICE BEHAVIOR: AN ILLUSTRATION

The following example illustrates how two parents can select

diffeient programs, emen,though they have similar information about

thw.a4aiiable iiternatiVes.1- Assume, that two families must choose

schools for their children, and they have;Oni.y two alternatives:

Classroom 1 (C1) and Classroom 2 1C2)., These-claesroomsare quite

140ekent in ,terMsour att.2441c4ii, (al)' .ease OfiranipOrtation,

(a2) OPhasiP*-ligkelc subjects,. (43),e0Ohais on,the:arts, and (a4)

,Cleas size/ Each of the classrooms_ has-been, tated in termsof these

four attributes, and Table Al . ShoWs'the information thatis available

to both parents.- A high numbei indicates that the classroom has much

of the attribute in question.

0,

Table A.1

Attribute

a
1

Eafie of transportation

a2jEmphasis on 3Rs

a
3
Emphasis on arts

a
4

Small class size

Classroom

C1 C
2

1

10 1

1 10

", 10

1
For a description of the basic -decision model, see Chapter I.

143
, 1

SI
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The parents have quite different values, so they look for liffer

ent things in the alternative Schools. The importance that they attach

to each of, the classroom attributei is summarized in Table A.2 These

are weights and a high number indicates'greater importande.

Table A.2'

Attributes

Parent
a
2 a 3 a4

Parent 1

-(P1)

. Parent 2

1

10

1

, l0

10

1

10

1

(132)

r

To find each parent's overall rating of each of the alternative

classrooms, we simply multiply each classroom's individual attribute

ratings by each parent's ratings of the attributes and then sum up

these weighted attributes. This is most succinctly expressed in

matrix algebra terms as:

R = PA ,

where R (the matrix of derail ratings) is the minor product of

multiplying the matrix of parents' importance weightings (P) through.

the matrix of classroom attributes (A). This has been done in Table

A.3, where it can be seen that the first parent (P1) gave an overall

rating of 40 to Classroom 1 and a rating of 202 to Classroom 2. In

contrast, the second parent (P2) gave Classroom 1 a rating of 202

and. Classroom 2 a rating of 40. -This would suggest that when they

.were forded to make a final decision, P
1
would choose Classroom 2,

and P
2
would. choose Classroom 1.

1 4 4

's
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yORDING,OFAUESTIONS-USED IN. ALUM. ROCK

PARENISURVEYS IN YEARS 1-5

NOTE: The exact wording of a small 'number of items changed from year

to year, These were ttems that asked about the voucher system in Years

1' -through 3, and thOsopen enrollment system .1n Year 5.

Let's see, (CHILD) goes-to (NAME OF SCHOOL).

8., In generals-do-you, think that the
'education-;(CHILD) is getting
at (SCHOOL) 'is very good, good,
fair, or poor?

9. Do you think. the principal is .

doing a very good job, a good
job. a fair job, or a poor job?

10. Do lou thinichis/her teacher is
doing a very good jot, a good lob,
a fair job, or a very poor job?

0 I

(SEE-FRONT PAGE FOR SCHOOL).

Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Don't know

,

Very good
,

Good
,Fair.
.

Poor. i

Don't know

Veil good
Good
Fair ,

Poor
Don't know

1

2
3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

1

2

3

4

0

21/

22/

-

23/

rSkip 24.46

.J
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B.

.

Howitiohy years of school
READ CATEGORIES AND CODE

.1111,

How many years of school
READ CATEGORIES.AND CODE

.9
(CHILD) to complete?would you personally like

IN COL. A.

do you think (CHILD) will
IN COL. B.

I Card 14 -1

Actually complete?

A

Some high school 1 37/ 1 38/

Graduate frorihigh school . . . 2 2

Somecollege, technical,
business:or trade schbol . 3 3

Graduate from college 4 4

Postgraduate or. professional
school 5 5

Don't know 0' 0

902. - This:queition will take a little bit of extra thought, but it is an extremely
important question and one which you To Pod personally interesting. We are-
interisted,lb what kinds of things you believe it is most important for your
child-to learn. Obviously different people have different ideas about the
way they want their children to behaVe, sothere are no right or wrong answers
to:fhis question. We are only interested in your opinions. .

HANE:RESPONDENT VALUES SCALE

Your job is to read this list of 18 value statements and then rank order
them in order of importance. .Put the most important value first at the
top, the second most important value second, and so on, with the least
important value last, at the bottom. of the page.

WHEN RESPONDENT. HAS COMPLETED IT AND ALL THE ITEMS ARE
RANKED, TAKE IT BACK AND RECORD THE ID NUMBER ON IT.

TUCK IT INTO THIS QUESTIONNAIRE,



I Ski_k 39-43. .1

24.. Befpee (CHILD) entered-school-about how oftii,wOuld!you,say that you or

theippOt of your faMilyreid to himfrequentlY, pceasionally,.orehardly, ever?

29.

frequently- 1 14/

OccaSionaltif..

e v e r: . . . : . . .' '''''

wilt,now,read,-statementssofteh_madeby*0010bOtiOverOMent,,schobls.-
and.currept Would-You:tell4e-ihowstrOngliqou,,agree.prAliageee:with
Itach-Of these-stateMeiits,Wseletting:O*Of-thcanswers on-this Ord?.,

,r
. :Strongly AjOhit ; _ -$tronalr .

-ageee. . AgeeC. .khow- Disagree- 01grek

A.. Pirents_ihpuld haVe:MoetqO say : .

about Whit their children. learn
,i001 . . . : .: , ''''' ". 1

, .

F. Obedience*O-relpect 10., . ,* .

'authority ArOlielmoSt iMportant '

thingt4Chil4e0 catileaen,. , 1, . .

A
, ,

G. In geneeil teachers ind4principals

.1

don't want thecidviceof parents. .. 1

.

H. Most parents like the'idea that
-they-shbuld have a choice about
the kinds of schohls their
children attend 1

I. Children will get a better eduda-
tion if their parents can select
the School that they go to . . . . 1

J. It it the dutif.Of the government
in Washington to provide=a-job for
everybody who wants to work 1

I,

K. Busing elementary school children
to schools in other parts of the
city only hirms their education ... . i

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 ..3 4 5

2 3 4

5 49/

Skip-'50=53

5 54/

5 55/

5 sp/

5 57/
.

5 5$/.

59/
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30. In general, how satisfied are you with the kind of education your child/

children can get in Alum Rock--are-you very satisfied, somewhat satisfied,
somewhat dissatisfied or very dissatisfied?

. ;:. .

Very satisfied' (ASK A) 1 22/
-,

Somewhat Satisfied' (ASK A)..

Somewhat di!Satisfied (G0 TO C) . . .

Very dissatisfied (GO TO C) . .

IF VERY OR SOMEWHAT SATISFIED:

2

3

A.- tven.thojigh you are generally satisfied with the kind of education your child/
children can:let in,AluM-Rock, arehere some changes that you think the'schools .

Should-make which-would giVe your child/children-an even better education? '1

1.

YES (ASK (1) AND (2))

IF YES TO A:

1 12/

'N; (GO TO Q.33) 2

: Don't know (GO TO Q.33) 0

"*

(1) .What kinds ofchinges? (Rip* FIRST THREE RESPONSES)
13-14 I

.

,DiScfpline-related 01

Curriculum-related 05

Teacher and teaching
quality related

'.Parent-teacher/school-related . . 19

Administrative issues 22

(2) Have_you or anyone you know tried-to do anything tc, get the schools to
make those kinds of changes?

YES (ASK 3) 1 19/

NO 2

(3) (IE. VS TO 2): Were those changes made?
YES 1 20/

NO 2

Don't know . . 0



IF VERi*OR;SOMEWHAT DISSATISFIED:
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. -5a-.

0

I Card 11_1

. If ,ou are dissatisfied, there -are probably some things you would like to
see changed or things you think would give your children &_better_education.
Have you or anyone you knowtrietto do anything about the things that

causingur dissatisfaction? ; .

o

,IF YES TO C:

(1) Were'these c nges made?

C

Yes (ASK.(1) ).........1 30/

No 2

.Don't 'know 0,

;:
Yes 1 '31/

Don't know 0
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I Begin Card 1? I

At4OuiAnoW, .vtertain amount Of-money goes'tp-thiTublic elementary schools
here= "in ;Alum Rock.. .Do you think thi)stboOls are-getting,toci much money, not

amount fpdo-their job?,
,

TO much-. 1 38/

Not ehou'oh.

About.right, aMount . . - 3

DoWt:knoW 0.

Arethe schools making verylood, good, fair, or *or use of the money they
'get; Sai41%iiSiou ',Can '.tell?

Very good use , 1 39/
.

Good. use 2

Tiir.use 3

Poor use 4

Doet Ithow - .0

noiv read some more statements and you tell Me how strongly you agree or
disagree.mith each of these. statements by selecting one of -the answers on

_tbi s-:card:

-HAND ;.

Getiingslakead depends on, who you

knok More than how ,Wel I you do

something; - .1

In ionie cases it's best fot
elementary ,scbools

-outside . 1

. _

.GfYing,fparents ,Choice:abOUt the

`sOhlfitt-; thei r:children attend Will

,maKertiathert more' responsive to

-theii---,coiablaints-and',s0gestions: . 1

116.4ieict feW,- years; thingsare-
nO,C,really,4iing to' imprwie for

lhe-aYerage Terton 1

:People tike me- don't have anything
-pi,,sey4lout whit the goyernment does 1

Public Offidials don't really

'
are:What people likeme think. . . 1

Strongly Don't Strongly
agree Agree know Disagree disagree

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2 3 4

2' 3 4

5 40/

'Skip 41

5 42/

5 43/

I Skip 441

5 45/

5

Skip 461

Skip 48

5 49/

O
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0,2youoinkparents-should::be,a 6i
!no 0,,:aeocre,-which teaCherSgit:Ailied

'.$frioujOiarsenti,be;able,;toAel,P;decide
_

whether a principal is hired or fired?

'what should be taught' in school?

.s:Shoiif;e:theYAbei4h1 e49::41ep decide '1)9* 1;
=

_

the school spends its money?

Arèyou TegIstered.-tir*ote,ln this area?

.Nhs OpThion

1 2- 0 to/

1 2 0 '51/

1

1

.2

2

0

0

52/

53/
Skip 54-55

Yes :1 . ,56/

2

i=,;.-.---.i:,.

Aiiiiv??-sin..k-somewhat different subject.
.,

38._ .Haveyou heard about
,bere in Aluin Rock? 4 .

Yes 1 57/ik:,-- - .

No (GC1TO Q.102) . . 2'
4'6,; '-''
K''';''

39. Now good a job do you feel the school system has done in explaining the open
enrollment plan and how it works--do you think they have done a very good job,
a good job, a fair job, or °a poor job?-

A very good job. . 1 58/

A good job 2

A--fair )ob: 3

A poor job 4

No opinion . . 0

the 'open enrollment plan that -has, started' in the s`chools

152
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rr,, ° .

la, In -total, how many different pograMsere being n
age at (SCHOOL CHILD'ATTENDS),this year?

A

3jj2 :-2-
,

o

-d fdr children of his/ber

NuMber :

-Don't *now b 12/

IF NUMBER EqUALS.1, ASK 103A. IF NUMBER IS' GREATkR THAN 1, ASK 1038.

103A. Do you think that there are too few programsavailable at (SCHOOL) this year,
or just about the right number?

Too any 1

- Too-few ..; .. . . de 2

About' right number . 3

No opinion

1034. Do you think that there are too many different programs available at (SCHOOL)
this year, too few,or just about the right number?

.

.

.

Too many 1 13/

2

TA:ou:e:ight.n:mber . 3

no opiniOn 0
Skip 14-211

106. Did you consider putting (CHILD) in a different program or school in Alum Rock
. 0

from the one (CHILDP)-is in now?

Yes 1 22/

No 2

1Skip 23-34



Card 43 1

Card 32

100., )i^014,tWill-reaCsome'Atateilentsto
Yom-about-the school syStemhere itt,Altn

. 114k,;,whiChhilibeen.calledlin'O0e0hrollnierit,System:-As--1 read each one,
.Vwoulelike4oil-to.telLine ifloOhink "it 'is true= -or falii. The first
'stateinents.thatVread-have to,,do,withthe SChoofs.

,

108.

Doet
True False Know,

a. 'Under-the.open enrollment system; ,parents

.have-thiTight to change.the schools
their children go to.at

c;

thOchOotypr if they 2wantf6'. True
. -Or Wier.

. -

b. ,Undetbe.fipemetirallTent-system,
:pare4s,Cah,schOWthe-sthool that
:they. want Ifieir-Childreevto-

gO.tO. Trtiiir-Felse7:

c.

,

d.

In'sOme,cat-eii.:this year; parents
were not able -to seleCt:the school
'they wanted bicapie.sch'ool officials
assigned children-to schools. ,

True Or false?

The rules of :the open enrollment
plan ktate-that children who.pre-
viously attended:a school may '

choose'to remain. Trpe or false?

4

,o 39/

2 0 40/

t 2 . 0 41/

1

And now a question about the different programs offered within schools.

i. The programs offered this year are
all pretty much alike. Trull or

false?

Finally,.one general question.

I. The,schools.can make it difficOt
when parents wish to transfer

-- their -children. True-or-false?

154

2

0 7.6/

I Card 32 1

}Skip 42-46

0 47/

Skip 48-491

0 50/

I Skip 51-59

tY
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n

rCUTTF---1

132. ,bici teacher or principal- ever you the achievement test scores /if your
children Tait ,Year?

4
Yes. . . '(ASK A AND B) 1 60/

No . . . (GO TO 2

No children in school last year (GO TO C) 3

Don't know.,.no answer (GO TO C) , . . . O.

Do you think test scores tell you how good t child's program is?

Yes 1

No 2

Don't know,no answer. . . . 0

B. Would you consider changing a child'sprogreilin because of his/her test scores?

(ASK EVERYBODY)

Yes 1 62/

2

. 0

No A

Don't'know, no answer. .

C. In general, do you think teachers. should report the achievement test scores
of children to their parents each year?

Yes' 1 63/

No 2

Don't know, no answer. . . 0

155
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133. 'Here- is a :list :sf ,Bj used liy;' some parents to decide-Which school
or .progi*,they wish to have their child .enr011ed fn.., For each item in the
-1 ist, please tel hol-AMportint., it is iirdhoosing. a program,for (CHILD '
that 'is, extremely import-air-CT-very important', somewhat important, or not

HAND,

CARD

Hdw well children' like it

2.4 What the program' teaches
children .....,...,.... ......... ...

3.. Your own child.'.s.'test scores..

4. Average test scores for the
program, -

5. What, other parents say about'
; . .the program

6. What teachers say about the,.
program

7. What parent counselors say
about the program

8. Location of:the school ar, i

program

9. Teachers in the program

10. Classroom discipline

11. Kinds of children in the
program

Very
IMPortant Important

Somewhat
Important

Not
IMportant
At all

t

64/

65/

66/

67/

68/

69/

70/

71/

72/

73/

74/

's

1

1

1

1

1.

,

1

1

1

.,1

1

1

4.

2

,

2

2.

2

.2

2,

. ..

2.

2

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

- 4

4

4

4

4

4 ,

4

4

4

4

4
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Fro.P-177Eirrz.ne on p.14) .1

r.

135. Imagine that you were principal of a school like the bne that your child attends
and wanted to make it the best school you could. .

Preference Preference
A

a. What kind of school would'you want it to be:

A. a strict school where students were always
well-behaved, or

B. a'free-school where students could act naturally?

b: Would you want it to-be:

A. a school where the students took only three
subjects, reading, writing, andaithmetic until
they really learned them,,or

B. a school where the students took a lot of different
subjects every day such as foreign languages,
current events,'history, science, and health?

c. Would you want -it'to be:

a'. a school where students concentrated on learning 4,;)
from books almost all the time, or f:!

b. a school where students spent a lot of time doing
things like playing music, putting, on school plays,
taking art classes or playing sports?

1, .d. Would you like it to be:

a. a school where. the students spent a lot of time
listening to their teacher, or

b. a school where the students spent a lot of time
studying by themselves or in small groups?

e. Would you like it to be:

A. a school where the teacher decided what the
students should learn most of the time, or ..

B. a school where thC students could choose what
they warted to learn most of the time?

f. Would you like it to be:

A. a-school-wtere students take a lot of time
learning about problems such as pollution, race
relations, energy, world peace, or

B. a school where students didn't spend much time on'
controversial problems like these?

Would you like it .to be:

A. a school where students learn practical things
they could use when they got out of school, or

B. a school where students" "study academic. subjects

most of the time?

g.

157

'2 45/

1 2 46/

\

1 2 47/

2 48/

1 2 49/

1 2 50/

2 51/
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..!13

1 BeginCard 37

199B. Is (KISH CHILD) now in a different school or program from the one, he /she was in
at the beginning of thivsChoul year?

Yes, different school

166
Yes,,different program 2

1

No 3

16/

C. Is (KISH CHILD) now jna different school or a different educational program
from the one, he/she was in at the end-of the last year, that is., last June?

Yes, different'schdol 1 17/

Yes, different prog'ran

o 3

110. As far as you know inthe school system here in Alum Rock, tio'parents have
the right to request that their children be .transferred from one schobl
or program to another?

Skip .18-44

(Begin Card 341

,Yes. . .(GO ON TO Q.111) . . . .1 42/

No (SKIP TO Q.40A )

ASK ONLY THOSE WHO ARE AWARE THAT CHANGES CAN BE MADE:

111. Overall, how good a job do you think the schools have done in explaining the
away to transfer from a school or-program to another--you think they have done

'a very good job, a good job, a,fair job, or a poor job in explaining this?

c

Very good job 1 43/

Good jnb 2

Fair job 3

Poor job 4

No opinion 0

158
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Begin Card j

Skip 1254 I

`
. ,

- ; , .

v 114-

.113. Have you at any time during this school year serioUtly.considered making a
request to have your child (any of your children) transferred to another
school or program different from,the-one he/she/thetnow attend(s)?

Yes 1 11/

No, .2

115. Overall, how good a job do you think the schools have done in handling parents'
(your), requests for transfers-'do you think they have done (did) a very good
job, a good job, a fair job, or a poor job?

Very good job 1 55/
,7

Good job I 2
4:1

Fair job E 3°

Poor job 4

. No opinion 0

116A. How easy do you think it'is for parents to get their children transferred
to another school--do you think this is very eapy, fairly easy, fairly
difficult or very difficult?

Very easy 1

Fairly easy

Fairly difficult 3

Very difficult 4

No opinion 0

56/

flf

.159
)
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:15-

aeon Cara 181

40A. Now we would like to find out where you received information aboilt the open
enrollment plan in the, schoàls here.

HAND
CARD
C

a. From materials received from the schools 01 412/ ..

.. i
b. ,.. Frorir talking to children . - -p 04 13-14/ 'i:

:C. From-attending Parent meetings 03 15-16/-
,

.

From meeting 'Oerscirially-with counselors and advisors
...k

e from the schools 04 17-18/,

e." Fronfeattending School Board meetings 05 19-20/ 3-

5,

f. By reading about it innnewspepers a - 06 2142/

g. From hearing about it on,radio and TV 07 23-24/

'h. From attending school meetings where it was discussed- 08 25-28/. ,4

i . From bulletins or newsletters from' the school 09 2?-2.8/

j. By talking to other parents, relatives, friends, or r , .. -
-. .d.

'neighbors about it 10 29-30/
4

k. By talking to teachers or principals about it 11 31-32/ ,

L Skip 33-37 I -

St
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133

-16- 1 Card 18

The school district gave parents enrorlment forms to fill out
for their children. Did you personally, fill out these forms?

Yes . . (CODE "1" IN COL. A BELOW),

No . ASK: Who did? (CODEIN COL. A)

Did. (YOU/PERSON CODED IN COL.-Al talk with anyone else about.
which program and which school to choose for your children? .

Yes . . ASK: Who was that? (CODE IN COL. B BELOW
ALL THAT APPLY)

No . . (CIRCLE CODE "9" IN COL. B)

Respondent .

A B

1 37/ 1 38/

Respondent's (husband/wife) 2 '2 39/

Other adult in family
--

3 3 40/

Child/children themselves 4 -4 41/'

Other children butAide family 5 5 42/
. . --..- .

Teadhers- 6 6 43/
Trient_counselors or ibisors
AtAichool 7 7 44/

Other'parents, friends,,
.

neighbors. 8 8
45/

No one helped, me
, .

9 46/

Don't remember; 0 0 47/

(ASK C )

IF RESPONDENT MADE CHOICE OR HELPED TO MAKE CHOICE ASK C:
en t came t me to maeracoce, .you n you ad enough

information about the different programs being offered or would
you have liked to have had more 4.nformation?

Had enough information . . . . 1 48/

Wanted more information . . . 2'

Can't say . 0

16.E

7

I Skip 49-68 I
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Card 18

43. Taking everything together, do you think giving parents choice between-
different types'of programs is a very good idea, a good'dea, a tail
idea, or a poor idea?

Very goOd idea
-

Good idea

Fair-idea

Poor idea

No opinion

1

2

3

4

0

69/

.

. .

904.,Comparingthis year with last year, would you say you hA more programs
to choose from this year, about the same number, or fewer this year?

. c

Card 43

More this year 1 17/
O

About the same 2-

Fewer this year 3

No opinion 0

47. Overall, do you tank the chances of your child/children getting the kind'
of education you want for (him/her/them) are better, about the same or
not as good'as they were last year?

(Begin Card "191
..

Better / ///

Same

Notes good 3

No opinion 0

48. As far as you know, under the open enrollment system, if a parent wants
to send his child to a school that is not in his own neighborhood,
does the parent have tb provide transportation himself, does the child
use city buses, or is transportation provided free of charge?

Parent must provide
transportation 1 12/

. Child uses city buses . 2

Transportation free of
charge 3

Don't know 0

16'2
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The

,

next few questions are about the school (CHILD) goes to.
[Card 19 1

49. Why did you seleo, that school for (CHILD)? RECORD FIRST THREE RESPONSES

o
Closeto home 1

Good principal 2
13-14

Good teachers, cooperative 3

Good schooL like staff. 4 15-26

Friends go there 5

Siblings go there .6

Had no choice ,7 17-18

Offers basics 8

Open classroom 9

50. Is (CHILDattending the "school" nearest your home,,or is (he/she) goih..
to a different school?

, i!
.School nearest home I gut'

Different school

905. Some schools have more than one program. Does your 'Child's school have

more than one program?

Yes 1 18/

No

51A. Do you happen to know winch program (CHILD) is enrolled in? (What is name?

21/22/23

Yes . . . . ; . ...... 1 20/

No 2

53.' In your experience does (CHILD'S) (homeroom) teacher pay a lot, some or Skip 24-33

hardly any attention to suggestions or complaints from parents?

A lot 34/

Some 2

Hardly any 3

Don't know 0

54. How about the principal--does the principal pay a lot of attention, some,

or hardly any attention to suggestions or complaints from parents?

A lot 1 35/

Some 2

Hardly any 3

Don't know 0

A
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-19- I Card 29 .

55. Now I have a few statements about the open enrollment system and I would likt
you to tell me how strongly youagree or disagree with each of them by
selecting one of the answers on this card.

'HAND
CARD
A

Strongly Don't Strongly.
Agree Agree Know Disagree Disagree

A. The open enrollment system.
will result in better
public schodls in Aluth
,Rock than the voucher
system did .- . . . . .1

E. Under the open enrollment
system the more schoolt.

a parent has to choose
from the more control
parents will have over
the school system 1

F. The open enrollment system
will do more for the education
of blacks and Chicanos than
it will for the education
of whites . . . . . . . .): 1

It For most parents how close
a school is to home is the
most important reason
for choosing a school for
their children to attend . 1

L. Now, parents have more control
over the schools of Alum Rock
than they did last year . 1

1

21. 3 ,4 5 36/

Ulcit) 37-3A

2 3 4 5 40/

2 3 42/

I Skip 42 I

2 3 4 5 43/

2 3 4 5 44/

Oa

. 1G4



I Card . I

Card .431

.

ST:- ',iiiiiicea0Y-tiMe*did,,,yoU;Or othet- members --,of your family do any of the following
_ 'Ithingt):40iitiii-,the:past-schOW*04,-.:(RW LIST .BELOW) 2:W1ITE IN NUMBER OF

,-- , TIMESOWCIRCLE1'0"'FOR,NONE
. , .

. , ,Number . .

,

..
Tiliks-° None

._ :=
_

.

.

NaVe. tal ki \With 4hefleachert or other ROO e
... ....itf-the: Scho011 illOt*our.,ctilldi,en-. : .:,... . .

_ .

_2,.

.

''-

'-^

:- :':'

:.

,:ar*rp-

,

li

-t-

:,_:A.

.0.

04

-39

-20-

.

.Attendat which the were discussed
0

':itiendiiiii4ieejalle4iii*aCel*ItIOschools, siehii0100624411!!7! or
ipeccaYaSSiebie!iietc

9Pv:

0

46-47/

48-49/

0- 50-51/

say that tbis.'Year ::y have contact with leis
.cOntaC,ti,-or. about the iameamount-of-contadt with teachers-as -you- d

More, contact. .. . . 1 19/

About .the- same -amount . 2
-

3

B. Have you had any contact with a parent.counselor:this year?

Yes. 1 20/

No 2 , ..;.1

:
. , ,,,,,i1

58 .: Last year, did you or any _other members of your family belong, to any 1 Gard 19 I

60mittees or groups, at your elementary or ,middle school, such as the ,'.

Plki-the-Chicano Parents of Alum Rock, 'or other parent groups?
,

Yes 1 52/

'No 2



.

. .

Aridliow4 few,-questionsiabirit:yoUizbackground.

64k, ;isow long-hive ,y60-lived in 51:nta- Clara. COurityl CODE IN COLUMN.A.

.

__'Five,tO-leSSLthith.1filear.s....:--.2t5= \--5--
..
Tetryeairia..arlOn-ger-:.-. .. -1 '. 6 6

_ .

I: card,19

less:than) -yeat... .!. . .., . ; .1) 61/ . 1 62/
One tos1esathait.2,years . :-.. .. 2, 2

Two-to, leSS' .than3. ,)'9.ears .. . : . 3 ,3

Threa,,,Oieta.',than,:5;yeafs '. :1-. '4 4

,,,,,,;:-::::

B. How long have you lived.,at-thiS.addreSsi- CODE IN C.OLDONl,ABOVE. -1Begi?!: Card 6''1
--;-_- .--_- _- -:-124,liovirininyz*O-01.--TFtlitifOleijhb:cirtiood:49:4-oul(itis on-a-firSt-name--basis=i-lnos-t;----

---- --- -1-'7-- --;-niany`t4-soma, iojOit_42fivi?'

MD

Most '1 48/

SoMe

*** -- 2 -
3

Just a few . . 4

lgs. During the past school year did you, move or change addresses?
'Skip 49 i

Yes

NO

1 50/

12,6A. Over the last five years, have any of your children ever attended voucher
schools? Slap 51 1-

Yes 1 52/

No' 2

65. Which of these phrases (NAND CARD G) best describes how likely it is that
you and your family might move away from Alum Rock within the next two years?

SHOW

CARD
D

Definitely will move
Probably will move

Might move (50/50 chance)

Probably will not move

'Card 19
: -

1 63/
2

3

4

Very unlikely we will move. eee .. 5
66. Altogether, including yourself, how many adults 18 and over live here in this

household most of the year?

(No. adults in household)

168

64-65/
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o

-a-,.

2

f Card 19 1

67. A. Do you have any children who are not yet in school, that is, too young
to be in school? IF NO, CIRCLE "0". IF YES: Now many?

Number not; et in school:
_ None

B. Do you. have 'any children who are liVing here, under 18 and out of
high school? If _110;__CIRCLE__!0'_.____IIF--YES:How-many?

Number out of school:

None- . . .o o . .0.

woikingLikarti_pme,___(keeping_house)..;
(rett red), or can`t you find work, or what? ,

WOrking full time (35' hbuk or more) oo , o 1

Working parttime 2

Temporarily laid off 3

Can't find work
On 3trike 5

Reti red . 6

Keeping house . . .(SKIP TO Q.70) . . . . . 7

Other - 8

Specify:

69. A. What kind of work (do/did) you normally do?

OCCUPATION

B. In-what industry is this?

1 1 1

71/72/73/74/

INDUSTRY 'MT
75/ 76/ 77/

167
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L Begin Card 20

70'. What is your present age: WRITE IN:

IF RESPONDENT REFUiES-, PLEASE WRITE IN EsTit4W.ABOVE AND CHECK BOX

r
11: What-was the highest grade, or-,class yOu completed'in school?'

None to thre#grades, ,,,,... .. .1 13/

'Four7te7sevehlride-s---77- 2

kight; 9-raii.: 4 . 3

Ninetóéleven.gràdes ...... _ . . . . 4

. . . . : 5-, , _
flefe-410,oite.- 6

TectijiiCal-,trade, business, and nursing
. . . . . . . . . . .7

Some ,colle.ge, but not a graduate 8

Coliege giaduati hr.moi7e . . ..

72. Are 'you married, single,:, divorced, Separated, or widowed?

Married. '.(ASK Q.73) 1 14!
Single . TO Q.78) 2

Divorced . .(ASK Q.74) 3

Separated .(ASK Q.74) 4

Widowed. .(ASK Q.74) 5

73., Is your (husband/wife) working full time now, working part tine, rettred,_.
or can't (he/she) find work, or. what?

Working full time (35 hours or more)

Working part time

Temporarily laid Off.

Can't find work

On strike'

Retired

Keeping house . (SKIP TO Q.75)

Other

SPECIFY'

1

'3

4

5

6

7

8

15/

74. A. What kind of work (does/did) your (husband/wife) normally do?

OCCUPATION

B. In what- industry (is/was) this?

INDUSTRY

f't

163

I I I

16/17/18/- )

ELE
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,

I Card 20

75. What is you( (husband's/Wei:0 age? WRITE :N: : 23-24/

IF RESPONDENT REFUSES, PLEASE WRITE IN ESTIMATE ABOVE AND CHECK BOX.L

76. What was the highest grade or class your (husband/wife) completed in school?

None to. three grades 1 25/

Four to sevengrades 2

Eight grades 3

Nfne. to eleven grades 4

High school graduate 5

__Juniorcollege_graduate: . . . : . . 6

Technical., iide business, aid nursingLi0-6077,

Some;c011egi, but not a.graduate 8

College graduate or more . ' eee ee9

Don't knoW., .0

IF INTERVIEWING A WOMAN WHO IICURRENTLY MARRIED, WIDOWED, DIVORCED OR SEPARATED /.

ASK Q.77 ABOUT HER HUSBAND'S FATHER. IF INTERVIEWING A MAN, ASK ABOUT HIS FATHER.

77. What kind of work did your (husbands) father domost of his life?

OCCUPATION

INDUSTRY

0

169

r
26/ 27/28/ 29/

30 32

Tr

1
1,

' 4



Skip 34 I

ASK EVERYONE'

78.

144

-25- Car74:1 761

Which of the words on the card best describes your race or ethnic background?

Mexican American/Chicano
,1 33/

Other white/Anglo .2

Black/Negre 3

Oriental (Japanese/Chinese/
Filipino/Korean) 4

American Indian 5

HAND
CARD

E

. . 6Latin

Other 7

Specify:

'807 -Do you-own-your own home here, or do you rent?

1.

Own 1 35/

Rent-

81. Would you-pleise-look at this card and tell me which amount comes closest
to your total family income from all sources last year,- before taxes?
Include Wig, salaries, social security or retirement benefits, help
from relatives, or 'public assistance of any kind. (Just your best guess)

HAND
CARD

F

A. Under, $3,500 1 36/

B. $3,500-$4,999 2

C. $5,0p0-$7,499 3

D. $7,500-$9,999 4

E. $10,000414,999 5

F. $15,000 or more 6

C. Refused 7

H. Don't know 8

82. Finally, how many people in total depend on this income?

Number

NEXT, FILL IN THE ITEMS. ON PAGE 26.

37-38/
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Appendix

PARTITIONING OF LINEAR AND NONLINEAR TRENDS IN PARENTS'
SATISFACTION WITH THE ALUM ROCK SCHOOLS AND KEY PERSONNEL

Table C.1

PARTITIONED CHI-SQUARE VALUES TO TEST FOR LINEAR-AND NONLINEAR
TRENDS WITHIN GROUPS ACROSS SURVEY YEARS (Q30)

.

Parent
Group

Components

TotalLinear Trend Nonlinear Trend

X
2

linear df p X
2
nonlinear df p df p

Old voucher

parents 3.'747 1 .10 5.776 2 .10 9.523 3 .02

New voucher'
parents 1.380 1 ns 13.165 2 < .001 14.545 3 .03

Table C.2

PARTITIONED CHI-SQUARE VALUESTO TEST FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR
TRENDS WITHIN GROUPS ACROSS SURVEY YEARS (Q8)

Parent
Group

Components

TotalLinear Trend Nonlinear Trend

X
2
linear df p x

2
nonlinear df p x

2
df p

Old voucher
parents .009 1 ns 7.758 2 <..025 7.767 3 .05

New voucher
parents 5.325 1 < .025 34.205 2 < ,001 39.530 3 < .001

171
4
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S.

Table C.3

PARTITIONED CHI-SQUAR VALUES TO TEST FOR LINEAR AND NONLINEAR
TRENDS WITHIN GROUPS ACROSS SURVEY YEARS (Q9)

Parent
Group

New voucher_
parents

-Nonvoucher-
parents

(controls)

F
Components

Linear Trend Nonlinear Trend

X
2

df

0.184 .

p

1 .ns

X
2

15.334 2 < .007

6.263 1 < .025 1.805 2 ns

172

X
2.

,9

Total

df

15.518 3 < .002

8.068 3 < .05
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Appendix D

')ISTRIBUTION OF ALUM ROCK STUDENTS BY ETHNICITY, SOCIOECONOMIC
STATUS, AND J.970-197EX7

by Roger L. Rasmussen

One argument against parental choice within the public schools

is that it would resulein increased segregation of students by

ethnic group membership, socioeconomic status, or some other signif-

icant social characteristic. This appendix. examined the distribution

of students among schools and programs in the Alum RocleSchool District

during its five year experiment with parent choice, to- determine if

there were any significant trends toward itbalance4in the distribution

of students by ethnic group, socioeconomic status, or sex. The

results show small increases in ethnic and socioeconomic imba/ance

among schools and programs during the course of the experiment,

Whether or not such increases 'constitute a strong argument against

parent choice is a matter of interpretation.

The Legal and Political Context

In 1954, the United States Supreme Court climaxed a series of

rulings on school segregatiou with the pronouncement that separate

educational facilities are inherently unequal and that de jure

segregation of the races is therefore in conflict with the equal

protection clause of-the Fourteenth Amendment.
1

This ruling was

not actively enforced untirthe Kennedy and Johnson Administrations

of the 1960s, but since then de jure segregation has been virtually

eliminated in the United States.

As de jure segregation has withered in the public schools, it

has become increasingly apparent that racial and ethnic segregation

is not solely nor even primarily caused by legal constraints.

Segregation in residential patterns, for example, has often caused

1:

Brown v. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483.

173

O
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or perpetuated school segregation even when no legal barriers to

integration remained. Also, the enrollment of'children in private

schools has often contributed to segregation, even though-parents

may not have explicitly sought that effect.

. The United States Supreme Court has never ruled on the constitu-
o

tidnality of de facto segregation per se, although recent cases in
0

the lower courts have made the distindtion between de jure and .de
-.

facto segregation less and less clear) Various pdliCies of local

school.authoritieshave been ruled illegal either because segregation

was an-intended consequence of the policy or because separatist con-

sequences of the policy were probable and foreseeable. Especially

relevant to the voucher demonstration are recent court rulings on

two types of school policies:
2

Parent-pupil school selection arrangements, such as open
enrollment, free tiansferi, and optional attendance zones
are illegal practices to the extent that they result in ,

more segregation than would some cther educationally sound
and readily available pupil assignment mechanism.

qegregate0 classroom assignments and other intra-school
racial discrimination are illegal. In a number of south-
ern cases the courts have held that systems . . . may rot

adopt pupil tracking devices that produce intra-school
segregation.

p

These rulings are only part of-a growing body of legal precedent

which demands that school policies stith as those proposed in the

voucher demonstration be examined in terms of their segregating or

desegregating effect on student enrollmento.

Political'as well as legal considerations 9lso require that any

comprehensive study of parent choice systems include an examination

of the racial and ethnic distributions of students over time. One

1
See Flannery (1972).

2
Ibid., p. 13.
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of the-major objections to the voucher idea as a system for increasing

parent choice has been that.parents could use it as a means to achieve

school segregation, much as southern whites fled the public schools in

the 1960s to form segregated, private academies. This concern has been

voiced by, any groups in the course of public debate over the voucher

idea.
1

The segregation problem for voucher systems was explicitly

recognized in the CSPP report, Education Vouchers: To counteract it,
_

CSPP recommended a "regulated compensatory" voucher model containing

several provisions that would prevent'or at least discourage segregated

schools. For example, each school would be allowed to fill as much
4 .

as 50 percent of its enrollment by any criteria it wishes, so long

:as these criteria did not discriminate against any racial minority.

Thereafter, the school would'be required to fill its remaining enroll-

ment strictly on the basis of demand, with a lottery system for cases

where demand exceeded supply. Schools also would be given economic

incentives to attract and enroll poorer students, in the form of "com-
,

pensatory" voucher funding based on the number of students enrolled

from low-income families.

The "transitional" voucher model proposed by Alum Rock was even

more strongly regulated than the CSPP model to prevent discrimination

in school enrollment policies. It provided that aZZ applicants should

be admitted to their first-choice-programs, with a few exceptions when

program resources were clearly limited or state laws would be violated.

Programs would thus be required to expand to meet the demand for enroll-

cent, and could not apply admissions criteria. As in the CSPP recom-

mendation, a "compensatory" voucher incentive was also proposed so that

minischools would benefit financially to the extent that they attracted

and enrolled students from low-income families.

1
See, for example, Mecklenburger and Hostrop (1972). Testimony

and of the American Jewish Congress, the Council of Chief
State School Officers, the National Education Association, and the
American Federation of Teachers all raised the segregation issue.

75
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As anothet safeguard against segregation, the Office of Economic

Opportunity stipulated as a condition of its initial grant to Alum

Rock.thai "to the extent compatible with Federal legislation, the

Governing Boardof the Alum Rock School District will insure that

participating schools do not become racially segregated. Should

initial assignment of children indicate imbalance as defined by the

State of Califbrnia,
1
programs experiencing heavy under- or over -'

application by a particular group will be offered in additional'buildings

to assure that racial balance is maintained."2 (Emphasis added.)

As the 0E0-Alum Rock agreement illustrates, the terms "segrega-

tion" and "imbalance" are frequently treated as synonymous. However,

there are both empirical and legal distinctions between the two con-

cepts that'should be recognized.

The concept of racial or ethnic imbalance is a relative concept

that requires specification of a larger reference population in terms

of which balance or imbalance is to be.defined. Typically, the ref-

erence population is the school_ district, since the district Is the

traditional legal entity that has authority to set and modify school

attendance area policies.
3

Defining imbalance in terms of a district's

ethnic characteristics can lead to anomalous situations where com-

pletely segregated schools are labeled as ethnically "balanced" and

well-integrated schools are labeled as "imbalanced." Such a situation

can be illustrated by the example of Linda Vista School in Alum Rock'

In October 1974, the student body at Linda Vista School was 33 percent

Spanish-surnamed, 4 percent black, 3 percent Asian-American, and 61

percent "other" l'(predominantly Caucasians who are not Spanish-surnamed).

Such a mixture of minority and nonminority students does not suggest

that the school should be considered "segregated." Yet Linda Vista

1
The reference is to the California Administrative Code Title 5,

Section 14021. Excerpts from Section 14021 are provided later in the

appendix.
2
0E0 Grant 90051, Special Condition 7.

3
See Milliken v. Bradley, 418 U.S. 717 (1974) for conditions

under which a cross-district remedy to segregation might be required.
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School stands out as ethnically "imtialanced" when compared with other

schools in the district; because it is the only school in Alum Rock

that is not a predominantly minority school.

Ethnic group segregation and-ethnic group imbalance are also

frequently distinguished in terms, of their legal significance. Perhaps

the most forceful distinction was made by the United States Congress

in 1964: "'Desegregation' means the assignment of students to public

schools and within such schools without regard to their race, color,

religion, or national origin, but 'desegregation' shall not mean the

assignment of students to public schools in order to overcome racial

imb-alance."
1

The United States Supreme Court has made a more modest

distinction between segregation and imbalance: "The constitutional

command to deiegregate schools
1
does'not mean thgt every school in

every community must always reflect the racial composition Df the

schoOl system as a whole . .[However,] awarenes" of the racial com-

position of the whole school system is4ikely to be a useful starting

point in shaping a remedyc.tocorrect past constitutional violations."2

(Emphasis added;)

The California State Supreme Court, on the other hand, has tended

to treat t terms "segregation" and "racial imbalance" as synonymous.

"The r t to aa equal opportunity fpr education and the harmful con-
.

sequences of segregation require that school boards take steps, inso-

far as reasonably feasible, to alleviate racial, imbalance in schools

regardless of its cause . . . .School authorities, of course, are not

required to attain an exact apportionment of Negroes among the schools,

and consideration must be given to the various factors in each case,

including the practical necessities of governmental operation, For

example, consideration should be given, on the one hand, to the degree

of racial imbalance in the particular school.. . and, on the other hand,

to such matters as the difficulty and effectiveness of revising schoOl

boundaries so as to eliminate segregation . . . ."3- (Emphasis added.)

1Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C., Section 2000c.-

2Swann v. Board of Education, 402 U.S. 1 (1970).

3jackson v. Pasadena City School District, 59 Cal. 2d 876 (1963).
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Whether or not. 3 legal distinction is, made between "segregation"
f'

and "imbalance" seems'to depend primarily on7 the writer's perception

that remedies.are or are not needed for de_facto segregation. Little

notice has been given to the problem of .relativity in de

/
ining

imbalance.

Measuring Imbalance

One cannot determine whether racial or ethnic imbalance hass a

.increased or decreased without using some kind of quantitative.

measure. Numerous measures have been propoged,
1
but none is uni-

versally accepted. 'Two indicators Of racial and ethnic group" balance"

or imbalance are used in the analyseq that follow.

t k- t
1. S = (E

1=1
E IA

-
E
ij
'I)2N is a statistical measure of

i=l
imbalance that measures the percentage of(students who would have to

change location (i.e.,school or program) to a9hieve identical ethnic

proportions in each location in the district (Ail = actual frequency / ,
,

of students in each ethnic group and location; Ei = expected fie-

quency of students in each ethnic gtoup and location if ethnic group'

proportions were identical everywhere; k = number of ethnic grouis;

= number of locations;. N = total number of students in gchools or

programs being considered.
2

2. The "15 percent" criterion of imbalance contained in the

administrative Code of California, Title 5, Section 14021:

'For example, see Taeuber and Taeuber (1965). Appehdix A
discusses several proposed measures of racial segregation:, Also
see Zoloth (1974).

2
For a single location and two or three ethnic groups, Si =

(4=11f0ii - feijI)/2Ni can be interpreted as the degree of imbalance
for the most imbalanced ethnic *group\ S is simply a weighted average

. of the Si. (This measure was suggested by Otis Dudley Duncan. See

'Taeuber and Taeuber p. 30.)

'3.

C.
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. . . a racial or ethnic imbalance is. indicated in a
op/49011f the-percentage-of pupi1S-Of-one or more racial
or :ethnic groups_gliffers*voilore-than 15-percentage points._

7-thafinall the schools of the districts1 (EmphaSii added).

4-
In-1972; for, example, Alum Rock was 51_percent__Spanish-surnamed,

_

12 percent black, and 37.percent "o/ " Thai year,.any'echool
. .

. . ,, 0,1

with less than 36 percent or than 66 itepeent SOaaishesiirnimed
. . .. . . . ,,.

1c.

. .

_____stAdentei-less-than722-percent or mote than 52/percenenoth4r"

------ntAlats___, or more than 27. percent black students would have been
_____

....COnsfdered-racially-imbalafideC- ''

Data Sources and Their Quality

Two primarysources of data-have been used in this appendix:

data from official Alum Rockdistrict records and data from

C. tic Leinwand Associates, ale Data,Management Contractor for the

voucher demonstration. Table D.1 summarizes each of the specific

dat et ue d.

k District -Data

The district_has conducted a r-cial and ethnic survey of its

student population each October since 1966, as required by the

California State Board of Education and the L,.ited States Office of

Civil Rights. The methods for conducting.this survey and the racial/

ethnic categoria used have varied somewhat from year to year and from

school to school.

1This is the measure of ethnid imbalance that Alum Rock and 0E0

Agreed to use in their initial voucher contractLater-in-the-saMe----
Section -1402X was by a statewide public initiative

(Proposition 21)'. In 1975, howeVer, the initiative was repealed by
the courts (Santa Barbara School District v. Superior Court of Santa
Barbaiia County, 13 C. ad 315-348), and Section 14021 was reinstated.
Despite th- turbulent lsgal'historynf this Code provision, it con-
tinuee -to be a useful method for identifying schools that differ
significantly from the overall ethnic composition of their district.

pO

3:29
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Table D.1

DATA SOURCES

Ethnicity

Eligibility for
compensatory
voucher .

Sex

School

Minischool

inischool

-Minischool

District- Oct.
Oct.

Oct.
-Oct.

Oct.
Oct.

Oct.

Number Number
of of

Source Dates. -Schoolsa;-
b

:Students-

1970 24

1971 24

1972 24

1973' 25
1974. 25
1975 25

1976 24

6

0

14

14

16,077
15,863
15,403
15,108
14,952
14,511
13,851

Leinwand June 1973 3;995
13'.June 1974. 8,483

June -1975 9,204
June 1976 8,761

9June 1977--. 5,450If.Leinwand. June. 61973 3,854
June 1974 13 8,483
Dec. 1974 14 9,322

Leinwand. June 1973 6 3,854
June 1974 13 8,483

. Oct. 1974 14 9,136

a
Excluding Mt. Hamilton, an isolated one-classroom school for

children of the staff at-Lick Observatory.
b
IncludinG g "special education" students not assigned to mini-

schools and student records' with blank or miscoded school, minischool,
or ethnic data.

Before the beginning of_thedemonstration, each classroom teacher_
was responsible for classifying each of his or her students into on

of. the specified racial or ethnic groups and reporting the frequency

distribution to the district. The district. then aggregated these data

and reported them for schools and for the district as a whole. This

method of conduCting the survey is still used at the nonvoucher schools

in Alum Rock.



For the voucher schools (and any nonvoucher schools that wished
ti

to participate), a computerized student, information system was begun

in 1972-73. This system, known originally as RECAP (Regional Educa-

tional Center for Automated Procesling) and later as ERAS (Alum Inck

Attendance System), maintains a record for each student that includes

his or her ethnicity, residential location, and school(s) and mini-

school(s) attended. School secretaries have the major responsibility

for keeping.the student data up to date.

Both the hand -tally method and the computerized method have had

their weaknesses. It is impossible to check from hand- talli'd data

whether teachers are classifying students accurately or consistently,

since the ethnicities of individual students are not recorded. On

the other hand, the computerized student record system has been

weakened by missing data. In most cases, care and diligence by the

district have brought missing ethnic data down to a percent or two

cf the total enrollment at each school, and the ethnic data for

voucher schools can usually be considered at least as complete and

accurate as for nonvoucher schools.

An exception occurred in the fall of 1973, when a few hundred

missing ethnic codes were not tracked down and changed, but were

treated in the-district's ethnic report as "other," an ethnic category

which includes non-Spanish-surnamed Caucasians and nonwhites who were

not black, oriental, or American Indian. This caused the proportion

of Spanish-surnamed and black students to be substantially understated

in some schools and slightly understated for the district as a whole.

For some schools it was possible to.separate out the missing data

and base our analysis only on students whose ethnicities were coded.

For other schools this was not possible, and the "other" ethnic

category remains overstated by an unknown but (we believe) small

amount.

Data from the Data Management Contractor (Leinwand)

Since the beginTling.of-the demonstrafiCTM;-beihtidild

Associates of Newton, Massachusetts, has been under direct contract

from the National Institute of Education to compile and maintain
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dfographic data on students,' parents, and teachers. The primary

Source for Leinwand's student files is the district's own student

-tkcord system. For this reason, Leinwand's student files necessarily

suffer some of the same weaknesses as the district's. Namely, there

..are problems of missing data; and the constant turnover of students
.

makesreconstruction difficult. However, the Leinwand student files

are periodically updated and improved as weaknesses are identified.

By the spring of each school year, most of the data problems have

been worked'out and the Leinwand files represent our most accurate

source of information abbut students in the voucher schools.

For our analysis Of the distribution of students among programs,

the June (Period 10) student files have been used each year. We feel

- the end-of-year data are the most accurate because enrollments are

stable and there-has beeh adequate time to check out missing and

inconsistent data. The'percentage of records on the Leinwand student

files. that contain blank or miscoded school, minischooli or ethnic

data was 1.3 pr.Ircent in JUne 1973, 0.9 percent in June 1974,'and 0.0

percent in June 1975.

Changes in student demographic characteristics from fall to spring

of each year tend to be small (usually no moi.; than a few percent),

since the ethnic ..;omposition of the district is changing only slowly

and gtudent transfers'among voucher_minischools have been confined

largely to ±e summers.
0

Lthnic Composition of,Alum Rock's Total Student Population

e'
The ethnic cnmposition'ofa dratrict'A total student population .

is the norm against which imbalance is customarily measured. Table

D.2 shows the proportion of Spanish - surname& black', and "other"

students enrolled in Alum Rock each year from 1970-71 to'1976-77.
1

During this 7eriod, the total number of studentsin'the district

declined 14 percent; the proportion of Spanish-surnamed students

1
The category "other" has consisted predominantly of Caucasians

who are not Spanish-surnamed, but also includes a small proportion
of Oriental,.Pacific Island, and American Indian students.

182
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Table D.2-

ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF THE ALUM ROCK STUDENT POPULATION,
OCTOBER 1970 TO OCTOBER 1976

(In percent)
C

5

Ethnic Group

Year

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976

Spanish-surnamed
Black
Other

Total

Number

47.2
10.1

42.7

49.5
11.0
39.5

51.3
11.5
37.2

52.2
12.1
35.7

53.3
12.2
34.5

55.1
11.9
33.0

57.2
11.5
31.3

100.0

16,077

100.0

15,863

100.0

15,403

100.0

14,860

100.0

14,952

100.0

14,:,13

.100.0

13,851

SOURCE: Official District Records.
NOTE': Sxcludei students at Mt. Hamilton School, an isolated

cne-classroom school for children of the staff of Lick Observatory.

increased from 47 to 57 percent; and the proportion of black students

varied between 10 and 12 percent. The trend toward fewer, total students

and an increased, enrollment of Spanish- surnamed students has been.a

long-term, gradual trend which seems to have been unaffected by the

voucher demonstration.

Ethnic Imbalance Among Schools
%

tr

Data from the 1970-76 period do not show any trend toward increased

ethnic imbalance among schools because of the voucher demonstration.

, Using Duncan's measure of imbalance EEIA - E! /2N), the amount

of imbalance among schools in Alum Rock declined from 13.3 percent to

11.0 percenttbetween October 1970 atd October 1976. During the period

of the voucher demonstration (1972-1976), the amount of'imbalance

.among schools varied between 10.7 and 11.7 percent with no apparent

trend (see fable D.3).

18?
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Table D.3.

MAGNITUDE 017 ETHNIC IMBALANCE AMONG SCHOOLS,
.00TOBER 1970 TO OCTOBER 1976

V.970 .

13.3

16,077

nQ

Year

1971 1972 1973 .1974 1975 1976

12.3 11.1 10.7 11.0 11.7 11.0

15,863 15,403 14.860 14,952 14,513 13,851

SOURCE: Official District Records.

aPercent of students who would have had to be exchanged among
schools to achieve an identical ethnic distribution in each school
in the district.

Using California's 15 percent criterion for ethnic imbalance,

the total number of imbalanced schools in Alum Rock varied between 5

and 9 during the 1970-76 period. Of these, only two schools became

imbalanced during their period of participation in the voucher demon-

stration, and only one remained imbalanced. 'Goss School went from

14.8 percent out of balance in 1971 to 15.6 percent in 1972, then

dropped back to 13.2 percent in October 1973, climbed above 15 percent

in the spring of 1974, then dropped to 12.5 percent the next fall and

stayed there. McCollam School went from 9.6 to 15.3 percent out of

balance in its third year of participation in the'demonstration (1974);

and_continued.out'Of_balance-through the spring-of 1976. .

Three othev voucher schools (Conniff, Mathson, and Mayfair) were

out of balance during the demonstration,.but each of these schools hAd

been out of balance before the demonstration began, and the extent Of

their iealance did not chenge appreciably over the 1970-76 period.

(Table D.4 shows the magnitune_of imbalance by year for all schools
.1%

in Alum Rock that were more than 15 percent out of balance during the

1970-76 period.)

184
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Table D.4

DEGREE OF ETHNIC IMBALANCE BY YEAR FOR ALL SCHOOLS THAT WERE
IMBALANCED AT ANY TIME DURING THE 1970-76 PERIOD

Year

School ' 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

1972 Voucher Schools
Goss

McCollam

17.1
8.4

14.8
9.6

15.6
7.7

13.2

'9.6

12.5
15.3

.1973 Voucher Schools
Arbuckle 14.1 15.1 14.2 12.5 10.9

Conuiff 21.3 22.1 19.3 22.8 23.6

Mayfair 22.9 21.0 17.8 16.7 19.5

1974 Voucher Schools
Mathson 19.5 21.0 19.3 17.7 20.1

Nonvoucher Schools
Cureton 7.5 9.4 9.4 8.7 13.0

George 10.5 17.2 18.4 12.8 15.0

Linda Vista 30.6 33.0 32.4 31.2 29.2

Rogers 16.9 11.6 16.0 9.1 17.6

Ryan 23.5 19.5 14.3 15.0 13.7

San Antonio 28.7 17.7 15.0 20.0. 24.2

Slonaker 10.4 19.3 15.9 22.0 16.3

Number of
Imbalanced Schools . 8 9 8 6 8

Number of Schools 24 24 24 25 25

1975 1976

12.5 10.8

15.6 14.4

11.9 9.8

21.6 --
21.2 19.2

19.3 15.6

16.0 8.0
15.2 14.0
27.4 28.0
10.5 10.7
9.2 11.1

23.3 21.3
18.1 18.0

9 5

25 24

SOURCE: Official District Records, October 1970 to October 1976.

1 85



Ethnic Imbalance Among Programs

Over the first four years of the demonstration (1972-76), there

was slightly more imbalance among programs
1

than there was among

schools alone, and there was also a slight movement toward increased

imbalance among minischool programs. Lathe fifth year of the

demonstration (1976-77), the number of minischool programs-was cut

from 50 to 20, causing the degree of imbalance among schools and

programs to decline to about the 1972-73 level. Throughout the

demonstration, the most imbalanced programs tended to.he those with

a bilingual/bicultural or multicultural theme.

Using Duncan's measure of imbalance (S = EEIA - EI2N), the total

amount of imbalance among schools and programs in.Alum Rock climbed

from 11.5, per,:ent in 1972-73 to 12.9 percent in 1:175-76, and then

dropped back to 11.6 percent in 1976-77 when the number of mini-

school programs was cut from 50 to 20 (see Table D.5). These figuie's

are slightly higher than those obtained when schools were the units

of analysis (compare Tables D.3 and D.5), but the overall conclusion

is similar: The total effect of parent choice on ethniC imbalance

Table D.5

MAGNITUDE OF ETHNIC IMBALANCE !.HONG SCHOOLS AND PROGRAMS,
JUNE 1973 TO JUNE 1977

P-.em

Year

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977

Percent of studentia 11.5 11.9 12.6 12.9 11.6
Number of students 15,403 14,421 14,573 14,000 13,523
Number of programs 40 57 62 61 35

SOURCE: Official District Recnrds,and DMC student files,

aPercent of students who-would have had to be exchanged_ among
schools or programs to achieve an identical ethnic eistribution in
each school and program in the district.

1 Each nonvoucher school was counted as one program.

18G
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in Alum Rock was relatively mino during the 1973-77 period, but the

degree of imbalance did increase slightly as the number of programs

increased.

Applying California's 15 percent criterion tO-Piogramr! rather

than schools, the proportion of imbalanced minischools in Alum Rock

was 23 percent in Year 1, 22 percent in Years 2 and 3, 28 percent in

Year , and 15 percent in Year 5. (Table D.6 shows the magnitude of

imbalance by year for all minischools that were imbalanced during

the 1972-73 through 1976-77 period.)

Tdenty-two different minis'chools were out of balance at one

time or another during the demonstration, but some were much more

consistently and substantially oUt of balance than others. Ranking

programs by their average level of imbalance (see Table D.7) shows

that six of the seven most imbalanced programs were bilingual/bicultural

or multicultural programs. These six programs averaged 28 percent

but of balance during their 16 program-years of existence; a very high

figure relative to the district average of 12 percent.

In justification of bilingual/bicultural programs, HEW requires

that students with low fluency in English be provided with special

language instruction:

Where inability to speak nd understand the English
language excludes national origin - minority group
children from effective participation in the educational
program offered by a school district, the district must
take affirmative steps to rectify the language deficiency
in order to open its instructional program to these
students.1

177

However, this does not mean that the federal objective of school

desegregation is to be set aside in the case of non-English-speaking

students. In fact, the HEW guidelines suggest a specific resolution

to the conflict between special needs of non-English-speaking students

and the goal of integrated mblic education:

133 Fed Reg 11595. Thia'guideline was cited in Lau v. Nichols,
414 U.S. 563, as one of the lec,..1 bases for the decision.

18 "7
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Table D.5
4

DEGREE OF ETHNIC IMBALANCEa BY YEAR FOR ALL PROGRAMS THAT
WERE IMBALANCED AT ANY TIME DURING THE 1972:77 PERIOD

School and Program
1972-
1973

1973-
1974

1974-
1975

1975-
1975

1976-'

1977

Arbuckle Bilingual -- 16.1 14.6
Arbuckle Traditional/Action 11= 18.7 14.5 20.6

Conniff Bilingual/Bicultural 28.9 29.1 29.3

Cureton Bilingual/Bicultural 27.4

Dorsa Communication Plus 8.1 8.6 7.7 17.5

Fischer Bilingual /Bicultural 38.0 39.6

toss Activ - Centered /Learn Unlied. 17.8 15.7 14.0 10.7 13.5
Goss Developmental/READ 16.9 18.5 13.2 15.0 10.9
Goss Seventh Grade/Tomorrow Today 14.0 15.8 2.7 14.6 14.5

Hubbard Adventures in Learning 10.8 10.2 16.4

Mathson Communications & Cultures -- 22.7 23.3 19.7
Mathson Learning Odyssey -- 18.5 16.1 11.5

Mayfair Bilingual/ icultural -- 33.4 36.5 36.5
Mayfair Kindergart n Plus First -- 10.8 16.4 18.2 -
MWair Learning ee/SchoolhouseT! 19.0 20.0 16.8
Mayfair Maximum Exposure -- 20.8 -- I--

Mayfair People to People -- 13.5 15.1 21.6 mi

McCollam Continuous/Nongraded 8.6 13.3 16.4 118.9

Mceollam Enrichment 26.2 32.2 37.6 1
McCollam Traditional/BEST 4.8 4.8 8.8 18.3 5.6

MillerMulti-Cultural Arts 19.9 21.9 23.7 24.6

Pala Math/Science 21.5 2.7 1.2 5.3

Number of Imbalanced Programs 5 10 11 14 3

Number of Programs 22 45 51 50 20

SOURCES: DMC Student Files, 10th Period (June 1973 to June 1977);
Official District Records (October 1972 to October 1976).-

NOTE: Program level data from voucher schools were combined with
school level data from nonvoucher schools to comnute district norms
for ethnic balance.

aDifference between school and district etithic proportions for the
ethnic group whose nroportions were most different from the distrct
'average.
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Table D.7

MOST ETHNICALLY IMBALANCED PROGRAMS, 1972-1977

Program Average Imbalancea

Fischer Bilingual /Bicultural 38.8

Mayfair Bilingual/Bicultural 35.5

Conniff Bilingual /Bicultural 29.1

McCollam Enrichment' 29.0

.Cureton Bilingual/Bicultural 27.4

Miller Multi-Cultural Arts 22.5

Mathson Communications & Cultures 21.9

Mayfair Maximum Exposure 20.8

Mayfair Learning Tree/Schoolhouse 18.6

Arbuckle Traditional/Action 17.9

'fayfair People to People 16.7

Arbuckle Bilingual 15.4

Mathson Learning Odysuey 15.4

Mayfair Ktrdergarten Plus First 15.1

SOURCE: Table D.6.

aDifference between school and district ethnic propor-
tions for the ethnic group whose proportions were most
different from the district average.

Any ability group5ng or-tracking system employed by
the school - system to deb,1.-with the special language-skill
needs of national-origin minority group children mast be
designed to meet such language skill needs as soon as
possible and must not operate as an educational dead-end
or permanent track.

The bilingual minischools in Alum, Rock did not profess to be temporary

programs that students were to leave when they had attalved sufficient

fluff-2.y in English. Rather, students were eucousged.,to remain in

these programs as long as they wished.

189
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Solutions other than making bilingUal programs short-term pro-

grams can be imagined. Vigorous recruitment of non-Spanish-surnamed

students who would like to learn Spanish might reduce minority

imbalance in bilingual programs. Offering bilingual instruction in

,programs not specifically labeled "bilingual/bicultural" might also
. .

reduce the tendency of students and parents to perceive certain

programs as being primarily Or only for Spanish-surnamed students.

Limiting enrollment of Spanish-surnamed students in any bilingual

program to 60 percent (for example) might be another solution to the

problem, although such a limit could conflict with the ideal of

parent choice.

Distribution of Students.by Socioeconomic Status

Many critics of parent choice have been concerned that it might

increase racial and ethnic segregation within the schools, but some

have also suggested that parent choice could increas'e socioeconomic

segregation among students, and that such segregation could diminish

opportunities for students from less privileged families. To test

whether the system of parent choice in Alum Rock increased the level

of socioeconomic segregation among students, trends in the distribu-

tion of students from low-income families were examined.

The measure of socioeconomic status used in this study was

students! eligibility for compensatory voucher funding. Ii the firt

year of the voucher demonstration, 40.5 percent of the voucher students

were eligible for compensatory vouchers. In Year 2, eligibility for

compensatory vouchers jumped to 61.1 percent, because the schools

that entered the demonstration that year tended'to be from poorer

neighborhoods. In Year 3, 63.0 percent of the voucher students were

eligible for compensatory vouchers (see Table D,8).

Using eli,ibility for compensatory vouchers as an indicator of

low tcioeconcaic status, the percentage of students who would have

had to bAxchanged among minischools to achieye an identical SES

distribution in each program.was 9.0 in Year 1, 9.3 in Year 2, and
r,

ot)1-(1,
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Table D.8

STUDENT ELIGIBILITY FOR COMPENSATORY VOUCHERS
BY YEAR,_1972-73 TO 1974-75

Category

Year

1972-73 1973-74 1974-75

Eligible students (%) 40.2 61.1 63.0
Ineligible students (%) 59.5 38,9 37.0

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Number of students ,3797 8260 9030

11.7 in Year 3.1 Thus the total amount of socioeconomic iMbalancee

among programs was comparable to the total amount of ethnic imbalance

in-the district.

Using a 15 percent criterion to identify individual programs as

SES imbalanced, the proportion of imbalanced programs was 23 percent

in Year 1, 20 percent in Year 2, and 17 percent in Year 3. The SES-_

imbilanded programs tended to cluster by school, suggesting thatithe

imbalance was due more to socioeconomic differences among neighbor-

hoods than to the characteristics of the programs themselves. In

general, SES-iMbalanced programs were not necessarily ethnically

imgaianced, nor were ethnically imbalanced programs necessarily SES

imbalanced. (Table D.9 shows the degree of SES imbalance by year

for all progratas that were imbalanced during the 1972-75 period.)

le Distribution of Students by Sex

Just'as parent choice could affect the ethnic or socioeconomic

distribution of students, it could-also affect the distribution of

boys and girls among programs, particularly if some programs were

oriented toward subject matters traditionally associated with one of

the sexes. The data, however, do,not suggest that sex imbalance was

;2"1
Analyses of SES and sex distribution were done only for the first

three years of the demonstration.

4.1
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Table D.9

DEGREE OF SES IMBALANCE-BY YEAR FOR:ALL PROGRAMS THAT
WERE IMBALANCED AT ANY TIME DURING THE 1972-75,PERIOD

High -SES Programs
1972.-
1973

1973-
1974

1974 -

1975

McCoIlam Continuous/Nongraded 2.0 67.5 16.2
McCollam Enrichment 16:8 33.6 48.9

Pala Creative Arts 17.8 19.1 16.1
Pala Fine Arts 16.4 .20.9 22.9
Path Math/Sciefice 12.8 22.4 14.7
Pala Three Rs 24.5 34.8 28.9

Lim-SES Programs

Arbuckle Introduction to Life 14.1 17.7
Arbuckle-Learn by Doing 13.2 19.0

'Arbuckle Learning for Life 20.8 28.7
Arbuckle Traditional/Action 25.8 27.4'

Dorsa Communication Plus 12.1- 29.2

Dorsa World of 'ina Arts 13.6 22.8

Hubbard Adyentures in Learning 9.1 15:4

Mathson CobmunicationA & Cultures 19.8

Mayfair Bilingual/Bicultural 13.0 18.1
Mayfair` Kindergarten Pius First 20.4 14.4
Mayfair. Maximum,Exposure 17.0 ,

Miller Multi-Culturil Arts 1,9.1 1.5 2.5

Number of Imbalanced Programs , 5 9 14

Number of Programs. 22 .45 51'

e

, SOURCE: DMC Student Files, June 1973,-June 1974, Decetber
1974.

NOTE: Data from voucher schools.' only were used in com-
ptIting the norms forSES imbalance, and the SES composition
of the voucher school group changed sharply from 1972-,3 to
1973-74., Thus theibbalance figures for these two years
are not'directly comparable.

i92
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a serious problem among the minischool programs offered in- Alum Rock.,.

The percentage of students who N4ould have had to be exchanged to

equalized the distribution of sexes in each minischool was 4.1 in

Year 1, 3.3'in Year 2, and 4.0 in Year 3. The proportion of "sex-

imbalancecr programs (those more than 15 percent from the norm) was

5-percent in Year 1, 2 percent in Year 2, and 8 percent in Year 3.

In all the sex-imbalanced schools, the majority of students were

boys. One minischool (Pala ."Math-Science") had a disproportionate

enrollment of boys in each of eRe first three years of the demoftstta-

tion. Only 22percent of the students in the Math-Science,program

were female during he firseYear of the demonstration, only 31 per-
.

cent were.female in the second year, and only 33 percent were female

in the third- year, compared to a 48 to 49 percent figure for all the

voucher schools. Three other minischools (Mayfair "Kindergarten Plus

First," McCollam "Enrichment," and-Meyer "School 2000") showed

unusually large enrollments of boys_in October 1974, the third year

of the demonstration. tech of these programs was only 32 or 33 per-

cent female in October 1974.
1

r

Summary.

The primary purpose of this appendix has been to measure and

describe changes in the racial or ethnic distribution of students

in Alum Rock during the five years of the so-called voucher demonstra-
.

tirm. The central ,concept is that of ethnic "balance" or "imbalance,"

refined empirically in terms of deviations from an identical ethnic

distribution in each school or program in the distAct. Racial or

ethnic imbalance is not necessf_ ily the same thing as racial or

ethnic segregation, either empirically or legally. However, there

is widespread agreement that it would have been an argument against

parent choice if substsntial imbalance in the racial or ethnic

1
In no minischool was the distribution of students by sex as

uneven as for "special education" classes, which ranged between 72
and 80.percent male during the firsethree'years of demonstration.
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distribution of students among schoolsor programs had developed during

the Alum Rock demonstration.
.

During the period from 1970-71 to 1976-77, Alum Rock's enroll-

ment of Spanish-surnamed students increased from 47 to 57 percent'and

4the district's enrollment-of black students varied from 10 to 12 per-

cent. Thus,the district as a whole was becoming increasingly a

"minority" district, a long-term trend over which the district, had

relatively little control.

While the proportion of minority students in, the district was

slowly but steadily ciiMbing,:the degree of imbalance in the ethnic

distribution of students among schools retained relatively low during

the period from 1970-71 to 1976-77. Thatis, the proportions of

Students from each ethnic groUp at each school tended to be near the

district average.-- The deiiieof-eihniciiiiiIiong programs

tended to be only slightly higher than the degree of imbalance among

schools. However,_the_degree-Of-imbalande among programs did

increase slightly as the number of prograts increased.

A few schools and programs were exceptions to the general

finding of little ethnid- imbalance in Alum Rock. Of special interest

were programs-with a strong bilingual or multicultural emphasis, in

which the ideal of-special programs fot students not fluent in

English seemed to be in conflict with the district's goal of ethnic

balanCe'in each miniachool.

.Student distributions among minischuol programs by sex and by

eligibility for compensatoiy vouchers (a rough indicator of low socio-

economic status) were:also examined. The magitude of "SES imbalance"

among programs was slightly less than the magnitude of ethnic imbalance

during the first three years of the damonstravion. Ethnically imbal-

anced programs were not necessarily SES. imbalanced, and vice versa.

The magnitude of sex imbalance among programs was quite small, with

a few programs tending to attract an unusually large proportion of

boys. Statistics on SES imbalance and sex imbalance should-be inter-__

preted irOlight of the fact that these has not yet-been-much-daate

or---has-therepublicconsensus concerning the desir-,

ability or undesirabilityof a trend toward imbalance in any student

characteristic other than ethnicity.
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